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ABSTRACT
Richard Peters was one of the most versatile and
influential men in provincial Pennsylvania in the middle
of the eighteenth century.

An Anglican priest, he fled from

England to Pennsylvania in 1735 to escape an inadvertent
bigamous marriage.

After a brief and unsuccessful stint as

a clergyman in Philadelphia,

in 1737 he accepted appointment

as Proprietary Secretary of Pennsylvania, a post offered to
him by his friend, Proprietor Thomas Penn.

In this posi

tion, which he held until 1760, he managed the Penn family's
land holdings in Pennsylvania and. New Jersey, supervised the
provincial Land Office, and directed the leasing of Pro
prietary lands.

Moreover, he represented the Penns on three

separate occasions as a commissioner for running the dis
puted boundary between Pennsylvania and Maryland.
Peters served the Proprietary family in other ways.
He was their chief adviser and primary source of information
about provincial affairs.

After Thomas Penn left the colony

in 1741, the Proprietors managed their huge holdings in
North America through a variety of officials and agents.
From 1741 to 1763, Peters was their most trusted agent in
Pennsylvania.

Lacking him, or an equally reliable official,

probably Penn would have been forced to live in Pennsylvania
in order to administer his family's affairs.

vii

In 1743, Governor George Thomas appointed Peters to
his second important office in Pennsylvania.

In his new

p o s t , as Provincial Secretary and Clerk of the Provincial
Council, Peters participated in Council meet i n g s , served as
the Governor's secretary, and became more directly involved
in the political struggles that divided the Proprietors'
representatives' and the Provincial Assembly, dominated by
the Quaker Party.

.Peters became a "member" of the informal

group known,as the Proprietary p a r t y , b u t , particularly after
1748, did not play a leading role in this g r o u p , nor did he
endorse all of its political goals.

Rat h e r , he attempted

to mediate between the divisive political factions in the
province, and arranged some significant compromises.
A further aspect of Peters'

career in Pennsylvania

public life was his supervision of Indian diplomacy.

Tutored

by James L o g a n , Conrad W e i s e r , and George C r o g h a n , he
attended many of the more important Indian conferences held
in North America during this period.

These meetings included

the Lancaster Conferences of 1748 and 1762, the Albany
Congress of 1754, and the Easton Conferences of 1756, 1757,
and 1758.
affairs,

He managed both Proprietary and provincial Indian
and supervised the purchase of several huge tracts

of Indian land for the Penn family^

After 1748, when

Governor James Hamilton appointed Peters to the Provincial
■Council, the Secretary frequently represented thi-s body in
official negotiations with the Six Nations and other tribes.

■

'

■'

■
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The climax of Peters' public career occurred during
the French and Indian War.

Because of the lack of ability

of two of the Penns' deputy-Governors, in particular the
erratic William Denny

(1756-1759), Peters assumed many of

the duties performed normally by the chief executive of the
province, and helped to stabilize' the faction-torn govern
ment of Pennsylvania.

When Denny sold, out to the Provincial

Assembly and passed a large body of legislation in violation
of his instructions from the Proprietors, Peters, held the .
government together and prevented the coalition of the
Governor and Assembly from destroying the Penns'
in the province.

Later, Peters'

influence

evidence against Denny

enabled Thomas Penn to secure the disallowance by the Privy
Council of most of the Governor's legislation.

In 1760,

Peters began to resign his various secular appointments,

and

in 1763 he resumed his former career in the clergy as the
rector of Christ Church and St. Peter's Church,
delphia.

Phila

He died on July 10, 1776.

A.

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
In 1825, The Reverend Richard Peters'

nephew wrote

that "to give an account of his [uncle's] transactions
whilst he held [his] Offices; would be .to give the History
of Pennsylvania during that period."

Even after making

allowances for familial pride,, when Peters! life is
examined, this evaluation proves essentially correct.
For twenty-five y e a r s , from 1737 to 1763, Peters was
one of the most influential figures in Pennsylvania, holding
during that period the positions of Proprietary Secretary, .
Provincial Secretary, and Clerk and member of the Provincial
Council.

Moreover, he served the province as its chief

negotiator with the Indians during much of this t i m e , which
encompassed the French and Indian War.

These multiple

offices placed manifold responsibilities in Peters' hands,
and there were few significant events that took place in
Pennsylvania during that time in which he did not take part^
Peters'

influence extended beyond Pennsylvania,

because he was the principal advisor and major source of
information on provincial affairs for the Proprietary
family.
Peters'
■

The Penns made many of their decisions based upon
counsel and information.
1

Moreover, occasionally

;

'

■ ■

-
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Penn transmitted his Secretary's information and suggestions
to such high officials as Prime Minister William Pitt, and
Lord Halifax, the President of the Board of Trade.
If, as has been said, a man's status can be deter
mined by the company he k e e p s , Peters appears eminent, for a
list of his friends and close acquaintances' reads like a
"Who's Who in Colonial Society."

In addition to the Penn

family, they included. George Washington, Benjamin Franklin,
William Tennent, and James Logan,
of William Penn.

Additionally,

as Secretary, Peters worked

closely with Sir William Johnson,
agent in the colonies,

the friend and confidant

the crown's leading Indian

four different deputy-Governors of

Pennsylvania, Generals Robert Monekton and John For b e s , plus
a host of other governors, officials, military leaders, and
dignitaries of New York, New J e r s e y , Virginia, Maryland, and
Pennsylvania.
While Peters'

correspondence has been extensively

consulted by scholars, and forms the basis for most of the
studies of Pennsylvania written about this period, Peters'
role in the significant events of the time has been slighted.
The purpose of this study is to correct this historical
slight by examining in depth and detail the public career
of Richard Peters; to give long overdue recognition to one
of the important figures in provincial Pennsylvania, and to
provide necessary material for any future synthesis of the
history of the colony during this crucial period.

Although it might seem incongruous that Pet e r s , an
Anglican p r iest, pursued a .career in Pennsylvania public
life, a glance at his background reveals that his early
training well prepared him for these duties.
Born about 1704 in Liverpool, England, Peters was
the second son of Ralph. Peters, a barrister and the town
clerk.

While in school, at the age of fourteen,

girl tricked Richard into marriage.

a servant

AS a result of this

"fleet marriage," his family rushed him to the continent, to
study at the University of Leyden where he remained three
years and received what his nephew later termed a "liberal
education."

Upon his return to Engl a n d , despite his own.

inclination to enter the church, his father placed him in
the Inner Temple to study law.

After five years of study,

his fatAer relented, and Richard was ordained a deacon in
1730 and a priest the following year.

Assigned to Lathorn

chapel in Lancaster County, he served there for a year or
^wo, and was subsequently engaged by the Earl of Derby to
escort two young gentlemen, kinsmen of the Earl,
to place them in the University.

to Leyden,

Upon his return, his

friends told him that his wife, whom he had not seen since
the marriage, had died.

In 1734, Peters remarried, only to

discover the following year that his first wife was.still
alive.

As a result of this bigamous marriage, with the

4
consent of his second wife, but accompanied by neither,
Peters fled to Pennsylvania..

1

’

Peters soon obtained, a position as assistant to the
Rev. Archibald Cummings, the rector of the Christ Church,
Philadelphia.

From the o u t s e t , the pleasant and gregarious

Peters began to move in high social circles, probably aided
by his kinship to Andrew Hamilton, a former deputy-Covernor
of the province.

He made many close friendships, the most

important of which was with Thomas Penh, one of the Pro
prietors of the colony.

Peters'had a university education,

a comparatively rare asset in Philadelphia at that ti m e , and
Penn probably welcomed someone with whom he could discuss
scholarly topics.

•

This friendship served Peters in good

stead when in 1737 a quarrel broke out between himself and
Cummings;

the Rector accused him of having "wriggled himself

into the affections of the multitudes, . . . . 11 As a result

1.
For accounts of P e t e r s 1 early life s e e : Jeremia
Langhorne to Edmund G i bson, Bishop of L o n d o n , May 20, 17 36,
Peters MSS, I, 23, The Historical Society of Pennsylvania
(Hereafter cited as H S P ); Judge Richard Peters, Jr. Letter
to William Rawle, September 22, 1825, "Some Biographical
Letters— Selected from the Rawle Papers, in the Historical
Society of Pennsylvania," The Pennsylvania Magazine of
History and Biography, XIII (1899), 205-209 (Hereafter cited
as P M H B ); James H. Peeling, "Richard Pet e r s ," Dictionary of
American Biography, Allen Johnson and Dumas Malone (eds.)
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1934), XIV, 508-509;
Charles P. Keith, The Provincial Councillors of Pennsylvania,
1733-1776 (Philadelphia: n.p., 1883), pp. 235-241.
For a
chatty and disappointing biography of Peters, see Hubertis
Cummings, Richard P e t e r s . Provincial Secretary and C l e r i c ,
1704-1776 (Philadelphia■ The University of Pennsylvania
P r e s s , 1944 ).

of this d i spute, Peters resigned from his post at Christ
Church, a n d , having no other means of earning his living,
2
accepted a position offered to him by Penn.
Peters' new post, that of Proprietary Secretary, or
Secretary of the Land Office, was of vital importance to the
Penn family.

They were not only the governors of the

colony, but also the major land owners and landlords in
Pennsylvania.
Office.

The Proprietary Secretary managed their Land

In this capacity he supervised the collection of

rents and fees and the sale of real property, which together
provided the major source of income for the Pen n s .

Con

sidering the importance of this income they would give the
position only to someone they knew well and trusted.
Before Thomas Penn offered the post to Peters, he secured
the approval of his brother John, the chief Proprietor.
John had received excellent reports o f Peters'

ability and

character and concurred heartily with T h o m a s 1 choice.
During his first four years in the Land Office
Peters served an "apprenticeship" under Penn's direct super
vision, and gradually learned his manifold duties.
Proprietor left for England in 174.1, Peters'
2.

When the

responsibilities

K e i t h , Provincial Councillors. pp.

236-37.

3.
Charles P. Keith, Chronicles of Pennsylvania
(3 vols. ; Port Washington, New Y o r k : Ira J. Friedman, Inc.-,
1969), I, 88 (Originally published in 1917); John Penn to
Peters, January 31, 1737/38, Penn Letter B o o k s , I, 239
(ESP).

increased„

The Secretary assumed direct: management of the

Land Office, although for a number of years, Penn retained
a voice in'the operation of the office and required that
detailed reports be sent to him.
his Secretary increased,
Although Peters'
Land Office,

As Penn's confidence in

this supervision decreased.

..

career in Pennsylvania began in the

it soon expanded to include almost every aspect

of public life.

In February, 1742/43,. his friend Governor

George Thomas appointed him Provincial Secretary,

in which

capacity he acted as Clerk of the Provincial Council and
secretary to the Governor;

in 1749, his influence was •

enhanced by his appointment to the Provincial Council.
Peters' duties in his various posts, together with
other business he performed for the Governors and Proprie
tors, involved him in most of the important events in
Pennsylvania during nearly two and a half decades and made
him one of the most influential men in the province.

He

represented the colony three times as a commissioner to
settle the boundary dispute between Maryland and Pennsyl
vania— in the latter two instances managing this important
undertaking.

As head of the Land Office he administered the

vast Penn estates, not only throughout Pennsylvania, but in
New Jersey as well.

He also supervised, directly and in

directly, the location and initial surveys of many new towns
in the interior of Pennsylvania.

Another critical area in which Peters served the
province was Indian relations.

Tutored by James Logan,

himself a brilliant Indian agent, Peters ultimately became
the province's leading Indian emissary;

in this capacity he

attended many Indian conferences of great significance for
Pennsylvania and the other British colonies in North
America,
Throughout his career Peters became increasingly
involved in the political life of the province.

Although he

advocated what he considered to be the best interests of the
Proprietary family and this position usually pitted him
against the provincial Assembly, he never became a complete
partisan in the political struggles between the Assembly and
the other Proprietary officials.

At t i m e s , in f a c t , he

deplored the extreme positions taken by both factions, and
managed to arrange some significant compromises between
them.
Peters' greatest service, however, was as "war
secretary" for the province during the French and Indian
War.

Partly because of the weakness of the Pennsylvania

governors after 17 55, the Secretary shouldered much of the
responsibility for organizing and coordinating the efforts
of the provincial government to deal with the French and
Indian attacks on the frontier.

Later in the war, he served

as the ex officio secretary for both General John Forbes

:

-

-

■ ■. ■ 8

(who captured Fort Duquesne from the French in 1758) and his
replacement, General Robert Monekton.
Worn out by the tremendous demands made on him by
the war, Peters began to resign his various offices in 1760,
By 1763 most of his participation in the public affairs in
Pennsylvania had.ended, and he had begun a new phase of
service in the province— as rector of Christ and St.
Peters'

Churches, Philadelphia.
Because of the wide variety of positions and

responsibilities held by Peters— at times he seemed almost
to be pursuing several concurrent careers— a narrative of
his life becomes complicated.

Therefore, a note describing

the structure of this study is helpful.
Chapter II is devoted to an examination of Peters
himself: his personality, his ambitions, and his close rela
tionship with Thomas Penn.

The next two chapters deal with

his work in the Land Office: Chapter III with his early
• years when he was learning the duties of this post, and
Chapter IV with his later functions as a skilled manager of
the Proprietary estates in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.
Chapter V is an introduction to his participation in the
political life of the colony up to the outbreak of the
French and Indian War in 1754; Chapter VI similarly intro
duces his role, in Indian affairs.
Chapters VII through X of this study detail Peters'
key role in the events of the French and Indian W a r . . After

1754 provincial politics and Indian affairs merge with the
subject of this war*

Most political issues consisted of

quarrels between the governors and the Assembly over means
to cope with the French and Indians., or blame for the
Indian attacks on the frontier of -Pennsylvania.

Indian

diplomacy, of; course, largely centered around negotiations
either with the tribes warring hgainst Pennsylvania, or with
Indian allies of the colony.
an account of Peters'

F i n a l l y , Chapter XI contains

retirement, his subsequent return to

the church, and a conclusion.

CHAPTER II
..

RICHARD PETERS

Richard Peters was a complex and often inconsistent
m a n , who devoted his public career to serving an equally
complicated individual, Thomas Penn.

Peters'

idiosyncratic

nature played gn important part in shaping his relationships
with his employer and his associates in Pennsylvania between
1737 and 1763.

Basic to an understanding of his career,

therefore, is a careful examination of his personality and
character.

Moreover, it is essential to understand the

character of Peters'

employer, Thomas Penn, and the impor

tant relationship between the two men.

Not only was their

friendship significant because it gave Peters latitude in
his activities, but it added greatly to his. power; he was
Penn's most trusted agent in the colony for over twenty
y ea r s .

His ultimate loyalty in public life was to serve the

Proprietary family.
Most of the time Peters maintained pleasant rela
tionships with other people.

Friendly, gregarious, and

possessing a sense of humor, he made friends readily.

That

these were sincere friendships, and based neither on fear of
the Secretary's power, nor on a desire for favors' he might
b e s t o w , is evidenced by the fact that many of his friends
'

were themselves important offic i a l s , with no need to impress
him.

They included, for example, William Allen, one of the

richest men in the province, and later Chief Justice; James
Logan,

confidant of William P e n n ; George. W a shington, a

frequent visitor in the Secretary's home in Philadelphia;
James Hamilton, twice deputy-Governor of Pennsylvania;
George Thomas and Robert Hunter M o r r i s , also governors of
the province during Peters' tenure in office;
1755, Benjamin Franklin.

and, prior to

The Secretary's friends included

dozens of other influential people in the colony.

1

Perhaps the best evidence of the solidarity of
Peters'

friendships is that most of them survived despite

the strains imposed on them by two of Peters'

least

desirable personality traits : his occasional knack of
irritating whomever he was with, and his propensity to
gossip to Thomas Penn about anyone, including his friends.
This abrasive side to Peters'

character, which one historian

terms "Richard P e t e r s ' Mr. Hyde," could irritate even his
closest friends.
Col. Henry Bouquet

For example, in a letter to his friend
(a Swiss officer commanding British

troops during the French and Indian War), the Secretary
apologized for having offended Bouquet by the manner in
in which.he notified the Colonel that he could not sell him
. 1.
Washington's frequent visits to Peters' home
'were recalled by the Secretary's nephew Judge Richard Peters
in his letter to William Rawle in 1825.

.

- .:

.

some proprietary land.

12

■

Peters s a i d , "if I speak what

appears to me right in a disagreeable manner;

it is a mis

fortune and as my friends tell me I do very often err in
this point,

.

."

Peters promised to try to remedy this
'
?
defect in his character, but feared the "force of habit,"
In a letter which he w r o t e , but did not send.
Bouquet showed that he had been piqued by P e t e r s ' treatment
of h i m , and that this had not been the first time.

Bouquet

complained that indeed Peters had not always acted the part
of a true friend, at times showing indifference to his
recommendations.

M oreover,,the Secretary had not extended

to him the least preference in regards to Pennsylvania land,
but had treated him like the meanest settler.

Bouquet then

pledged his undying friendship for Peters, whose "Probity &
Virtue will always abundantly make amend for any little
flying disgusts given to your friends.
Further evidence of the negative side of the
Secretary's character, and proof that he was aware of this
shortcoming,

followed some groundless tattling to Penn about

Conrad Weiser.

Peters withdrew his most serious charges,

saying that if Penn had formed the wrong impression of
2.
Peters to Henry B o u q u e t , February 22, 1760,
Sylvester K„ Stevens and Donald H. Kent (eds. ) , The Papers
of Col. Henry Bouquet (19 v o l s . ; Harrisburg: Pennsylvania
Historical Commission, 1941-1943), XIV, 38-39.
3.
XXII, 2-4.

Bouquet to Peters, February 24, 1760, ibid. ,

.

'

W e i s e r , it must have been due to h i s , Peters'
of Expressing" himself.
have been well-liked,

13

"dark manner

Although the Secretary appears to

it must have been difficult at times

not to take offense at one of his "little flying disgusts."

4

Much of Peters' gossip was expressed in outrageous
hyperbole.

It is unlikely that Penn, or any recipient,

would take this sort of rhetoric seriously.

For example,

in a single letter written to Penn in 1753, Peters described
Assembly Speaker Isaac Norris as muddle-headed, with "no
Sense but malice enough against the Proprietary Family and
this will serve instead of Sense"; George Clinton, Governor
of New York, as a man "incapable of behaving well,

. .

two newly elected Pennsylvania Assemblymen as "sour and
ignorant men"; Indian interpreter Andrew Montour as a "dull
.k
'' •
'1
'
stupid Creature"; Mohawk Hendrick Peters as a "vile Indian";
the Ohio Indians as "debauched";

and the Pennsylvania

settlers as "the scum of the earth."

5

. Only occasionally did Peters'

hyperbole succeed in

arousing Penn's anger against an individual, and no one who
was highly regarded by the Proprietor permanently lost his
esteem because of Peters' gossip.

In at least two instances,

4.
Peters to Penn, September 28, 1750, Penn Offi
cial Correspondence, V, 57-61 (HSP) (Hereafter cited as
P O C ). Because most of Peters' dealings were with Thomas
Penn, unless otherwise noted, "the Proprietor," or "Penn,"
refers to Thomas.
5.
Peters to Proprietors, November 6, 1753, POC,
VI, 113, 115 (HSP).

• ..

■

•i4

however, the Secretary almost destroyed- Penn's confidence, in
key men in Pennsylvania.

'Between 1743 and 1746,. Peters

exacerbated a quarrel between Penn and William Allen,
instead of helping to mediate this dispute.

In the second

case, Peters accused the invaluable interpreter Conrad
Weiser of having become greedy for land and money.
before Penn became angry enough to fire Weiser,
relented and withdrew his charges.
the Secretary blamed his
misunderstanding.

Just

Peters

It was at this time that

"dark manner" of expression for the

In neither of these cases did Peters

initiate Penn's a n g e r , but in both instances he aggravated
the situation.

Fortunately for Pennsylvania, Penn regained
6
his confidence in both Allen and Weiser.
Occasionally Penn disagreed with Peters' opinions.
For example,

in his exaggerated rhetoric, the Secretary

labeled the Moravians "an upstart modern Sect of ignorant
Fanaticks" with bad tenets and foul marriage practices.
Penn countered that the Moravians he had met led exemplary
lives.

He also contradicted his secretary's assertion that

the Germans would likely prove bad colonists, because "there
are Nations whose natural Temper cannot bear a mild

6.
Peters to Penn, February 17, 1749/50, ibid. , IV
195 (HSP); Penn to Peters, May 30, 1750, Penn Letter Books,
II, 314 (HSP); Peters to Penn, June 20, 17 52, P O C , V, 24957 (HSP).

15
Government, and t h o 1 these [Germans] seem to be such at
7
present yet the climate may alter them."
.

Peters did not .send what would have been one of his
most useful and prescient bits of scandal, perhaps because
it involved his friend John Kinsey.

.

He wrote that Kinsey

loses Ground amongst Friends [Quakers], his Conduct
is to be sure unbecoming a man in his Station, he
is quite gay, affects young Company, drinks hard
now. and then with Ross and such like, is p e r p e 
tually galanting [sic] the L a d i e s , lives in the
utmost profusion at home,.his children, or at
least the Eldest,, is full of Money & extravagant,
& it is thought his Loan Office Accots. are.not
in the best condition. .

Peters recorded these thoughts in his letterbook in 1747.
When Kinsey died three years later,

it was discovered that

he had misappropriated more than £3000 to his own use while
a trustee of the General Loan Office.

8

At times Peters wrote favorable comments about his
friends and acquaintances.
that Peters'

In A u g u s t , 1749, Penn, remarked

"account of Mr. Allens Conduct is very agreable

to mee as is also your account of the Governors behaviour."
A year later Peters told the Proprietors that they were
greatly obligated to Allen because he accepted the post of
7.
Peters to Penn, October 3, 1743, Peters Letter
Books (HSP); Penn to Peters, February 4, 1743/44, Penn
Letter B o o k s , II, 70 (HSP).; Penn to William Allen, February
8, 1743/44, ibid. , 76-77; Penn to Peters,. January 31, 1745/
46, ibid. , 148-49; Peters to Penn, November 28, 1747., Peters
Letter Books (HSP).

8.
Peters to Penn, November 19, 1747, ibid.; Edwin
B. Bronner, "The Disgrace of John Kinsey, Quaker Politician,
1739-1750," PM.HB . LXXV (1951), 410-15.

16

Chief Justice of the Supreme Court for the good of the
province; had it not been for Allen's civic conscience, he
9
would have avoided the post l i k e ■"Poysen."
Peters'

candid thoughts about most of his con

temporaries may be found in his letters to Penh.

His

opinion of Penn is expressed in a letter to his old friend
James Logan,

When Peters wrote to L o g a n , February, 1749/50,

relations between Penn and the aging Quaker had been
strained for some time,. Peters attempted to sooth Logan's
ruffled feelings by assuring him that since nature had never
designed a perfect m a n , Logan should take people as he found
them— advice that Peters himself might well have heeded.
The Secretary then a d d e d , "I always thought you was a little
too much provoked with a certain Gentleman who has many good
Qualities to counter-ballance som disagreable o n e s ."

10

Under pressure, Peters revealed some emotional
inconstancy.

He had proven himself to be efficient and

self-reliant but he sometimes sank into moods of self-doubt,
depression, and despair.

He accomplished all of the major

tasks he undertook in the colony, and demonstrated that he
9.
Penn to Peters, August 7, 1749, Penn Letter
Books, II, 276 (H S P )* Peters to Penn [September, 1750], P O C ,
VI, 105-111 (HSP).
10.
Peters to James L o g a n , February 10, 1749/50,
Peters MSS, I I I , 3 (HSP).
Although Peters does not name
Penn in this letter, the context, plus a sentence in Peters'
next letter to Penn makes it clear that the Secretary was
referring to the Proprietor.
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was one of the men of outstanding ability in the province;
but on occasion, h i s .correspondence appears more like that
of a trembling failure.

Furthermore, although.he always

regarded himself as a man of the church, in public affairs
he acted in a secular fashion, even to the extent of voting
for the payment of a bounty on Indian scalps during the
French and Indian War, and participating in some question
able practices in making some land purchases from the Dela
ware Indians„
despairing;

Positive, yet irresolute;

efficient, yet

friendly, yet backbiting; Pet e r s 1 dominant trait

appears to have been inconsistency.
Most of his contemporaries in Pennsylvania, however,
concurred that in spite of his occasional instability and
bad h a b i t s , he was an extraordinarily hardworking,, astute ,
and highly capable public official.

Notwithstanding his

occasional expressions of great alarm or deep despair he
rarely allowed his feelings to interfere with his efficiency,
but continued to work hard to overcome the problems con
fronting him.

Frequently he exaggerated in order to relieve

his inner tension; and when he sounded the most distracted,
he might well be doing some of his most effective work.
Usually Penn ignored Peters' outbursts and threats to
resign.

Such episodes increased when the Secretary felt

hard-pressed by work or worry,

for example during the French

and Indian W a r , when he bore a tremendous load of responsi
bility.

18
Just as Pet'ers-' character puzzled his friends,
scholars too.have expressed ambivalent .feelings about him.
Some historians have described him in glowing terms., others
as a vicious, backbiting gossip, detrimental to the colony.
Neither of these simple views are entirely correct.

He w a s ,

rather, a complex man whose actions must be studied within
the context of' the turbulent affairs of provincial
Pennsylvania.1"
1"
Thomas Penn too, has inspired mixed reactions, both
from his contemporaries and from scholars.

Like Peters, he

had an abrasive side to his personality, but he had neither ,
Peters'

sense of humor, nor his ability to. make friends.

Penn often fended to be narrowminded and s u spicious, and
these qualities, plus his lack of a sense of humor, made him
a difficult man to work for.
The Penn b r o t h e r s , Thomas, John, and Richard,
inherited the proprietorship of Pennsylvania in 1731.

Due

11.
There are conflicting interpretations as to h
damaging Peters' gossip was to the Proprietary interests in
the province.
William S. Hanna, Benjamin Franklin and
Pennsylvania Politics (Stanford; Stanford University Press,
1964), pp. 20-21', says that Peters' gossip "and special
prejudices set h i m ; and eventually P e n n , against some of the
colony's cherished interests'." An extreme indictment of
Peters' gossip is in Paul A. W. W a l l a c e , Conrad Weiser,
1696-1760. Friend of Colonist and Mohawk. (Philadelphia:
University of Pennsylvania P r e s s , 1945).
This otherwise
excellent biography is marred by excessive hero-worship of
Weiser, and great antipathy for Richard Peters. However
unsavory the Secretary's tattling may have been, neither
'Hanna nor Wallace explain just how it damaged the Pro
prietary interests.
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to his aptitude for business, and John's subsequent illness,
Thomas became the dominant figure in the proprietorship.

In

1746, upon John's death, Thomas inherited his one-half share
1o
of the province, and became the chief Proprietor,
From
1732 to .1741 Thomas lived in Pennsylvania where he learned
much about the operation of the government of the province,
and restored order to proprietary and Indian affairs,
'

\

Although an intelligent, honest, and effective administrator,
and sociable within a small circle of friends, Penn never
became noted for warmth or ease among strangers;

in fact,

quite the reverse was true.
Industrious and efficient, he could never tolerate
inefficiency or sloth in o t h e r s , particularly his subordi
nates.

When faced with evidence of inadequacy in his

employees, he often responded with harsh criticism, which
sometimes resulted in the loss of a valued employee.
12.
The lives of Thomas Penn and his brothers are
described in: Keith, Chronicles of Pennsylvania, III, 73947; Hanna, Benjamin jFranklin, pp. 15-20; James H. Hutson,
"Benjamin Franklin and Pennsylvania Politics, 1751-1755: A
Reappraisal," P M H B , XCIII (1969), 321; William R. Shepherd,
History of Proprietary Government in Pennsylvania (New York:.
Columbia University, 1896), pp. 210-18.
These four accounts
agree that the Penn brothers desired to promote the good of
the province, and did not simply wish to exploit it.
For
examples of the opposite viewpoint, see Theodore Thayer,
Pennsylvania Politics and the Growth of Democracy, 1740—1776
(Harrisburg: The Pennsylvania Historical a n d 'Museum Commis
sion, 1953), pp. 11-12;
Warden, "The Proprietary Group
in Pennsylvania, 1754-1764," The William and Mary Quarterly,
Third Series, XXI (1964), 370-71 (Hereafter cited as W M Q ).
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Although frugal, at times he showed generosity to those whom
he felt had served him well„

13

Inevitably the relationship between two such compli
cated men proved intricate.

Their initial affiliation was

that of personal friendship, and only afterward did they
become, employer and employee.
during Peters'

Most of their communications

tenure in office were based on this latter

connection, but always with the overtones of their mutual■
affection and regard.

While never forgetting the differ

ence in their social o r i g i n s , Peters always felt a strong
sense of friendship for P e n n , plus gratitude to the Proprie
tor for having given him an appointment at a time when his
fortune seemed to have reached its nadir.

Peters once

expressed this appreciation by stating that Penn had turned
his "exile into a blessing."

The Proprietor wrote his

letters t o •the Secretary in a less formal style than he used
with his other officials, and Peters expressed himself more
freely than he would have dared had the two men not been
close friends.

In 1741 Peters demonstrated his confidence

13.
There are numerous instances of Penn berating
his employees, but one of the most severe is in Penn to
Lynford Lardner, July 4, 1750, Penn Let:ter B o o k s , III, 4
(ESP), in which the Proprietor scolded Lardner for mixing
up his accounts and told him that he intended to appoint
an auditor to look over the Receiver General's books.
Lardner, whose sister was married to Richard Penn, resigned
his position as a result of this letter.
Penn could not
understand Lardner's reaction to his reprimand, and con
cluded that the Receiver General must be overly sensitive.

'

.■
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■"

in Penn's friendship when he informed the Proprietor that he
planned to move into Penn's Philadelphia house, because
business was slow and Peters'
lived„

rent .was too high where he

Later, h o wever, fearing that he had been presump-

14
tuous, he changed his mind„ .
Complicating the personal and business relationship
between Peters and Penn was the letter's insistence upon
close supervision of the Land O f f i c e , even after he returned
to Englando

Despite his trust in Peters, the Proprietor

Could not resist the temptation to make many of the major.
Land Office decisions, and some of the minor ones by mail.
This refusal to delegate authority proved a cumbersome and
inefficient method of operation which tried the Secretary's
patience; but for several y e a r s , Penn insisted on this
degree of oversight.

As he came to repose more and more

trust in Peters' knowledge of the Land Office, he permitted
him greater latitude.

Y e t , P e n n .never gave any of his

officials carte blanche to operate as they wished.

His

control encompassed t h e .highest officials— and the smallest
details; he bound his deputy- Governors with rigid and minute
instructions and he forbade his Receiver General in
Pennsylvania to dispense any sums of money that he had not
14.
Peters' remark that Penn had turned his exile
into a blessing is in his letter t o •the Proprietor on May 1,
1749, POC, IV, 205 (HSP); Peters to Penn, October 24, 1741,
Peters Letter Books (HSP); Peters to P e n n , November 14,
1741, ibid.
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authorized in advance.

Indicative of Penn's growing trust

in Peters is. that ultimately he gave the Secretary a great
deal of freedom from restrictions, even to the extent of
allowing him to draw funds from the Receiver General without
prior authorization.

No other official, with the possible

exception of deputy-Governor James Hamilton, received the
degree of freedom granted to P e t e r s , and yet Peters never
escaped completely from Penn's cautious scrutiny.

Despite

their personal friendship, Peters often found Penn difficult
to work for.

15

.Although Peters accepted responsibility for his
errors, one rarely detects in his letters the obsequious
tone of much of the correspondence Penn received.

The

Secretary took a firm stand in favor of what he believed to
be the correct course of action, but once Penn had made a
decision that affected the Land O f f i c e , the Secretary
complied, although at times complaining that he did not
agree with the decision.

He was a loyal employee, willing

15.
A glance, almost at random, in the Pehn Letter
Books will reveal Penn's passion for detail.
A good example
of this is in Penn to Peters , September 16, 1742, Penn
Letter B o o k s , II, 1 (H S P ), in which the Proprietor explained
to the Secretary that, "We have examin'd Mr.. Taylors Case
and agree that he should have as much Land Surveyed to him
as makes upp.2571 Acres and 3/7ths parts of an Acre which
with 428 Acres & 4/7ths reverted to us makes upp the 3000
Acres mentioned in the Grant, tho at t h e ,end of your long
Case you desire the deficiency and 421 Acres besides which
must be a mistake as Mr. Taylor cannot have any pretence of
right to the two seventh parts of 1500 Acres belonging to
the Infants what he has reason to Expect is 424 Acres and
three seventh parts of an A c r e . "

■
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to let Penn exercise a veto over his actions, while at the
same time refusing to play the role of a "yes m a n . "

His

usual lack of fear of Penn' is reflected not only by his
willingness to take occasional liberties with the Pro
prietor, but by his propensity to give Penn a d v i c e , some■times regarding rather sensitive matters.

16

'

Peters derived part of his power in Pennsylvania
from his offices, but an equal if not greater amount of
power came from his personal influence with Thomas Penn.
The Proprietor relied on Peters' opinions more than on those
of any other person in the province.

Through Penn's trust

in his judgment the Secretary became an influential man in
Pennsylvania.

Penn frequently based his decisions upon

information supplied by Peters, and followed many of his
recommendations of men for office.

17

16.
For example, see Peters to Proprietors, April
10, 1739, Peters Letter .Books (HSP) , in which the Secretaryremarked that the people of Pennsylvania regarded Governor
Thomas as a man whom they could trust--if he were not a. tool
of the Proprietors.
Peters advised Penn to give Thomas more
latitude in his proprietary instructions to enable him to
overcome the suspicions of the people.
17.
Not all accounts agree on Peters' ability to
influence appointments.
Thayer in Pennsylvania Politics.
p. 92 alleges that William Allen "practically alone deter
mined who would fill the high appointive offices in the
province."
James H. Hutson, "Campaign for a Royal' Province,"
Part One, P M H B . XCIV (1970), 434, states that Benjamin Chew
"in t r u t h , ran the executive branch of government in
Pennsylvania."
Allen and Chew were very important in
influencing appointments, but far more so after Peters'
retirement in 17 63.
Between 1742 and 17 63 Peters had by far
the greatest influence on Penn, and was t h e 'man who made
most of the recommendations to the deputy-Governors as

24
The appointments Peters first influenced were to
posts connected with the Land Office,

In .1748, he selected

men for Surveyor General William Parsons to appoint as
deputy s u r v e y o r s a n d when Parsons retired later that same
year, Peters named his successor, Nicholas Scull *

In 1751,

a more important provincial official, Attorney General -Tench
Francis threatened to resign and Penn instructed his Secre
tary to suggest someone who could replace Francis =

Often

Peters collaborated with others in suggesting men for
appointments,

in particular William Allen.

In 1754, Allen

asked him to recommend one Thomas Bond to Governor Hamilton
for the post of coroner.

The following y e a r , the Secretary

complained to Allen that Governor Morris insisted that
Peters make the decision in.regards to another appointment,
and he informed Allen whom he would recommend for this
,18
post.
well. ' Evidence indicates, however, that many— if not most
of Peters' recommendations were' made after consulting with
Allen, often James Hamilton, a n d , after 1755, Chew.
After
1763, Allen and Chew acted directly upon the Proprietor and
Governors— primarily John Penn.
It is difficult to see how
either Allen or Chew could have influenced Thomas Penn's
decisions or appointments; their correspondence with Penn
simply does not reflect this degree o f .influence.
Between
September, 1747 and October, 1763, the Penn Letter Books
contain 23 letters to Allen, 6 to Chew, and 236 to Richard
Peters.

18.
Peters to Proprietors, June 13, 1748, POC, IV,
125 (HSP); Penn to Peters , March 31, 1751,. Penn Letter
B o o k s , III, 71 (HSP); William Allen to Peters, April 24,
1754, Peters M S S . , I I I , 95 (HSP); Peters to Allen, February
23, 1755, ibid. , IV, 6.
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Penn revealed his great confidence in Peters when

the Proprietor's nephew John Penn came to the province in
1752.

John was twenty-three and immature, and the Pro

prietor requested that he be placed on the Provincial
Council in order to learn something about provincial govern
ment.

The Governor and Council not only seated John on the

Board, but elected

him its h e a d , which put him first in line

to be President of

the Council

(acting governor) in case of

the death or resignation of the Governor.

Although flattered

by this gesture, Penn was aware of the potential problems if
his youthful nephew assumed control of the government, of
Pennsylvania. . Therefore, he instructed John that in the
.1

•

■"

■

event he became president, he should continue to live at
Peters' house, and

the Secretary would give him "private

information of everything necessary,

. . . ."

Penn

instructed Peters to advise John "in all thi n g s ," because
Peters knew the business of governing the province better
than anyone.

In the event John became president, Penn wanted

Peters to manage the province through his nephew.

Because

Governor Hamilton remained in office until his replacement
arrived, John Penn did not serve as president of the Provincial Council.

19

19.
Penn to James Hami l t o n , August 26 , 17 52, Penn
Letter Books, III, 164 (HSP); Penn to John Penn, November 1,
1753 and January 29, 17 54, ibid. , 269, 283-84; Penn to
Peters, February 1, 1754, ibi d . , 301.
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Once he embarked on a career in public life, Peters'
loyalty t o 'Penn was g r e a t , and -yet, if given his preference,
Peters would have remained in the church.

He .never ceased

to hope that some day he would be able to return to what he
regarded as his true vocation and in 1741, a possibility of
doing so arose upon the death of Archibald Cummings, the
rector of Christ Church.

Several members of the vestry

urged Peters to seek this p o s t , and 'he became interested.
Because of his loyalty to the P e n n s , he first requested
their permission to pursue this curacy, and John Penn gave
it, stating that he would regret losing such a good secre
tary.

Then, at Peters'

request, Penn attempted to influence

the Bishop of London in Peters' behalf.

Perhaps because the

Bishop recalled the Secretary's earlier quarrel with
Cummings, the prelate denied Peters'

request.

The Penn's

attorney in London, Ferdinand John P a r i s , suggested that
because America had never been officially annexed to the.
diocese of London,

the Penns should initiate a test case by

having Governor Thomas issue Peters a license to serve
Christ Church.

Although the Secretary was willing this

explosive plan must not have appealed to the Proprietors,
for they did not pursue it.

20

20e Ten Members of the Vestry of Christ Church,
Philadelphia to the Rev. George Ross and other Pennsylvania
Missionaries, May 7, 1 7 4 1 , Society Collection (H S P ); Peters
to John Penn, October 20, 1741, Peters Letter Books (HSP);
Peters to Thomas P e n n , October 24, 1741, ibid.
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This, his second rebuff in pursuing the Christ
Church curacy, did not discourage Peters'

interest in the

church, and he took a seat on the vestry of Christ Church
under the new rector, the Rev. Robert Jenney.

In 1752, he

asked Jenney for a testimonial of his, Pet e r s 1 , devotion to
the church.

To his consternation, Jenney's abusive answer

accused Peters of being his "utter enemy & an Enemy to the
Church."

Although the Secretary attempted to placate

Jenney, the Rector remained adamant; he declared himself
afraid of Peters' power and influence, and said that the
Secretary had feigned friendship.

Jenney1s antagonism

towards Peters is understandable.

It must have been diffi

cult for the Rector to have another' clergyman on his v e s t r y ,
particularly one of Peters' determination, ability, and
influence.

A further complication was the fact that Peters

had held the post of Assistant Rector and had been a candi
date for the post Jenney held.

Peters pointed up, uncon

sciously, what may have been the crux of J e n n e y 's jealousy
and resentment when he remarked that not only had he never
harmed Jenney., but that the Rector "in a great measure owes
his h a p p y .Circumstances with his Congregation to me."
Saddened by his inability to resolve his differences with
Jenney, Peters withdrew from the vestry and severed all
official ties with Christ Church.

21

21.
Peters to Penn, March 20, 1752, P O C , V, 229
(ESP); Peters to P e n n , March 23, 1752, ibid., 235.
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Late in 1752,

and .financially independent, Peters

once again considered returning to the active clergy, not in
v

.

:

.

any specific church, but wherever his services were needed
most.

He suggested that Penn bring over a new personal

.

advisor when he came to Philadelphia the following year, and
offered to give up both of his offices to Penn's new secretary.

Inexplicably, he changed his mind two months later.

22

Peters accepted a career in public life because he
had been denied the opportunity, to pursue the vocation he
wanted most, the. church.

Once in office, he remained there

partly because of his setbacks in attempting to return to
the church, his loyalty to. Penn, and finally, because he
recognized the potential profits of his offices and the
advantages of financial independence.

He did not desire

money for its own s a k e , nor from a wish to live in luxury,
but because it would enable him to return to the church on
his own terms.

That he had made the pursuit of financial

independence part of his long-range goal is shown in
December, 1743, when he wrote to an old friend in the Inner
Temple in London that he could see his way clear "to an Inde
Pendency & a pretty ffortune wch if you & I live 7 years
will enable me to renew our old Acquaintance."

23

22.
Peters to Penn, December 5, 1752, ibid. , 205;. ,
Peters to Penn, February 9, 1753, ibid., VI, 3; Peters to
Penn, June 2, 1753, ibid. , 63.
23.
Peters to James Wally, December 9, 1743, Peters
Letter Books (HSP).
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In 1748, Peters began to invest in order to achieve
this goal.

One of his earliest ventures v?as in privateering,

but he fared badly in this speculation.

A few years later

he was lured into the Indian trade by the prospect of
fabulous profits.

Indian traders George Croghan and William

Trent agreed to take him and Richard Hockley into partner
ship with them. . Peters and Hockley, a friend of the Penn
family and later Receiver Gene r a l , were supposed to invest
£2000 apiece in this ve n t u r e , but each needed a loan of
£1000 from Penn.

The Secretary expressed surprise that

established traders like Trent and Croghan would accept new
partners, but in fact they were delighted, because they
needed new capital in order to buy trade goods in England.
Croghan's glittering promises of profit deceived Pet e r s , but
when Penn learned of this scheme, his businessman's
skepticism told him the risk was excessive, and he forbade
Peters' participation on the grounds that it would be a
conflict of interests for the Provincial Secretary to engage
in the Indian trade.

Although Penn had no such objection to

Hockley's participation in this speculation, he said that
his financial status would permit him to loan only £500.
Penn's decision saved Peters from probable bankruptcy.

Due

to Trent's and Croghan's chicanery, Hockley neither realized
a profit from this venture in which Peters embroiled h i m ,

■■■■
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:

n o r , despite herculean efforts by the Secretary to extricate
him., did he ever regain all of his principal. ^
When Penn forbade his secretary's entry into the
Indian trade he gave him permission to improve his fortune
in other ways, such as land investment.

Peters took full

advantage of this concession and in the next few years
proceeded to make a "pretty ffortune" in land.

With the

financial aid of some of his wealthy friends, including
William Alien.and Edward Shippen of Lancaster, he began to
purchase "plantations"

(tracts of improved land) from people

who had come to Philadelphia in need of cash for their land.
Not knowing what Penn's reaction would be, Peters first
reported these transactions apologetically.

He assured the

Proprietors that he always paid the full price for these
lands, in order that they would not think him a "Land
Jobber ."

Furthermore, he promised not to enter into any

scheme that might injure the interests of the Proprietors;
indeed, because most of his purchases lay west of the
Susquehanna river, he had aided the development of the
proprietary lands in that region.

25

24.
Peters to Penn [November or December, 1744],
ibid. : Peters to P e n n , November 24, 1748, POC, IV, 167-69
(HSP); For a detailed account of the ill-fated partnership
of Hockley, Trent, and Croghan, see Nicholas B. Wainwright,
George Croghan: Wilderness Diplomat (Chapel H i l l : The Uni
versity of North Carolina Press, 1959), pp. 22-46; Penn to
Peters, February 20, 1748/49, Penn Letter B o o k s , II, 257-58
'(HSP).
25.
Peters to Proprietors, October 20, 1748, POC,
IV, 157-58 (HSP).
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But Peters was not completely candid in reporting
his land investments.

He had been buying land for a number

of years prior to his initial report to Penn on a somewhat
larger scale than he had indicated„

Furthermore, not all of

his purchases were made from people who came to the city
looking for cash for their plantations„
he wrote this letter,

Three years before

in a single transaction, Peters had

purchased 2825 acres in eleven t r a c t s f r o m Edward Shippen ,
for one thousand pounds.

.

Curiously, Penn regarded it a conflict of interests
for P e t e r s , as Secretary of the p r o v i n c e t o

engage in

Indian t r a d e , but saw nothing wrong with him, as Secretary
of the Land O f f i c e ,

engaging in land speculation.

Penn may

have herein revealed a bias in favor of land investment

that

might be expected of a-member of the English upper-class in
the eighteenth century„

Perhaps a more compelling reason

for Penn's attitude is that the Proprietor too was deeply
engaged in land speculation.
investments because
-

-

-

it
'

If he forbade Peters'

would constitute a conflict
'

land
of
'

interests, he would have been indicting his own conduct as
well.
When the value of his purchased land r o s e , Peters
sold it and repaid

his friends from whom he had borrowed

capital.

he informed Penn that he had been paying

In 1749,

26.
Land Lease from Edward
Shippen
November 30, 1745,
Peters M S S . , II, 47 (ESP).

the

to P e t e r s ,

32;
interest for seven years on three or four thousand pounds
used for land purchases.

Rising land prices west of the

Susquehanna; river where most of Peters' land was located
gave him reason to hope that he would soon be able to pay
97
these debts.
By December, 1752, Peters had achieved significant
financial success.

His annual remuneration from his various

offices amounted to £400 sterling, roughly equivalent to
£670 in Pennsylvania currency, a large income for that time.
It is difficult to estimate the modern equivalent of this
s u m , but it appears that next to the Governor, Peters was
the most highly compensated public official in Pennsylvania.
In 17 62, Penn quoted a statement by Governor James Hamilton
that the office of Proprietary Secretary was "the most
lucrative office in the Government."

As a comparison the

annual salary of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court was
£200. currency.

The scale of P e t e r s 1 land investments in

J u n e , 1752, is indicated by an itemized statement showing
that he had nearly £10,000 in borrowed capital invested.
Since he had access to such large sums in a period of rising
land p r i c e s , it is hardly surprising that Peters managed to
achieve financial independence.

28

'
27.
Peters to Proprietors, October 26, 1749, POC
IV, 243 (H S P ).
28.
Peters to Penn, December 5, 1752, ibid. , V,
205; A comparison between sterling and Pennsylvania currency
for the year 1752 may be found in Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s ,
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Between 17 54 and 1760, P e t e r s 1 finances suffered a
sharp setbacko

Attacks by the French and their Indian

allies on the Pennsylvania frontier made most of Peters'
land unsalable.

M oreover, with the sharp decline in the

sale and purchase of land, his income from the Land Office
also dropped.

The Secretary's finances did not recover

until 1760 with the end of the war in Pennsylvania.

Then

his fortunes improved and within twp years his affluence
enabled him to retire from his public offices, after nearly
twenty-five years of service to the Penns and to the
province.
Prior to 1737, Peters'

idea of a perfect life would

have been to serve a quiet parish in England.

Denied this

idyllic existence, he sought a similar life in Pennsylvania,
but failed again due to his expulsion from Christ Church,
Philadelphia.

Thus, more or less reluctantly, he abandoned

his plans for a clerical career temporarily, and went into
Eighth Series, Votes and Proceedings of the House of
Representatives of the Province of Pennsylvania. 1682-1776,
ed. by Gertrude MacKinney and Charles F. H o b a n .(8 vols.;
Harrisburg: By the State, 1931-1935), IV, 3527 (Hereafter
cited as V o t e s ). An entry indicates that at that time £200
sterling was equivalent to £33 5 in currency; "State of Debts
of Richard Peters in 1752," Peters M S S , , I I I , 62 (HSP),
Peters' total debt was £9205.8.4, which does not include a
number of amounts crossed out— and presumably p a i d . Most .of
the amounts were for bonds owed to a variety of people.
The
earliest bond is dated 1743 and the latest 1751.
A single
item crossed out and not included in the total was for the
amount of £6500, labeled "By Cash on Lands u n s o l d . "

;
public life.

Nevertheless,

'

;;

.

;
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throughout, the succeeding two

and a half d e cades, his ultimate loyalty was to the church,
his fondest w i s h ■was
image of himself

to return to the

was always that of a

time in an administrative post.

active clergy, and his
minister working fora

These attitudes were h i g h l y .

significant in shaping Peters1 approach to his temporal
pursuits.
In secular life, Peters' highest loyalty was to
Thomas P e n n , who

had rescued him from

ignominious failure.

Most of the time

his loyalty to the church and his alle-

giehce to Penn did not conflict, partly because his adminis
trative duties demanded most of his attention.

Occasionally,

however— for example when he considered returning,to the
church at a time when he thought that Penn needed his
services— -his divided, loyalty made him anxious.

That he did

not resume his priesthood until 176.4 was due primarily, to
rebuffs from his fellow clergymen, and secondarily because
of his reluctance to disappoint Penn.
Once in public life, Peters made the most of his
duties, responsibilities, and opportunities.

His conscien

tious efforts had a salutary effect on the province and on
his career.

Both at the highest, levels and as an effective

civil servant, Peters facilitated the conduct of proprietary
affairs and provincial government.

He held at least one

office in the government for twenty-five years, during which

'

■

■:

' _

■ ■■■:

" ■
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time governors, councillors, and other officials came and
went.
Peters had little or no secular ambition.

Striking

proof.of this fact is that when first offered, the lucrative
and prestigious post of Provincial Secretary, he attempted
to decline it in favor of his brother.

He did not seek any

of the appointments or promotions Penn bestowed upon him nor
did he attempt to secure additional proprietary favors.

If

he had sought secular advancement, his logical goal might
have been the highest post in the province,

the deputy-■

Governorship, but there is no evidence that he desired this
position.

To have pursued high (and possibly permanent)

political office would have been contrary to his self-image:
he was a clergyman employed in government, not an official
who happened to be a cleric.
was thrust upon him by chance.

Moreover, high responsibility
If h e had served.his twenty-

five years under strong and competent governors, his role
would have been one of quiet behind-the-scenes administra
tion.

Penn's choice of weak or distracted governors forced

the Secretary to assume a more positive role than he desired
in governmental and Indian affairs.

And, if his governors

had been stronger, his public career might have been shorter.
He delayed his final retirement until such time as Penn's
affairs were in the hands of a capable governor, James
Hamilton.

-

.
By 1760, all of Peters', secular goals had been
accomplished.
been paid.

He was convinced that his debt to Penn had

He had achieved financial independence and was

weary from over a decade of continuous strife in the
province.

When, the opportunity arose, he returned to what

he regarded his "true" vocation— the church.
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CHAPTER III
APPRENTICESHIP
Richard Peters performed a wide variety of services
during the twenty-five years of his career in public l i f e ,
but he devoted more time to the administration of provincial .
land affairs than to any other single function.

This

■

emphasis was necessitated by the large amount of land
business that took place in the prov i n c e , and by the enor
mous complexity of the land system in colonial Pennsylvania.
A description of this system is essential for an under
standing of this facet of Peters'

career.

According to William R. Shepherd, an authority on
the Pennsylvania land system , purchasers of real property in
the colony held it directly from P e n n , not from the crown.
Because William Penn's original grant had been feudal all
privately owned land in Pennsylvania was subject to
quitrents and to forfeiture for lack of heirs.

The Penn

family divided property into three major classifications.
F ir s t , the largest classification was the common land
comprising millions of acres, which sold at uniform rates.
Proprietary tenths or manors make up the second category.
According to the terms of William Penn's charter, whenever
surveyors laid out new tracts, a tenth part of the choicest
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property was to be reserved for the Proprietors.

Neither

P e n n , nor his h e i r s , succeeded in getting all of these
"tenths" surveyed for themselves.

The final classification

of land consisted of the private estates belonging to
members of the Penn family, often purchased from other
1
•landowners in the province.
The Land Office, located in Philadelphia, adminis
tered all proprietary land affairs.

It consisted of several

officers appointed by the Proprietors and who acted as their
agents: the Secretary, the Surveyor General, and the Receiver ..
General of the Proprietary Revenues, and prior to 1733,
three to five commissioners of property.

Between 1733 and

1741 John and Thomas Penn acted as the commissioners of
property.

After Thomas Penn left the province in 1741 they

delegated this responsibility to their deputy-Governor.

The

officers of the Land Office served under the direct control
of the Proprietors, but the distance and delays in mail
service often required them to function somewhat autono
mously.

The Secretary directed the overall operation of fhe

Land Office and the Surveyor General usually reported to
him.

The Receiver General worked closely with the Secretary

in the collection of quitrehts and in the other operations
of his office, but reported directly to the Penns.

The

1.
William R.. Shepherd, "The Land System of Pro •vincial Pennsylvania," Annual Report of the American
Historical Association' for .the Year 189.5 (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1896), pp. 117-19.
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governmental commissions issued to the deputy-Governors
expressly forbade them to interfere with the operations of
the Land Office,■except where they.could assist its
efficiency by use of their influence.

In their territorial

commissions the deputy-Governors, as commissioners of pro
perty , were empowered to grant vacant lands and lots on
warrants issued by the S e c r e t a r y p r o v i d e d the land was
certified as surveyed by the Surveyor General, and as paid
for by the Receiver General«

Under some circumstances the

deputy-Governor could also grant common lands and escheated
lands.^
Normally, proprietary officials followed a standard
procedure for the sale of land in provincial Pennsylvania.
After an individual located a piece of vacant land that he
w a nted, he applied to the Proprietary Secretary for a
warrant for the property.

The Secretary would issue a

warrant provided he had no reason to believe the property
was otherwise encumbered.

The warrant then went to the

Surveyor General who directed his appropriate deputy surveyor
to survey the tract.

Common land purchased after 1732 in

the colony usually cost the buyer £15.10.0 per 100 acres.
£5 of which was due upon application for the l a n d , and the
balance within six months.

Upon completion of the survey,

and payment of the requisite f e e , the deputy-surveyor
2.
Ibid. , 119-20; Keith,
I, 88; Shepherd, H i s t o r y , pp. 29-30.

Chronicles of Pennsylvani
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returned the completed draft of the tract to t h e .Surveyor
G eneral, who filed it.

T h i s .official, .then sent a copy, o f

the draft to the Secretary who issued a patent for the
property, provided the remainder of the purchase money had
been paid.

The new patent, sealed with the great s e a l , was

then recorded in the rolls office, where it constituted
proof of legal title to the land, subject to quitrents.
Each, o f •the various Proprietary offices involved in these
transactions retained copies of the documents.

3

The Receiver General, the Secretary, and the ■
deputy-Governor shared the responsibility for the collection
of quitrents on all the property in the province, as well as
the collection of lease hold rents due to the Proprietors
for leased lands on their manors and elsewhere.

The common

quitrent was one half-penny sterling an acre per year,
collected on common lands, manorial lands, and city lots in
Philadelphia.

All patents issued in Pennsylvania specified

that a quitrent be p a i d , either in sterling money or its
equivalent; but they always proved difficult to collect,
despite the appointment of deputy receivers, and other
equally ineffective measures.

Inaccurate rent rolls, which

3.
For a description of the procedures of the
Pennsylvania Land Office, see Lewis Evans, "A Brief Account
of Pennsylvania in a Letter to Richard Peters Esq. in .
Answer to some Queries of a Gentleman in Europe," March 16,
1753 (ESP).

■
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caused great fluctuations in the amounts collected, proved
4
a continuing difficulty.
Upon his acceptance of the position as Proprietary
Secretary, Peters found himself immersed in the complex
business of the Land Office.

Fortunately, because Thomas

Penn remained in Pennsylvania for several years after
appointing Peters to this position, the new Secretary
served his apprenticeship under the direct guidance of the
Proprietor.

By 1741 when Penn left the p r o v i n c e , Peters

had enough expertise to handle the position by himself.
period from .1737 to 1741 was a busy one.

The

Penn had discovered

the Land Office in a state of confusion when he arrived in
the province in 17 32, partly because the previous Secretary,
James. L o g a n , had been the President of the Provincial
Council

(i.e., acting Governor) at the same t i m e , and there

fore found little time to devote to the Land Office.

And

five years later, at the time of Peters' appointment they
were still disorganized.

Penn put Peters to work in the

attempt to get the office in order.

5

Writing letters in regards to land business in
Pennsylvania occupied a major portion of Peters'

time in his

4.
K e i t h , Chronicles of Pennsylvania. I l l , 722;
Shepherd, History , pp. 36-46; Shepherd, "Land S y s t e m ," p.
121.
For a full discussion of the qaitrent system in
Pennsylvania see Beverly W. B o n d , J r . , The Quit-Rent System
in the American Colonies (New H a v e n : Yale University P r e s s ,
1919), pp. 133-161.
■ 5.

Shepherd, H i s t o r y , p. 27.
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early years in the Land Off,ice.

In this correspondence,

Peters wrote at the behest of / and in the name of Thomas
Penn., who directed the operation of the office while train
ing his new agent.

Some of these letters ordered the

deputy surveyors to resurvey tracts where the boundary
lines were in dispute; after the resurveys,

the Secretary

scheduled hearings to settle these disputes.

Some of the

controversies arose when one person challenged,another's
rightful ownership of a tract because of the latter's
failure to comply with the terms of his.warrant or patent.
In each, case the Proprietor directed his Secretary to write
to the appropriate deputy surveyor to obtain the facts
regarding this land.

After these data had been determined

in a land case, a hearing was held and Penn would award the
title to one of the litigants.

Penn decided one case in

favor of a plaintiff who charged that the patentee had not
complied with the injunction that he must build a house on
the land and then live in the house.

Peters discovered that

the patentee had pretended to build a house by making a pile
of logs without even bothering to cut a door.

6

6.
Minute Book "K" (of the Pennsylvania Land Com
mission?) , Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s , Third Series, ed, by
William H. Egle and George E. Reed (30 v o l s . ; Harrisburg:
By the State, 1894-1899), I, 25-110, contains records of
land hearings, the granting of warrants and p a t e n t s , and
decisions in land cases, from March 17, 1732/33 to July 27,
1741.
Most entries indicate that, the meetings took place at
Thomas Penn's house in his presence.
There is no indication
that Peters attended any of these meetings, but he must have
been present after he became Proprietary Secretary in .
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Whenever Peters heard of a proposed survey that
might infringe on another person's l a n d , he wrote to the
surveyor to alert him to this possibility.

When it appeared

that a dispute would ensue over a particular piece of land
the Proprietor ordered that any person who had spent money
to make improvements to the land should be favored over
other claimants, even to the extent of not surveying the
tract for some other person holding a prior warrant for it.
Otherwise, in cases of conflicting warrants

(a rather fre

quent occurrence), Penn granted the survey to the holder of
the warrant with the earliest date.

In one instance Peters

expressed shock that an individual requested that he change
the date on his w a r r a n t , and said that the man must blame
himself for not having applied for it earlier.

7

The new Secretary confronted a further problem— land
disputes arising from inept or dishonest surveys.

For

example, in February, 1737/38, Thomas Penn ordered the
Secretary to investigate a charge that Zachery B u t c h e r ,
deputy surveyor of Lancaster C o u n t y , had made a survey
which not only blocked some of Penn's land from access to
w a t e r , but interfered with another person's property as
November, 17 37; Peters to Edward S m o u t , February 20, 1737/
38, Peters Letter Books (HSP).
7.
Peters to Samuel B l u n s t o n , March 3, 1737/38,
ibid.; Peters to Zachery Butc h e r , March 3, 1737/38, ibid. ;
Peters to Edward Smout, [February ] 15, 17 37/38, ibid..;
Peters to Smout, June 12, 1738, ibid.; Peters to Thomas
Newcomb, July, 1740, ibid.

- . '
■well.
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Peters notified Butcher of the charges and wrote to

another surveyor,

John T a y l o r , hoping to get additional

information in this case.

Later the same year Peters again

investigated Butcher, this time to determine if he had
changed a "one" into a "two" on a warrant.

Whatever the

outcome of these investigations, sometime later the Pro
prietor fired Butcher.

Peters also found it necessary to

scrutinize the affairs of John Taylor and wrote Taylor an

.

indignant letter informing him that his survey of 500 acres
encompassed just 302 acres.
this land immediately.

He directed Taylor to resurvey

On another occasion, Peters com

plained that Taylor failed to survey some land as ordered..
Finally, Peters ordered another man to recheck Taylor's
lines because of his notorious inaccuracy.^
.
Peters'

The complexities of the land business,

combined with

inexperience, led unscrupulous people to try to take

advantage of him.

For example,

in January, 1733/39, a group

of people tried to deceive him by obtaining a warrant for
200 acres knowing that this tract was already taken up.
Peters resolved that this fraud would be a lesson for him in
the future.

The lesson was insufficient, apparently, to

8.
Peters to Zachery Butcher, February 14, 1737/38
ibid. ; Peters to [John Taylor], February 14, 1737/38, Taylor
Papers, XV, #3237 (H S P ); Peters to Tobias Hendricks, June
16, 1738, Peters Letter Books (HSP); Peters to Proprietors,
October 20, 1741., ibid. ; Peters to John T a y l o r , June 14,
1738, ibid. ; Peters to Taylor, March 3, 1737/38, ibid/ ;
Peters to John Churchman, J u l y , 17 39, ibid.
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prevent recurrences, because two years later the Secretary
lamented that due to his inexperience he was "so likely to
be imposed upon" that he would no longer grant warrants for
■ 9
land over which there was any dispute whatsoever.
From the standpoint of the Proprietors , perhaps the .
most important function of their Proprietary Secretary was
his administration of their personal and proprietary estates.
At the outset of his career in the Land Office, his
responsibilities included administering and renting existing
manors; and in addition,

the Proprietors directed Peters to

acquire new holdings for them whenever possible.

Accord

ingly, the Secretary directed the surveyors, when working in
newly opened territory, to look for good parcels that could
be laid out for the Proprietors'

tenths.

Whenever such

tracts were acquired, surveyed, and found suitable, the
Secretary organized them into manors =^
A further concern for the Secretary

was Indian

land.

By Proprietary o r d e r , all land not actually purchased from
the Indians in Pennsylvania was considered to belong to the
natives, and Peters spent a great deal of effort in attempt
ing to prevent settlers from squatting on Indian lands.

He

9.
Peters to Edward S m o u t , January 22, 1738/39,
ibid.• Peters to ______, June 26, 1741, ibid.
10.
Peters to Zachery B u t c h e r , August 1, 1739,
ibid. • For a description of the Pennsylvania manors, which
were not manors in the European s e n s e , see Shepherd,
H i s t o r y . pp. 47-50.
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ordered the provincial surveyors to refrain from surveying
Indian l a n d , but instructed them to inform him if they saw
any good tracts within this unpurchased territory„

Peters

used this information to plan future purchases of land from,
the Indians.
In A u g u s t , 1740, Penn declared himself so pleased
with the progress of his new agent that he gave Peters a
£150 bonus and a salary of fifty pounds a y e a r , over and
above the profits the Secretary derived from the fees
charged for warrants and patents in the Land Office.

Just

a year lat e r , in A u g u s t , 1741, because of his secretary's
progress, Penn did not hesitate to turn the Land Office over
to Peters when he returned to England.

Peters accompanied

the Proprietor to New York where he was to embark for
England.
did.

Penn expected to return to Pennsylvania, but never

After his departure, despite the great distance and

poor mail service, Penn tried to keep track of land transac
tions, as well as business in other departments of his
government; but despite these efforts, Peters became the de
facto head of the Land Office.

12

Before Penn embarked he gave his secretary a- list of
instructions addressed to P e t e r s , James Stee l e , the Receiver
G eneral, and Lynford L a rdne r , Richard Penn's brother-in-law,
11.
Peters to Butcher, February 10, 1737/38, and
September 2, 1738, Peters Letter Books (HSP).
12.

Peters to Proprietors, August 30, 1740, ibid.

a nd•a proprietary land agent.

Peters could not immediately

carry out his part of the instructions because of an epidemic
that struck Philadelphia while he was in New York with Penn,
which caused him to postpone his return to Philadelphia for
several weeks.

In the interim, he sent copies of Penn's

instructions to Steele and Lardner.

13

The smooth operation of the Land Office after the
departure of Penn received a sharp setback in the fall of
1741 with the death of Benjamin Eastburn,

the Surveyor

G e neral, and the subsequent illness of his replacement,
William Parsons.

Peters lamented that since 1737 Eastburn

had kept few records.

The Secretary together with Parsons,

carefully examined every document they were able to locate
in Eastburn's office, and because they failed to find an
account of lands previously surveyed to the Proprietors,
Peters ordered Parsons to preserve this information in the
future.

Eastburn's death created a further problem for the

Secretary.

The deputy surveyors stopped turning in their

surveys fearing that they would forfeit the fees.

Peters

thereupon personally guaranteed these fees in order to
encourage the surveyors to turn in their surveys on time.
When the surveys began to come in, Peters had them filed
alphabetically so that individual returns could be quickly
13.
Penn to James Steele, Richard Peters, and
Lynford Lardner, August 26, 1741, Cadwalader Collection,
Thomas Cadwalader, Box 6a (HSP).

located in case ejectment (eviction) proceedings were neces
sary.

The following spring, to P e t e r s ' distress., Land

Office affairs .received an additional blow with the death of
Receiver General James Steele.

Steele's death complicated

matters because, like Eastburn, he had failed to keep
accurate records.

Most of Steele's vast knowledge of pro

vincial land affairs died with h i m , and Peters regarded this
loss as irreparable.

Nevertheless , the. Secretary,. William

Parsons, and the new Receiver Gen e r a l , Lynford Lardner,
gathered in Steele's office, where they scrutinized the few
papers they found there and then drew up new rent rolls from
the data they were able to compile.
A wide variety of problems connected with land,
affairs in Pennsylvania fully occupied Peters'
in office.

early years

In accordance with one of the written instruc

tions given to him by Penn, Peters took steps to collectdelinquent rents.

By his order the magistrates evicted some

of the settlers farthest in arrears to serve as examples for.
the rest.

He sent out surveyors to survey tracts in some

new lands for the Proprietors, while other surveyors laid
out the new town of York.

In compliance with another

instruction he sent copies of his warrant and patent books
to England for the Proprietors'

inspection, declaring that

14.
Peters to Proprietors , October 20, 1741., Peter
Letter Books (E S P ); Peters to Proprietors, November 14,
1741, ibid.; Peters to Proprietors, June 3, 1742, ibid. ;
Peters to Penn, March 8, 1741/42, ibid.
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he took great care in issuing warrants now that P e n n ■was no
longer there to approve them.

P e t e r s

asked the advice of

Governor Thomas on a land matter, because Thomas was a
commissioner of property,'but the Governor declined to make
any judgments.
As a result, the Secretary found himself
..
15
obliged to make all decisions relating to land.
The Penn family owned huge estates in the province
of New Jersey along with their holdings in Pennsylvania, and
the responsibility for administering these estates devolved
upon the Proprietary Secretary.
Penn holdings in the Jerseys

He administered the existing

and also took up tens of

thousands of acres of new lands for them.

The rights to

acquire these lands had been in the possession of the Penn
family since William Penn served as a proprietor of New
Jersey during the seventeenth century.

In the fall of 1741,

Peters, by the order of Thomas Penn, went to Burlington, New
Jersey with James Steele and John Kinsey, the Attorney
General of Pennsylvania, who did much-of the Penns'
work in connection with their land affairs.

legal

There the three

Pennsylvanians applied to the Council of Proprietors for
warrants to take up some of the lands to which the Penns
were entitled.

The acquisition of these warrants was

facilitated by the precedent James Logan set in 1714 when he
15.
Peters to Proprietors, October 20, 1741,
Peters to John Penn, December 5, 1741, ibid. ; Peters to
Proprietors, November 14, 1741, ibid.

ibid.
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had made a similar request on behalf of William Penn.
Peters., Steele, and Kinsey secured.-warrants for 25,000
acres in consideration of one of the Penns'

land rights, and

4000 acres based on another right; these warrants"primarily
specified pine lands.

Peters then began to search for

trustworthy surveyors to locate lands that could be taken up
for the Penns on the authority of these warrants.
Accompanied by William Parsons, Peters returned to
New Jersey in June, 1742 to attend, the Council of Proprie
tors of the Eastern division, arid he took this opportunity
to examine some of the Penn l a n d s , particularly one parcel
called the "7500 acre tract."

He found this land occupied

by twenty-seven Scotch-Irish families, and without con
sulting with Penn, the new Secretary decided that because
these people were "damaging" the l a n d , the best solution
would be to sell this land to the settlers.

He and Parsons

divided the tract into plantations and offered them to the
settlers, telling them that if they did not choose to b u y ,
he would evict them.

While the squatters considered this

ultimatum, Peters optimistically reported the incident to
Thomas Penn and stated that he would be able to sell the
entire tract for over £4000.

Penn expressed great

16.
For a description of the Penn family interests
in the Jersey's, see John E„ P o m f r e t , The New Jersey Pro
prietors and their L a n d s , 1664-1776 (Princeton, New Jersey:
■Van N o strand, 19 64); Peters to Proprietors, October 20,
1741, Peters Letter Books (HSP);. Peters to Proprietors,.
November 14, 1741, ibid.
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dissatisfaction with his Secretary's handling of the 7500
acre t r a c t : the Proprietors did not intend to sell this
land, he Said, and concluded that "I desire for the future
you will not take upon you to act contrary to my Instruc
tions „ . „ you say a s .if it was something very extra' '
ordinary that you hope to sell this Tract for about £4000,
I assure you I would not take £4000 in one payment for it."
Peters apologized for his error, and explained that he had
not yet begun to sell the tract.

He added lamely that if

the tract were sold it would bring close to £4650, which
37
was comparable to what other land in the area was bringing.
Peters again attended a meeting of the Council of
Proprietors of East Jersey in the summer of 1743 to defend
the interests of the Penn family in several land cases.
While in that colony, he succeeded partially in his attempts
to secure additional good lands fox the Penns, although he
found this quite difficult, primarily because of a shortage
of responsible surveyors.

The expenses incurred by the new

Secretary in making these trips to New Jersey prompted Penn
to ask Peters to be frugal.

The Secretary complained that

he was spending as little as p o s s i b l e , and Penn relented,
telling him that while he wanted him to be care f u l > he

17.
Peters to Penn, August 25, 1742, ibid. ; Penn t
Peters, October 21, 1742, Penn Letter Books, II, 16 (HSP);
Peters to P e n n , January 15, 1742/43, Peters Letter Books
(HSP).
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"would by no means have you want what is handsome and like

18
other the best people there."
In 1743, Peters reported that business was good in
the Land Office.

He had issued nearly 100 patents in the

.previous four m o n t h s , along, with close to 300 warrants.

The

Secretary feared that.if war broke out with France land
business would fall off; but after the war began,

in the

middle of.1745, land business in Pennsylvania remained good
although the demand was for smaller quantities, of lower
quality land.

19

Late in 1746, upon hearing of John Penn's death,
Peters closed the Land Office and refused to issue any
warrants or patents.

He had read, and believed, a newspaper

account of John's demise which asserted t h a t the death of
the chief Proprietor invalidated the commissions of all
proprietary officials.

The Secretary wrote to Thomas Penn

for authorization to reopen his office, but the new head
Proprietor

(Thomas had inherited his brother's one-half

share of the proprietorship)

chided him for being so

gullible, and assured him that all governmental powers
18.
Peters to Penn, September 22, 1743, ibid. ; Penn
to Peters, May 14, 1746, Penn Letter Books, II, 154 (HSP);
Penn to Peters, February 25, 1742/43, ibid., 26; Peters to
Penn, April 23, 1743, Peters Letter Books (HSP); Penn to
Peters, August 22, 1743, Penn Letter Books, II, 50 (HSP).'
19.
Peters to Penn, September 13, 1744, Peters
Letter Books (HSP); Peters to Penn, March 14, 1742/43,
ibid. ; Peters to Penn, June 25, 1745, Peters M S S . , 1 1 , 3538 (HSP).

passed automatically into the hands of the two surviving
Proprietors.

Insofar as Peters was concerned, John Penn's

death made little or no difference in his d u t i e s , because
Thomas had been directing m o s t .Pennsylvania affairs since
1742, and virtually all of them after his brother became
sick . 20
A great and continuing problem for the Land Office,
faced by Peters early in his apprenticeship as Secretary,
was the steady flood of settlers that illegally moved onto
the frontier of the province.

It has been estimated that

by 1726 there were 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 of these "squatters" on the land,
many of whom were German, Scotch-Irish, or other immigrants.
Despite continuing efforts by the Pennsylvania government to
evict them, most of these trespassers defied authority and
21
refused to move off the land unless forced to do so.
Peters attempted to bring legal ejectment proceed
ings to bear against the squatters, but their numbers made
recourse to the courts impractical.
the surveyors,

It became difficult for

even when working in a newly opened area, to

find any large unoccupied tracts to take up for the Pro
prietors.

Everywhere squatters occupied the best lands.

Since settlers had thwarted the previous attempt to lay out
a new manor, Peters decided to accompany the surveyors in a
; 20.
Penn to Peters , April 2, 1747, Penn Letter
Books, II, 195 (HSP).
21.

Shepherd,

"Land System,t p. 123.
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new effort in J u n e , 1745.

He took with him a number of

officials including the Sheriff of the county, and William
Parsons, the Surveyor General, who could speak the "High
Dutch" of these settlers.

Peters thought that with himself

and Parsons present there would be no further trouble, but
to his chagrin, as soon as the official party began its
w o r k , a group of men broke the measuring chain.

At one

point a mob of some seventy men confronted the party and
demanded the right to purchase the land they occupied from
the Proprietors at the common rate.

The farmers knew that

because the Penns rarely sold manor lands, if Peters
organized this property into a m a n o r , they could only lease
and not purchase it.

After issuing a proclamation which

stated that this land belonged to the Proprietors and warned
that the trespassers must leave, Peters and his officials
left for Philadelphia whereupon the settlers .returned tri
umphantly to their homes.

Later Peters attempted legal

action against these people, but it proved virtually impos
sible to remove them.

By then he had already been trying

for over six years to keep squatters off this 40,000 acre
tract, without success.

22

Peters' next major attempt to deal with illegal
squatters took place in 1750; this time he tried to remove
settlers from land not purchased from the Indians.
22.
(H S P )..

These

Peters to P e n n , June, 1745, Peters Letter Books
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settlers had been moving into the Juniata River valley for
several y e a r s , the numbers increasing markedly after the
Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle brought King George's War to an
end.

Other settlers entered. Pennsylvania from Maryland and

settled in areas called the Big and Little Coves.

The

Governor and Council expressed concern about this settlement
of lands belonging to the Six Nations because the Indians
threatened to remove these trespassers themselves if the
government of Pennsylvania did not act.

Governor Hamilton

feared that if the Indians attacked these settlers, a
general war would erupt on the frontier.

The Governor and

Council conferred with Conrad Weiser about this problem.
The interpreter suggested that direct efforts to remove
these settlers be delayed until he attempted to purchase the
Juniata valley from the Indians.

Weiser recommended that

while negotiations with the Six Nations were taking place,
the Governor issue a proclamation to attempt to persuade the
settlers to.leave voluntarily.

23

Peters drew up a proclamation, which Governor
Hamilton issued ordering the settlers to leave the Indians'
land.

It had no effect.

Weiser's attempts to purchase

Juniata from the Six Nations proved equally unsuccessful.
Therefore,

in order to remove these settlers before the

Indians a c t e d , Peter's went to the Juniata valley to eject
23.
Peters to Penn, April 29, 1749,
to Penn, May 16, 1749, P O C , IV, 213 (HSP).

ibid. ; Peters

them.

H e 'left Philadelphia on May 15, 1750, and a week

l a ter, in the company of W e i s e r , Croghan, and. other magis
trates., began to confront the trespassers.

Despite some

resistance five families were turned out of their cabins at
Big Juniata Creek.

The magistrates accompanying the offi

cial party convicted the settlers on the spot and executed
bonds for them in the sum of one hundred pounds each.

The

following day they evicted other settlers, and then after
conferring with the magistrates, Peters ordered all the
possessions removed from one of the cabins and had- it burned
as an example to the rest of the trespassers.

He also hoped

that burning this cabin would prove to the Indians that the
-government intended to put these people off their land
permanently.

On the 24th of M a y , an irate settler resisted

eviction at gun point.

After disarming h i m , the magistrates

burned his cabin, at the request, of some Six Nations'
Indians who happened by.

The same measures were taken at
I

Little Juniata Creek, A u g h w i c k , and in the Big Cove.

The

officials evicted a number of the trespassers, but others
remained on the land and many of those dispossessed returned
to their farms shortly afterward.
Peters'

24

careful justification of his actions in his

report to the Provincial Council seems to indicate that he
24.
Pennsylvania Colonial Records: Minutes of the
Provincial C o uncil, 1682-177 6 ,,ed. by Samuel Hazard (10
vols.; Harrisburg and Philadelphia: By the S t a t e , 18381853), V, 440-445 (Hereafter cited as Colonial Reco r d s ).
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worried about the brashness of his own actions in burning
some of these cabins.

According to the report all but one

of the settlers agreed that they- deserved to be evicted /
cheerfully helped to carry their belongings out of the
cabins, and helped to burn them.

Peters claimed that he

assisted many of these people by giving them money if they
needed it and allowing some to settle temporarily on his
own plantations rent free if they had nowhere else to go.
Furthermore, declared the Secretary, only a few of .the
meanest cabins of little value were burnt.

They were the

type that the country people could put up in a day or two
and cost only "the price of an entertainment" for their
neighbors.

The total expense to the government of this

expedition was £67.0.2.

25

■

Although these settlers gave their bond that they
would leave these lands, most did not do so.

In October,

1750, the settlers at the Big Cove petitioned the Governor
to be allowed to stay.

Failing that they asked permission

to purchase this land once it was bought from the Indians.
Peters'

troubles increased when he learned that the govern

ment of Maryland intended to support the settlers in the .
Cove on the assumption that this land was part of that
province, not Pennsylvania.

Always an alarmist, Peters

25.
Ibid., 448-49; Peters' Account with the
Proprietors, July 13, 1750, Penn Accounts, Large Folio, I,
84 (ESP).
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asked the Attorney General Tench Francis about the legality
of the Juniata ejectments,

Francis replied that the law

failed to specify that people Could be removed by force.
Peters rejoined that the people voluntarily- gave him pos
session of their houses.

The Governor and C o u n c i l , and

ultimately the Assembly, backed the Secretary's action
against the settlers, but the trespassers remained on the
land.

Penn praised his Secretary's action in this affair,

stating that "no other method than, that you took would haveanswered our design so w e l l , . . „ t h o ' i t may hot be the
way prescribed by our Law."

Penn thought these stern

measures justified because an Indian war might result if the
26

settlers were not removed.w

Hot only did the settlers refuse to honor their
bonds to leave the Juniata l a n d s , but Peters learned in 1752
that Thomas Cresap o f Maryland

(a "vile fellow"), had

secured a petition from a number of these trespassers pro
testing the burning of their cabins.
sent to the Ministry in London.
Proprietors'

The petition was to be

W o r r i e d , Peters asked the

help in countering this move to discredit him.

Penn assured the Secretary that the Privy Council had refused
to even consider this petition.

Following the Juniata

expedition Peters made no further attempts to remove
26.
Colonial Records., V, 468-69; Peters to Pro
prietors, October 23, 1750, P O C , V, 99 (HSP); Penn to
Peters, February 24, 1740/51, Penn Letter Books, I I I , 37
(HSP).
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settlers by force.

He realized that the government of

Pennsylvania could not prevent people from squatting on
whatever land they desired along the frontier.

The

Indians, however, had their own methods; many of the brash'
trespassers in the Juniata valley were among their first .
victims in 1754 and 1755.

27

By the end of the decade of the 1740's , Peters'
period of. "apprenticeship" was over.

This time had been

marked b y •some successes, some failures, and more than a few
reproofs from his short-tempered employer.

By 17 50, far

from his initial hesitant steps when he first assumed full
control of the Land Office in 1741, he was exercising
independent judgment and routinely handling the complexities
of proprietary land affairs.

Because of the Secretary's

initiative, astuteness, and capacity for hard work, he had
achieved a high degree of competence, and had earned Penn's
trust and respect, as is demonstrated by a transaction made
by Peters late in 1749.

Without prior approval, the Secre

tary bought for the Penns a large tract of forested land and
a small mill to process the timber.

In purchasing the mill

Peters exceeded his instructions, but he thought that the
discretionary powers now allowed him would permit him to
make such a purchase; he knew that he he waited for
27.
Peters to Penn, January 20, 1752, P O C , V, 213
(HSP); Penn to Peters, July 8 , 1752, Penn Letter Books, III,
136-37 (HSP).

authorization, the opportunity"to secure the mill .would be
lost.

As he anticipated, the Penns proved highly pleased

with this acquisition.

That Penn appreciated his age n t 's

skill and maturity is evidenced by the frequent praise he
lavished upon the Secretary in his letters.

By 1750, Penn

had come to rely fully on Peters to administer his land

'

affairs in A m e r i c a . ^

28.
Peters to Proprietors, December 8 , 1749, P O C ,
IV, 261-64 (ESP); Penn to Peters, May 30, 1750, Penn Letter
Books, II, 306 (ESP).

CHAPTER IV
PROPRIETARY SECRETARY ■

Through the 1750's Peters continued to prove himself
invaluable to the Penns in his capacity as their Proprietary
Secretary— not only in his ability to carry out their
instructions, but in his willingness to exercise initiative
and imagination to further the interests of his employers,
For example, in A p r i l , 1753, the Secretary ordered Conrad
Weiser to purchase a certain plantation for the Penns.

He

cautioned Weiser not to reveal that the Proprietary Secre
tary was interested in the land, knowing that if this
information became p u b l i c , the price of the plantation would
rise sharply.

Following Peters' detailed instructions,■

Weiser employed a trustworthy man to bid on this l a n d ,
ostensibly for himself.

Peters hired another person to bid

against W e i s e r 's m a n , correctly assuming that one or the
other would be able to secure this plantation for the Penns
1
without anyone suspecting that they were involved.
Later that same y e a r , Peters and William Parsons
concocted an even more elaborate plan to secure some land
for the Proprietors.

One Mr. Cox (another "vile fellow" in

1.
Peters to Conrad Weiser, April 17, 1753, Peters
M S S . , III, 67 (H S P ).
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estimation), tried surreptitiously to purchase a

tract on the bank of the Delaware River across, from the town
of Easton, Pennsylvania.

Cox desired the land in order to

block the only possible site for a ferry landing across the
river from E a ston, thereby benefiting Philipsburg, New
Jersey, on the opposite shore from Easton.

Cox and some of

his friends had invested heavily in Philipsburg and wanted
to cut Easton off from cross-river traffic.

Peters

instructed Parsons to hire a Moravian to bid on this ■
property on the theory that nobody would suspect a Moravian
of working for the Penns.

Parsons then entered the bidding

himself against the Moravian and Cox's supporters.

The :

Moravian emerged the winning bidder and had the deed drawn
up in Peters' name.

Upon learning the identity of the

purchaser, Cox's friends flew "into a Passion & they de
clared that had they thought Mr. Parsons was hot bidding for
himselfe but for. the Proprietary Secretary he should never
have had the land. "

In making this purchase Peters spent

£435 of the Proprietors'

money on his own authority.

This

transaction reflects the latitude Penn now allowed his
2
Secretary in land affairs.
Peters revealed his maturity and understanding in
the advice he gave Penn about the leasing of proprietary
manors in Pennsylvania.

89, 91

2.
(HSP).

Penn's desire to promote the

Peters to Proprietors, August 20, 1753, P O C , VI
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leasing of his manors bordered on a fixation, and repeatedly
he directed Peters to lease these lands„

Penn was an

English country gentleman and landowner and thought like
one.

He conceived of true wealth and security as income -

derived not from the sale of l a n d s , but from lease-hold
rents.

Quitrents, collected by the Proprietors on property

after they sold it, had proyed difficult to collect and an
inadequate source of income.

Penn hoped to develop large

estates in Pennsylvania, which could be leased to tenant
f a r m e r s t h e resultant r e n t s , he felt, would, support his
family for generations.

Although an intelligent m a n , the

Proprietor badly misjudged the best method of capitalizing
on his North American holdings.

This error is surprising

because Penn spent nine years in the province, during which
time he must have spoken to many hundreds of Pennsylvania
farmers.

Great scarcity of arable land made possible the

English system of leased lands.

No such shortage existed

in North A m e r i c a , where land was readily available.

There

fore , although Penn tried to build an extensive estate based
on leased lands for over two decades, the Pennsylvania
farmers could not be induced to lease on any appreciable
scale.

They refused to lease unless they already occupied

the land in question, had made improvements, and could not
in any way persuade the Proprietors to sell the land to.
t h e m . , If farmers could not purchase land in Pennsylvania,
they went elsewhere.

The Penns' desire to lease and refusal

64
. to sell most of their personal estates., contributed greatly
to the settlement of neighb o r i n g .colonies.

3

.

Peters did not share Penn's inability to understand
the farmers'

reluctance to lease land„

As a loyal employee,

the Secretary worked hard to rent the Penn's' lands and at
times succeededc

H o wever, he reported to the Proprietor

that people hated to lease and explained the reasons for
this reluctance.
sisted.

In spite of these warnings, Penn per

As early as 1742 Peters began to inform his

employer that people on the manors would much prefer pur
chasing rather than leasing.

The following year Peters told

Penn that settlers on Callowhill Manor were so disinclined
to lease that he had to eject some before the. others would
sign leases.

Subsequently Peters served ejectments on some

3.
Penn explained his ambition to build a landed
estate to Peters in several letters.
In Penn to Peters,
March 31, 1751, Penn Letter Books, I I I , 72 (HSP), he said "I
do not much wonder at the Peoples uneasiness at our Surveys,
as they want every thing to themselves, but it was part of
my Father's first plan to have five hundred out of every
five thousand Acres to h i m s e l f , for he well knew that the
Quit Rents he reserved wou'd not support him at the head of
the Province, and that reserving Land to improve was the
only way to do it without laying a heavy load on the People,
and this Plan I would follow, I do not want to sell because
a profit may be made upon it, but to Lett it, that our
Successors may have an Income which may enable them to
support their Expence, & do something for their Country when
the Representatives of the People refuse to act for their
•benefit."
Several years later Penn lamented that he had
"had Schemes of very great Estates for my Descendants, as I
expected to make four or six times the Income of our
reserved Lands in America to my Grand Children, as I can in
England." For this account see Penn to Peters, January 10,
1756, ibid. . IV, 209.
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of the settlers on Springton Manor, whereupon many of these
■people presented him with depositions imploring the Secre
tary to intercede for them with the Proprietors for permis
sion to purchase their farms„

All of them expressed will

ingness to pay a fair price for the l a n d ; all of them
4
expressed great reluctance to sign leases.

-

In 1752, the astute Peters reminded his employer
that not only were the rents set too high, but that "the
Circumstances of English & American Tenants differ wid e l y , .
and very large & obvious Indulgences must be granted to
induce

them to enter into a lease hold Tenure,"

Three years

l a ter,

Peters argued that as long as large tracts of western

lands remained available, settlers would go to Virginia or
Carolina rather than lease in Pennsylvania.

Instead of

trying so hard.to lease their Pennsylvania estates, the
Proprietors should sell them and invest the proceeds in the
"funds" in England.

The income derived from these invest

ments would enable Penn to buy a good estate in England and
gain a seat in Parliament.
estate

In Peters' opinion an English

would be much less troublesome than an American one.

Once Penn achieved a

seat in Parliament he would be in a

much better position to make the remainder of his American
holdings more secure.

Somewhat later, the Secretary

4.
Peters to P e n n , March 14, 1742/43, Peters Lette
Books (E S P ); Peters to Penn, March 7, 1743/44, ibid. ; Peters
to Proprietors, February 17, 1747/48, Pennsylvania Misc.
Papers, Penn and Baltimore, 1740-1756, p. 73 (E S P ).
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reiterated that some people would pay handsomely for the
lands Penn wanted to lease and declared that he could never
understand the Proprietors'
Peters'

reluctance to s e l l U l t i m a t e l y ,

arguments, together with the increasing pressure

exerted by the Assembly to tax the Proprietary estates in
Pennsylvania, caused Penn to accept Peters'

suggestion that

he sell at least part of his Pennsylvania holdings.

5

The responsibilities of the Proprietary Secretary
included supervising the construction of new towns in the
interior of Pennsylvania.

Several of these towns were

intended to serve as seats for the new counties formed by
the provincial Assembly.

New towns served the province in

another way: by establishing magistracies along the fron- .
tier, the government hoped to exercise some controls over
the p e o p l e .in the outlaying areas.

The Proprietors directed

Peters to attempt to locate new towns on ungranted Pro
prietary land.

This would give the Penns a profit from the

sale of lots and some control over the administration of the
community.

Frequently, if Peters succeeded in locating a

town on their lands, the Proprietors donated the necessary
funds with which to build the courthouse or jail.

Peters

supervised the surveyors in laying out the streets and lots
within the new t o w n s , and directed them to secure for the
5.
Peters to Penn, March 19, 17 52, P O C , V I , 21
(HSP); Peters to Penn, October 27, 1755, Peters Letter Books
(ESP); Peters to Penn, February 18, 1756, POC, VIII, 37-43
(HSP); Penn to Peters, January 10, 1756, Penn Letter Books,
IV, 209 (HSP).
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Proprietors as much acreage as possible adjacent to the
,

.

,

town sites.

6

In 1754, Land Office business declined sharply
because of a series of Indian raids on the frontier.

For

Secretary Peters, these hostilities seemed particularly ill
t im e d , because he had anticipated a dramatic rise in land
business due to the purchase of a huge tract of land from .
the Six Nations at Albany in July, 1754.

Once the attacks

by the .French and their Indian allies b e g a n , settlers fled
their plantations and streamed to the east'to find protec
tion from the raids.

Buying and selling of land virtually

stopped throughout the entire province, few people desiring
to buy land threatened by the Indians.

By the end of 1755,

after Braddock's defeat, Peters declared that the Land
Office was "in a manner shut."

This sudden drop in land

transactions dramatically reduced the incomes of the Penns
and of their Proprietary Secretary.

Penn urged Peters to do

his best to rent and/or sell Proprietary land in order to
bring in some money.

The Secretary replied that nothing

would either rent or sell, except Springton and Callowhill
manors.

The once bustling town of Reading, Pennsylvania was

all but abandoned by its panic-stricken inhabitants.

As the

province slipped deeper into the fury of an Indian war,
6.

Peters to Penn, November .23, 1743, Peters Lette
Books (ESP); Penn to Peters, February 13, 1743/44, Penn
Papers, Saunders Coates, p. 7 (ESP).
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Peters' duties as Provincial Secretary and Clerk of the
Council increased dramatically,

thereby making it more

difficult for him to devote time to Proprietary affairs.

In

this crisis the Secretary pledged to the Penns that he would
not neglect his duties as Proprietary Secretary, no matter
how much his other responsibilities increased because of the
war, particularly in view of the Penns' distress for lack of
money.

In fact, as the war dragged on Peters devoted less

and less time to Proprietary affairs because of the large
decline in the demand for land and the press of his other •
offices.

7
Late in 1756, Peters admitted that he found it

difficult to deal with proprietary business, particularly
the Penns' Jersey estates.

Thomas Penn recognized the

necessity for his Secretary to devote more of his time to
provincial affairs, but he lamented that this was "ruinous
to our Affairs."

As the war intensified the Proprietors'

financial distress became acute.

Peters resorted to various

expedients to collect quitrenfs.

First, he sent the Receiver

General into the countryside to gather these fees.

Subse

quently, Peters discovered that a better technique for
collecting quitrents was for him to accompany Hockley, or a
member of the Receiver General's office,

from county to.

7.
Peters to Conrad Weiser, December 5, 1755,
Peters M S S . , IV, 46 (HSP); Peters to Penn, February 18,
1756, POC, VII., 37-43 (HSP) ; Peters to Penn, June 1, 1756,
ibid. , .95.
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county. .■ Whenever they .found flagrant cases of non-payment,
they exerted special efforts to collect t h e m , hoping that
this would serve as an example for the others who were in
•arrears.

This technique took .a great deal of t i m e , however

— more than Peters had.

Accordingly, he investigated the

possibility of appointing special collectors of quitrents
for each county.

Meanwhile,

in order to supplement the

Penns' war-depleted income, Peters endeavored to sell
portions of the Proprietary estates.
troubles of the Secretary

To add to the other

(and to his great "mortification"),

periodically the ships carrying the painstakingly copied
warrant and patent books to the Proprietors would be cap
tured by the French and taken into Dunkirk.
happened, Peters'

Whenever this

already burdened clerks would be forced to

make additional copies of these documents.

8

Another land-related complication for the Pennsyl
vania government which intruded upon its attempts to deal
with the problems of the French and Indian War, resulted
from attempts made by a group of Connecticut investors to
settle lands claimed by Pennsylvania.

This encroachment

took place in the Wyoming Valley of northeastern Pennsyl
vania under the auspices of the Susquehanna Company.

The

8.
Penn to Peters, August 13, 1756, Penn Letter
Books, IV, 336, 340-41 (H S P );.Peters to Penn, August 13,
1756, Peters Letter Books (HSP);‘Penn to Peters, October 9,
1756, Penn Letter Books, V, 22 (HSP); Peters' to P e n n ,
February 14, 1757, Peters Letter Books (HSP).
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.Company based its claim on a sale of land made to them at
the Albany Congress by some of the same Six Nations'
who sold land to Pennsylvania.

chiefs

These Indians, who did not

represent the Onondaga Council, were unconcerned by the fact
that the two sales overlapped by millions of acres.

The

Susquehanna Company alleged that a Royal land grant pre
dating the Pennsylvania charter entitled them to purchase
9

'

■ .

this land from the Indians.
Peters became deeply involved in attempting to
resolve this cause celebre, which would not be finally
settled for another.forty-six years.

The Secretary requested

Conrad Weiser's advice on the best means of coping with the
Susquehanna Company, and subsequently, Peters and Governor
Morris asked Sir William Johnson of New Y o r k , to request the
Six Nations to rephdiate their land sale to the Company.
The Pennsylvanians feared that if the settlers from
Connecticut infringed upon territory belonging to the
Iroquois, a general Indian war might ensue, which would
deal a crippling blow to the already overtaxed Pennsylvania
defenses.

Peters and Morris also wrote to Governor Thomas

9.
A complete account of the Susquehanna Company
may be found in Julian P. Boyd and Robert J. Taylor (eds.),
The Susquehanna Company Papers (11 vol s .j Wilkes-Barre, P a . ,
The Wyoming Historical and Geological Society, 1930-1931,
1968-1971).
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Fitch of Connecticut, but Fitch did little to restrain the
'

Company,

10
In January,

1755, Johnson notified Morris and Peters

that the Mohawk sachem Hendrick Peters was on his way to
Philadelphia to discuss the Connecticut incursions with the
Pennsylvania government.

Johnson expressed confidence that

because "none knows the Nature and Temper of Indians better"
than Peters, the Indians would be treated properly and
return to Johnson fully satisfied.

Morris,. Peters, and-

Weiser held several meetings with the Indians,

and then put

forward a plan to block the encroachment from Connecticut.
They suggested that the Onondaga Council of the Six Nations
deed all of their land lying within the boundary of Penn's
grant to Pennsylvania.

Such a deed

(which had obvious

advantages for Pennsylvania other than blocking the
Susquehanna Company) would give the government in Phila
delphia the legal power to deal summarily with the Company.
The Onondaga Council did not accept this ambitious scheme,
although it continued to refuse to recognize the claims of
the Susquehanna Company to the disputed land.

After 1756,

the Connecticut land claims never dominated Peters'
tion, but while the dispute remained unsettled,

atten

it was a

10.
Weiser to Peters, October 27, 1754, French
Refugees and Indian Affairs, p. 62 (ESP)-; Robert H. Morris
to Sir William Johnson, November 15, 1754, P O C , VI, 235
(ESP).
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constant concern for h i m , as was the perennial Maryland
boundary issue.

11

The location of the border between these colonies
had been in dispute ever since William Penh received his
charter for Pennsylvania in 1681.

For several years after

the founding of Pennsylvania Penn and Lord Baltimore argued
about the correct location.of their common b o r d e r . . Penn had
succeeded, in fa c t , if not in right,

in securing control

over the area called the three lower counties of Pennsyl
vania , or modern Delaware.

Various attempts were made to

settle this d i spute, but due to the reluctance of each
proprietor to compromise and the imperfection of available
surveying equipment, no lasting settlement had been reached
by the time John, T h o m a s , and Richard Penn became absolute
Proprietors of Pennsylvania in 1731. , The litigation con
tinued until by order of the crown, both sides were directed
to. appoint commissioners to run a temporary line between the
two provinces in 17 37.

12

•

In the fall of 17 37, John Penn first suggested that
Peters serve as a commissioner, which he did on three
separate occasions.

It was not until December of the

11.
Sir William Johnson to Peters, December 9,
1754, Colonial Records , VI, 269; ibid. , 284..
12.
Shepherd, Hi s t o r y , pp. 117-146; Keith,
Chronicles of Pennsylvania, I, 30-59.
For the history of
the boundary controversy in William Penn's time see Charles
C. Tansill, The Pennsylvania-Maryland Boundary Controversy
([Washington,”Eh C.].: Catholic University of America, 1915).
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following year that the Secretary and Lawrence Growden
received commissions, along with the third member of the •
Pennsylvania surveying t e a m ,. Surveyor.General Benjamin
Eastburn.

These three met their Maryland counterparts

on

December 5, 1738, and tried to run the line until the
eleventh when bad weather forced them to adjourn until the
following April„

When they reconvened, Peters expressed •

concern to the Proprietors that the Maryland commissioners
had demanded that the Pennsylvania delegates accept a varia
tion which Peters thought would result in a disadvantage for
Pennsylvania.

Despite problems that arose over the survey

ing instruments, the Pennsylvania commissioners reported
that due to t h e i r .vigilance, and Eastburn's skill as a
surveyor,

the line was being

the Susquehanna R i v e r , there

run fairly.

When they reached

was a debate over whether

they

should run the line across the river a n d , to the great
satisfaction of the Pennsylvania commissioners,
agreed to do so.

it was

These plans went awry, however, when

Colonel Gale, one of the Maryland commissioners, had to
leave due to illness in his family, which prevented the
13
Maryland delegation from continuing..
13=
Peters to Proprietors, April 1 0 , 1739, Peters
Letter Books (E S P ); Also see "Papers Relating to the Boundary
Dispute Between Pennsylvania and Maryland, 17 34-1760," Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s . Second Series, ed . by John B= Linn ancT
William B. Egle (19 v o l s . ; Harrisburg: by the State, 1874-1890),
VII, 319-425; Peters to Penn, April 18, 1739, Peters Letter
Books (ESP); Peters to Penn, April 20, 1739, ibid.; Minutes
of the Pennsylvania Commissioners, Peters M S S . , I, 37 (ESP).
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The following.year the Pennsylvania and Maryland
governments held separate examinations of the results of
running the temporary•l i n e , and amassed evidence to support
their respective claims for the location of a permanent line,
Maryland held theirs first, during J u l y , August,

and

September, 1740, followed by Pennsylvania's hear i n g s , which
lasted until late November,
took depositions,

Each side heard witnesses and

Peters reported to the Proprietors in

England that the Maryland commissioners were endeavoring to
make Pennsylvania appear to be in the wrong, but Peters felt
that the Maryland charges would be easy to refute.

Further

more , he wrote that the Maryland commission had acted as
fairly as Lord Baltimore would permit.

Hearing that there

were pertinent records at Burlington, New Jersey, Peters
went there and searched the court fil e s , but the documents
he wanted had been lost.

In N o v e m b e r , Pennsylvania began to

call witnesses, and the officials cross-examined each of
them to demonstrate the strength of their testimony, and
several,

including James Logan, gave excellent evidence.
Despite these efforts to settle the coundary ques

tion, the controversy continued.

In Peters' opinion, one of

the most unfortunate results of this continuing litigation ,
was that it kept Thomas Penn in England.

Whenever public

14.
Peters to [Proprietors], July 31, 1740, Peters
Letter Books (ESP); Peters to Proprietors, August 30, 1740,
ibid. : Peters to Proprietors, November 11, 1740, ibid.
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affairs in Pennsylvania reached a crisis, Peters would urge
Penn to come to the colony to take personal charge of the
government, but the Proprietor felt compelled to remain in
London as long as the boundary remained unsettled.
In 1750, in Penn's a b s e n c e P e t e r s managed the
second major attempt to locate the boundary between
Pennsylvania and Maryland„; This effort was brought about
by the conclusion of the seemingly interminable chancery
court suit between Lord Baltimore and the Penn family*

On

May 15, 1750, Lord Chancellor Hardwieke commanded the
litigants to appoint commissioners to determine the perma
nent line between the two provinces on terms generally
favorable to the Penn family.

Thomas Penn appointed P e t e r s ,

William Allen, and several others to serve as commissioners.
Having had experience as a commissioner in 1738 and 1739,
Peters assumed a leading role in this new s u r v e y , preparing
.
3.5
himself for his duties with characteristic thoroughness.
About the middle of N o v e m b e r , 1750, the commissioners
from Pennsylvania and Maryland met at Newcastle, Pennsyl
vania, but accomplished little during the remainder of that
month or the n e x t , due to delaying tactics employed by the
Maryland representatives.

Peters warned Penn that if the

endeavor could not be speeded up expenses would be enormous.
F inally, in December, bad weather halted the proceedings and
—

—

.'

.

15.
Shepherd, His t o r y , pp. 139-143;
July 5,. 1750, Penn Letter B o o k s , III , 7-8 (HSP) .

Penn to Pet e r s

'
the commissioners agreed to resume work in the spring.
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The

following February, teams of surveyors from each colony
renewed their efforts to run the line.
their progress from Philadelphia.

Peters followed

The officials measured a

few miles of the boundary but' soon the commissioners from
the two provinces began to argue about how far west to go,
and another deadlock ensued.

The death of the current Lord

Baltimore in 1751 cast doubt on the legality of much of what
had been accomplished.

16
■

The litigants resubmitted their dispute to chancery
court in England and for nearly a decade little headway was
made by either side.

Final l y , in 1760, Frederick Lord

Baltimore, weary of this seemingly endless d e b a t e , agreed to
terms.

Penn notified his Secretary that the agreement had

at last been reached and a permanent line could be run.
Peters'

commission issued in 1750 was simply renewed, and in

1760 he began his third and last term of service for the
Penn family in this important affair.

Again Peters assumed

the management of the Pennsylvania interest in this survey.
He did not accompany the surveying parties, but remained in
Philadelphia, where he handled the variety of business
16.
John W. Jordon (ed. ), "Penn, versus Baltimore,
Journal of John Watson, Assistant Surveyor to the Commis
sioners of the Province of Pennsylvania, 1750," P M H B , XXVIII
(1914), 386; Peters to Proprietors, November 23, 1750, P O C ,
V, 107 (HSP); Peters to Proprietors, December 5, 1750, ibid. ,
113; Peters to Penn, December 6 , 1750, ibid., 117; Penn to
Peters, February 24, 1750/51, Penn Letter Books, III, 53
(HSP).

arising from running the line.

While involved with the

mechanics of the s u r v e y , Peters also devoted a great deal of
energy to the collection of back quitrents from settlers who
would fall on the Pennsylvania side of the new linei

At

Peters': request, Penn sent a new.brass telescope to Pennsyl
vania for the use of the surveyors, and the Secretary
borrowed a quadrant from Lord Stirling (William Alexander),
of New Y o r k , but despite all his efforts, the survey pro
ceeded at a painfully slow rate.
for two and then three years.

The project dragged out

Interestingly, while the

Maryland boundary issue had kept Penn in England in the
1 7 4 0 1s and 5 0 1s , in the 1760's it kept Peters in Pennsyl
vania, postponing the trip that he desired to make to
England.

Finally, in A u g u s t , 1763, Penn informed his

Secretary that he was sending over two new expert surveyors
to take charge of running the line, Charles Mason and
Jeremiah Dixon.

These capable men took over the survey and

completed it, but not until 17 69.

Peters, h o w e v e r , left the

project to Mason and Dixon, and departed for England in
1764, having concluded this portion of his public career.

17

17.
Penn to Peters, April 11, 1760, ibid., VI, 225;
Penn to Peters, November 15, 17 60, ibid. , 332; Peters to
P e n n , January 13, 1761, Penn Papers, Saunders Coates, p.
155 (H S P ); Penn to Peters, April 13, 1761, Penn Letter
Books, V I I , 12 (HSP); Lord Stirling to Peters, November 9,
1761, Peters M S S . , V, 105 (HSP); Penn to P e t e r s , August. 31,
1763, Penn Letter Books, VII, 352 (HSP).
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Through the 1750's,

in spite of the tremendous

pressure of his other responsibilities during the French and
Indian War,.Peters had managed proprietary land affairs,
although not always devoting as much time to them as Penn
would have liked.

In 1760, following the war, Peters again

turned his full attention to the duties of the Land Office,
only to resign this post later that same year, pleading poor
health.

Even after his resignation he remained the Penns'

primary land agent for nearly three years., as .he trained
his brother to fill his post.
Peters'

tenure in the Land Office,

from 1737 to 1760

(and unofficially until 1763), was highly successful.

Penn

expressed bitter disappointment when Peters resigned from
this post, and never' again located as dedicated and able a
Proprietary Secretary as Peters had been.

i

CHAPTER V
PROVINCIAL SECRETARY

■ . Peters' position as Proprietary Secretary made him a
prominent man in Pennsylvania, but in early February,
1742/43, he received an additional appointment which greatly
enhanced his career.

This opportunity arose when Patrick

Baird, the Provincial Secretary and Clerk of the.Provincial
Council, resigned his p o s t , pleading poor health.

When

Peters heard of Baird's intention, he asked Governor Thomas
to appoint his b r o t h e r , William Peters.

Instead Thomas

offered the position to Richard, because he had been
promised it in 1737 and subsequently disappointed.

After a

brief argument in favor of his brother, Peters accepted.

1

O n .February 14, 1742/43, the Provincial Council
approved Peters'

appointment and he received the Council

books and other p a pers; he took the oaths of office and
delivered his bond to the Governor on April fifth.

As

Secretary and Clerk of the Provincial Council, Peters'
duties included attendance at Council meetings, writing
their official correspondence,

delivering their messages to

the Assembly, and a variety of other lesser administrative .

Books

1.
(ESP).

Peters to Penn, March 14, 1742/43, Peters Lette
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duties that facilitated the work of that body. : His salary
as Clerk of the Council was a meager fifteen pounds a y e a r , •
paid by the Assembly.

As the Governor's secretary,.Peters

wrote many of his letters, accompanied him on official trips,
and performed other duties as required by that official.
Over the years., the extent of these duties varied widely,
depending on the incumbent governor.

Remuneration for the

Governor's secretary consisted of a share in the Governor's
perquisites— his fees from the issuance of licenses, pass
ports, and ship registrations.

The Secretary supervised the

collection of these imposts and received a portion of them.
At.regular intervals, he drew up statements delineating the
apportionment of these fees between himself and the
Governor. ^
Peters informed Penn that he had taken this new post
at the Governor's request, and assured the Proprietor that
he would not have accepted, it if he had thought that it.
would interfere with his obligations as Proprietary Secre
tary. . Penn approved heartily of his appointment, both
because Peters had been promised it earlier, and because he
had helped to effect a compromise between Governor Thomas
and the Assembly.

Penn added that he had no doubts as to

2.
Colonial Records . IV. 639, 640; Votes . IV, 2955
"James Hamilton's Accounts with Richard P e t e r s ," P M H B , L
(1908), 71.
Some of the licenses from which the Governor
derived his fees were those for public h o u s e s , marriages,
insurance, "horse jockey," and Indian trading.
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the Secretary's capacity or integrity, but warned Peters to
cultivate neatness and exactness in keeping the Council
b o o k s , and to give himself "more time in writing" than he
3
did normally.
'

■

.

'

-

Peters'

'

appointment as Provincial Secretary had a

two—fold effect on his public career in Pennsylvania.
Firstly, his presence in the Provincial Council and in highlevel meetings with the Governor, involved him in the most
important governmental.and administrative discussions and
decisions in the province.

Whether or not, as Clerk of the

Council, he was invited to, or chose to, participate in
their debates cannot be determined from the Council minutes.
But because all of the members of the Council, were his
personal friends, and because all of the Governors under
whom he served sought and valued his counsel, it is probable
that he participated fully in Council meetings.

In .1749,

Governor Hamilton appointed him a member.^
3.
Peters to. Penn, March 14, 1742/43, Peters Letter
Books (E S P )• Penn to Peters, May 4, 1743, Penn Letter Books,
II, 42 (ESP); Unfortunately Penn's caution did nothing to
improve Peters' handwriting, which has been the despair of
students of eighteenth-century Pennsylvania history ever
since.
Peters' hand was so bad that Benjamin Franklin sent
him a handwriting expert, claiming that if this man could
teach the Secretary to write legibly, his reputation would
be made.
For this account see Franklin to Peters, September
17, 1754, Peters M S S . , III, 112 (ESP).
4. Although Peters came under attack later by the
Quaker party in the Assembly for his persistence in support
ing the Penns, there is no evidence that they criticized him
on the grounds of holding too many offices.
They complained
that he performed his duties for the benefit of the
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Pete r s 1 new post involved him in a second and
equally important aspect of colonial affairs„

As Provincial

Secretary, his duties included a great quantity of routine
bureaucratic w o r k , including keeping and copying the
minutes; drafting countless letters, addresses •, and pro
clamations ; and "running errands" for the Governor and
Council.

Peters proved himself equally efficient in these,

details of his office as in affairs of state.

His mundane

bureaucratic activities appear unspectacular, but dependable
civil service makes possible the efficient operation of a
government.

Furthermore,

in his years of handling the

routine assignments of his o f f i c e s , Peters was in almost
• daily contact with the important men in Philadelphia.

These

associations provided him with the opportunity to learn
a bo u t , and participate in, all aspects of provincial
5

affairs,

including political matters.

Proprietors rather than for that of the people, but not for
pluralism itself.
If multiple office-holding.had been an
issue in mid-eighteenth century Pennsylvania, John Kinsey
would have excited more criticism than he did.
In addition
to his post as Speaker of the A s s e m b l y , at one time or
another, Kinsey was Attorney General, Chief Justice, of the
Supreme Court, Clerk of the Yearly Meeting of Friends
(Quakers), an Elder in the Philadelphia Meeting, and a
Trustee of the General Loan-Office.
In his spare time,
Kinsey served the Penns as legal advisor in land affairs.
Although both Peters and Kinsey were subjected to criticism,
neither appears to have been indicted for plural officeholding.
5.
For example, Peters handcarried all of the
.Governor's and Council's messages to the A s s e m b l y , and
brought back the replies. This personal contact enabled him
to speak to officials of the legislature, and to comment oh
the content of the correspondence.

^ '

•
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Peters had participated somewhat in provincial
politics since his initial appointment in 17 37, but his post
of Provincial Secretary involved him more directly in
politics.

In order to'understand his role as Provincial

;Secretary^ it is helpful to first examine some of the back
ground of factional politics in Pennsylvania prior to 1737,
and then to trace P e ters1 participation in political affairs
between that time and 1743, when he received his second
major appointment.
Political strife arose in Pennsylvania shortly after
William Penn founded the colony in 1682, and continued with
few interruptions down to the proprietorship of Thomas Penn
and his brothers.

After 1731, there were two conflicting

political factions in Pennsylvania; the Quaker party, which
controlled the Assembly, and the Proprietary "party" or
group.

Although a minority of- the population of the colony,

the Quakers had retained control of the Assembly by per
suading the numerous German settlers in Pennsylvania that
continued peace and stability depended upon Quaker
dominance in the legislature.

According to one historian,

political decisions were often made in the Yearly Meeting of
the Society of Friends in Philadelphia, largely dominated by
the weighty Quaker families in the province.

Andrew

Hamilton served as the Speaker of the Assembly for a number
of years, but in October, 1739, John Kinsey assumed this
post and led the Quaker majority for eleven years.

His
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antagonism to Governor T h o m a s , which was reciprocated
heartily , led to repeated quarrels, during T h o m a s 1 tenure.
■ When appointed Proprietary Secretary in 1737, Peters
joined the ranks of the rather informal group known as the
Proprietary party.

Because he held one of the most impor

tant proprietary offices, he would have been regarded a
member of this group whether or not he functioned within it
'
politically.
More significantly, because his major loyalty
was to the Penn family, he would naturally ally himself with
the group in the colony which was working to further the
interests of the Proprietors.

Historians have debated the

nature of Peters' role in the Proprietary group.
claims that Peters led this political faction.
group of. scholars asserts,

One school
Another

correctly, that William Allen, a

wealthy Presbyterian merchant and lawyer managed this group,
at times assisted by Peters and others.

Often Peters did

not even identify himself with this faction, and referred to
it as "the Governor and his friends," or "Mr. Allen and his
friends."

Moreover, Peters and Allen were not rivals for

political influence, but friends and close associates.
Through almost daily contact, they could consult with ease
6.
The Pennsylvania Assembly is treated in Sister
Joan de Lourdes Leonard, "The Organization and Procedure of
the Pennsylvania Assembly, 1682-1776," P M H B . LXXII (1948),
215-239, 376-412; H a n n a Benjamin Franklin, pp. 10-11, con
tains a discussion of the influence of the Quaker Yearly
.Meeting on the policies of the Quaker party in the Pennsyl
vania Assembly; for a brief account of John Kinsey's career,
see Bronner, "The Disgrace of John Kinsey-"
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on the various issues confronting the province and arrive at
7
mutually satisfactory courses of action.
'

Whenever he thought that political partisanship
divided Pennsylvania to the detriment of the inhabitants,
Peters endeavored to act as a tertium quid in the political
life of the colony.

His refusal to rubberstamp the posi

tions taken by the Proprietary party makes him appear
inconsistent in his role in politics;

at times he took the

side of Allen and the Proprietary group, at other times he
acted as a mediator between the factions, and e v e n , on rare
o ccasions, took the side of the Assembly.

Prior to 1755,

Benjamin Franklin’, like the Secretary, tried to bridge the
differences between the Proprietary party and the A s s e m b l y ,
but after that date,

following a quarrel with Penn, Franklin

7.
For a description of the Proprietary party at a
somewhat later' d a t e , see Warden, "The Proprietary Group";
Thayer in Pennsylvania Politics, p. 15, describes Allen as
"in many respects the most influential figure in Pennsyl
vania politics," during this period.
Herman S. Cohen,
"William A l l e n : Chief Justice of Pennsylvania, 1704-1780"
(Unpublished Ph. D. Dissertation, University of California,
B erkeley, 19 66), p. 17 5 > calls Allen "the most powerful
figure in the colony," and asserts that Allen led the Pro
prietary party for over thirty years on p. 346.
Advocates
of Peters1 leadership of the Proprietary group include
H a n n a , Benjamin F r anklin, p. 21, who calls Peters the "man
most responsible for [the Proprietary party's] election
campaigns," and Warden, "The Proprietary Group," who
describes Peters as "for all intents and purposes the
administrative head of the Proprietary.group." A middle
view is taken by John J. Zimmerman, "Benjamin Franklin and
the Quaker Party, 1755-1756, "■ WMQ, Third Series, XVII, (19 60) ,
292, who states that "It.was Allen and Peters who rallied .
'the anti-Quaker elements to the proprietor's interest and
laid the basis for a political party to contest Quaker
control in the legislature."

■ v
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assumed leadership of the Quaker party.

P e t e r s , however,

continued to try to reconcile the political factions in the
colony, and at times arranged some significant compromises.®
For several years prior to the outbreak of war
between England and Spain in 1739, political factionalism
had been minimal in Pennsylvania, but the exigencies of war
time soon upset the tranquility of the province.

Governor

Thomas attempted to provide for the defense of the colony,
but his plans did not suit the Quaker-led Assembly.

In

1740, tired of waiting for action from the legislature,
Thomas issued a proclamation to recruit militiamen.

This

action pleased many Pennsylvanians, but not the Q u a k e r s w h o
noted that many of the seven hundred volunteers were inden
tured servants who had enlisted without the permission of
their masters.

Consequently,

the Assembly refused to

support these forces, and although it eventually voted £3000
for "the King's use," the money would be paid only after the
servants returned to their masters.

Peters deplored the

Assembly's "refusal" to provide money for defense which
proved that not only was a Quaker Assembly useless, but "in
time of war, outright dangerous."

9

8 . Franklin's efforts as a mediator in Pennsylvania
politics prior to 1756 are discussed in Hutson, "Benjamin
Franklin," pp. 344-352.
9.
Robert L. D. Davidson, War Comes to Quaker
Pennsylvania, 1682-1756 (New York: Columbia University
Press, 1957), pp. 25-31; Hermann Wellenreuther, "The Poli
tical Dilemma of the Quakers in Pennsylvania, 1681-1748,"
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In the elections of 1740 and 1741, the Proprietary
party failed in its attempts to unseat the Quaker majority
in the Assembly.

P e ters, convinced of the necessity of

reducing the Quaker party's hold on the legislature,
participated in these political contests.

According to one

unsubstantiated account, someone accused him of having cast
two ballots in the election in .1741, and in the course of
the resulting argument., he was struck in the face.

A short

time after this reputed incident, perhaps coincidentally,
Penn reminded, his secretary of the standards' of conduct to
be observed by proprietary officials.

Peters promised to

try to comply with these directives, but complained that
this would be hard to do when witnessing contempts and
affronts to the Proprietors' benefactors and friends.
Peters took a more moderate position when in the
fall of 1741, relations between Governor Thomas and Speaker
John Kinsey reached the breaking point.

Thomas had resolved

to remove Kinsey from his post as Attorney General, which he
had held since 1738.

The Governor decided to sent Peters to

demand Kinsey's commission, because Penn had once told the
Secretary that Kinsey's appointment was to be at the
P M H B , XCIV (1970), 135-172,
Quaker peace testimony, and
tant to place the colony on
Proprietors, July.31, 1740,

contains a discussion of the
their reasons for being reluc
a war footing; Peters to
Peters Letter Books (HSP).

10.
Thayer, Pennsylvania Politics, p. 17, describe
Peters being struck; Peters to Penn, October 8, 1741, Peters
Letter Books (HSP).
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.

convenience of the Proprietors.

Peters deplored this break

down in relations between the Governor and the Speaker, and
hesitated to take sides, perhaps partly because Kinsey
served the Penns as their legal advisor in land affairs.
The Secretary consulted. with William; A l l e n , and together
they agreed that Peters should see Kin s e y , because he would
be able to warn the Speaker of Thomas'

intentions.

The

Speaker replied t o 'Thomas through Peters that he would not
relinquish his post as Attorney General,
appointment had been for life.

claiming that this

Thomas asked Peters to take

an additional message to Kinsey, but this time the Secretary
refused.

Peters worried that this rift would persist, and

while expressing sympathy for the Governor because of the
affronts dealt him by the As s e m b l y , feared that such a
division in the province in wartime might prove disastrous.

11

The quarrel between Thomas and Kinsey continued,
although the Speaker conceded defeat in the matter of his
post as Attorney General.
this position.)

(Tench Francis succeeded him in

Allen and his adherents sent a petition to

the ministry in En g l a n d , complaining that the Assembly
refused to defend the province , and the A s s e m b l y , in t u r n ,
protested the Governor's actions to the Proprietors.

Peters

tattled to Penn that he had heard that Allen intended to
present; his petition with or without the support of the
11.
Peters to John Penn, October 20, 1741, ibid.;
Peters to Thomas P e n n , October 24, 1741, ibid.

Proprietors.

Reflecting his propensity to see both sides of

a d i s p u t e , the Secretary deplored the actions of the Assem
bly for trying to reduce the Governor to a "mere cipher,"
while at the same time blaming Allen and his friends for
their petition, which had needlessly inflamed the Assembly.
The Secretary, however,

strongly approved of the Governor's

determination not to pass any further bills until the
Assembly agreed to support the provincial militia.

Peters

was amazed that in such, a crisis, the English, Quakers did
not attempt to moderate the positions taken by their Ameri
can fellow-churchmen; he felt sure that the American Quakers
were attempting to persuade their English counterparts to
discredit the proprietary government of Pennsylvania.

Some

what later, the Penns endorsed' Allen's petition, which
elated the Proprietary party, but not the Assembly.

At this

juncture, Peters recommended that the Proprietors press the
issue to determine just who was to run the government in
Pennsylvania, the Assembly, or the Penns and their deputies.

12
In the fall of 1742, the Secretary pledged to join

with the other friends of the Proprietors to elect some of
their number to the Assembly.

He contacted his friends in

the outlying towns about the possibility of electing

12.
Peters to Proprietors, October 27, 1741, ibid.
Peters to Penn, November 14, 1741, ibid. ;:Peters to Penn,
January 21, 1741/42, ibid. : Peters to John Penn, March 1,
1741/42, ibid.; Peters to P e n n , March 1, 1741/42, ibid.
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non-Quakers, and participated in discussions of campaign
strategy.

The election of 1742', h o w e v e r , resulted in a riot

and another total victory for the Quaker party.

William

Allen was accused widely of starting the riot, and although
Peters blamed neither Allen nor the Governor, he thought,
incorrectly, that Allen's reputation would never recover
from these charges.

13

The stalemate between the Quaker party and the
Governor continued; the Assembly voted money for the King' s
u s e , but paid it directly to the government in London
through the colonial agent instead of to Thomas for use in
recruiting militia.

Moreover, the Assembly, refused to pay

Thomas his salary, and he retaliated stubbornly by refusing
to sign any bills until he received his pay.
Pennsylvania came to a standstill.

Affairs in

In October, 1742,.

Councillor Thomas Lawrence mentioned to. Peters that Kinsey
appeared interested in a compromise, and asked the Secretary
to speak to the Governor.

Thomas agreed to consider a

settlement, and Peters began to. arrange his first major
compromise.

The Assembly agreed to give the Governor £1500

of his salary, in return for which Thomas must promise to

13.
Peters to Proprietors, August 25, 1742, ibid. ;
John Taylor to Peters, September 10, 1742, Taylor Papers,
XV, #3281 (ESP); for an account of the election riot of 1742,
see Peters to Proprietors, November 17, 1742, Peters Letter
Books ■(ESP) ; a complete analysis of the riot is in Norman S..
Cohen, "The Philadelphia Election Riot of 1742," P M H B , XCII
(1968), 306-319.

pass all of the bills presented to him.during the current
legislative session,

(Kinsey guaranteed personally not to

submit bills that might be controversial.)

Peters concluded

this compromise despite a near breakdown in negotiations
occasioned by the Governor's insistence upon amendments to
several bills.

At first Kinsey refused to consider the

amendments., but after Peters gave him a "good talking to,"
warning the Speaker that if he blocked, the compromise people
would never think well of him again, Kinsey persuaded the
legislature to accept the amendments.

Peters complained

that as he was the only person trusted.by both sides, he
spent a great deal of time carrying messages, and that the
entire transaction gave him much anxiety.
Peters'

The importance of

success in arranging this compromise cannot be over

estimated.

This rapprochment.restored ,. for a time,

effective government to the province in time of war.

Subse

quently Peters hoped that this compromise would result in
friendship on both sides, although he recognized that it
would be based on expediency rather than any desire to live
together peacefully.

His optimism proved premature, and

Pennsylvania politics became turbulent again the following
year.

14

14.
Peters to Proprietors, August 25, 1742, Peters
Letter Books (HSP); Peters to Penn, January 15, 1742/43,
ibid. ; Peters to P e n n , January 30, 1742/43, ibid.
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v; In December, 1743, after Pet e r s 1 appointment as
Provincial Secretary, the political conflict became acute.
The Assembly again withheld Governor Thomas'
Kinsey's and Peters'

salary, despite

efforts to persuade them to adhere to

the terms of the earlier compromise.

By then Thomas had

appointed Kinsey Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania, largely at Peters' behest.

The Secretary had

recommended Kinsey despite fears that if the legislators
resented the Speaker's acceptance of a proprietary appoint
ment, it might lessen Kinsey's influence in the A s s e m b l y ,
and thereby, reduce the Secretary's ability to affect deci
sions made there.

Whether or not Kinsey's acceptance of the

post of Chief Justice prevented him from perpetuating the
compromise in the A s s e m b l y , Peters was confident that the
Speaker had done his best.

The Secretary worried that if

Kinsey lost the confidence of the Assemblymen, "radicals"
like young Israel Pemberton and Isaac Norris Jr. would gain
control of the Quaker party.

A further problem according to

Peters was that Allen and his associates were doing little
to counteract the policies of the Quakers.

15

The Secretary effected a second major compromise
between the Assembly and the Governor in the late spring of
1744.

On this occasion he told Penn that "as I was the only

15.
Peters to P e n n , March 14, 1742/43, ibid.;
Peters to P e n n , June 5, 1743, ibid.; Peters to Penn,
December 9, 1743, ibid. ; Peters to Penn, March 7, 1743/44,
ibid.

:

r
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instrument made-use- of on bo th .sides, you .may easily con
ceive what an Anxiety I have had for some time pas t . "

The

Secretary persuaded the Assembly to give Thomas £2000 of the
£3000 owed him for back salary, and in return the Governor
agreed not to press the -Quakers in the Assembly too hard on
any issue that might cause them to violate their religious,
scruples..

The next m o n t h , h o w e v e r , war broke out with

France, and the renewed pressures of wartime strained this
compromise, although Peters and Kinsey worked to prevent an
open break between the legislature and the Governor.

Ten

sions increased in the fall of 1744 when the newly elected
Assembly refused to take any steps to provide for the
defense of the p r ovince, and the struggle between Thomas and
the legislature continued unabated.^^
Late'in 1744 the complexion of this conflict changed
when Governor Thomas became sick.

A pain developed in his

chest that refused to respond to any of the nostrums of the
day.

By November, the Governor's health caused Peters to

fear that Thomas might go to England for treatment the
following spring.

The possibility of Thomas'

retirement

alarmed the Secretary because of the rift in the government
of the province; in Peters'

estimation, Thomas was the only

man who could make the factions work together at all.

16.
Peters to Penn, May 24, 1744, ibid.; Peters to
Penn, October 3, 1744, ibid. ; Peters to P e n n , November 2,
1744, ibid.
'

Peters advised the Proprietors to send another Governor
immediately in case Thomas ret i r e d , because he thought James
Logan, the senior member of the Provincial Council too
infirm to act as President of the Council,' and the next
Councillor in line, Anthony Palmer,

too irresolute to serve.

Adding to the Secretary's concern was the knowledge that
only a duly appointed deputy-Governor could sign an act of
17
the Assembly into law.
During the next two years Governor Thomas'

health -

did not improve, and Penn began to prepare for his eventual
retirement*

He first wrote to Logan and asked him to accept

the government again if the need should a r i s e , adding that
he would, rather have anyone on the Council take the presi
dency than Captain Palmer*

The aging Logan refused„

Penn

then determined to go to Pennsylvania himself to take
personal charge of the government, but at the last minute
he was forced to remain in England by the ever-present
boundary dispute with Maryland.

Thus the Proprietor had

made no other arrangements when Thomas announced his retire
ment in the spring of 1747, and Anthony Palmer became the
President of the Council— in essence, acting Governor*
Because of Penn's poor opinion of Palmer he told Peters that
"Wee rely much on you for the management of Affairs of
Government.

* . ."

Penn sent a "power" to Palmer enabling

17.
Peters to Penn, October 3, 1744, ibid.; Peters
to P e n n , November 19, 1744 ... ibid .
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the President to grant l a n d , but at the same time informed
his secretary that he, Peters, would retain control because
Palmer could only grant land on warrants prepared by the
Proprietary Secretary.
wee confide,

Penn reiterated that "it is in you

and wee have not given him [Palmer] any power

of appointing to your Office, or calling you to account for
your conduct, reserving that to our Selves."

Somewhat

later, Penn assured Peters that he was aware that the
Secretary's troubles would be greater under a president than
they were under a governor, but that he trusted Peters to
keep things in order, and for the third time stated that
"indeed it very principally depends on you and wee are well
pleased it is in hands wee place so great confidence in-.
. . .11

Penn continued, "The account you give of the Presi

dents resolution to consult you on all occasions, and his
frank manner of doing it, is very agreable to us.

. . .

From the departure of Governor Thomas in the spring
of 1747, until the arrival of the new deputy-Governor James
Hamilton in November,

1748, Peters played a key role in the

government of Pennsylvania.

Through his two offices he

exerted considerable leadership over the Council and its
President.

When gossiping later to Penn about Palmer,

Peters called the President "surely one of the weakest men
18.
Penn to Pet e r s , March 1, 1744/45, Penn Letter
Books, II, 110 (HSP); Penn to James L o g a n , March 11, 1744/45,
ibid. , 122; Penn to Peters, March 5, 1746/47, ibid., 182-83;
Penn to Peters, October 18,. 1747, ibid. , 210.
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alive."

19

He had paid Palmer over £2000 as his share of the

perquisites of office; Palmer had less than £100 of this sum
remaining.

The President h a d , concluded P e t e r s , "happened

to conceive a good Opinion of me & permitted, me to reason
him into an easy deportment towards ye Council to whom he
always shewd a proper respect.

..."

20

In 1747, during Palmer's presidency, a direct
military threat to the province triggered a confrontation
between the Assembly a n d , in the absence of a governor, the
Provincial Council.

This threat occurred when a number of

French privateers appeared off the coast of Pennsylvania.
. 19.
When Palmer died in 1749, Peters told Penn that
the President died a "Martyr to Venu s . " It seems Palmer
refused to have himself bled when taken sick for fear " i t
wou'd take off some of his choicest Spirits, which he had no
Inclination to part with in his Circumstances being an old
Man
newly married to a young Lady."
Peters' ribald humor
was lost on P e h n , who sourly expressed regret "to hear Mr.
Palmer lost his Life so childishly he should have thought
better at his A g e . " This exchange of correspondence is in
Peters to Pe n n , August 7, 1749, Peters Letter Books (H S P );
Penn to Peters, October 9, 1749, Penn Letter B o o k s , II, 288
(HSP).
20.
Peters to Penn, May 3, 1749, P O C , IV, 209
(HSP )• Peters later denied having tried to dominate the
Council.
In a letter to Penn he remarked that he had become
a good friend of Councillor Thomas Hopkinson.
Hopkinson
admitted that he had feared when Governor Thomas retired,
that Peters would try to govern the Council, "& with this
view promoted the Presidents Interest . . . he firmly
believd this till he saw. the Tenor of my Conduct & then his
Eyes being opened he was shockd to think how much he was
imposd upon & what groundless Suspicions may where there is
an Intimacy, as there then was between him & his Neighbours,
be infused occasionally into the minds of innocent & un
suspecting open me n . " For this account see Peters to Penn,
June 20, 1752, i b id., V, 249-57.
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Some small raids by these ships seemed to presage larger
ones, but the Assembly refused to make defensive prepara
tions.

Many of the non-Quakers in the province

(and not a

few of the Quakers) became alarmed and endorsed a plan for
self-defense proposed by Benjamin Franklin in a pamphlet
entitled Plain Truth; or Serious Considerations on the
Present State of the City of Philadelphia and Province of
Pennsylvania.

Peters knew abput this plan before Franklin

published Plain Truth. ■William Allen.'and other adherents of •
this scheme, which was to include the formation of a volun
tary military force, or "Association," informed Peters
because they needed Penn's support and knew that the best
way to get it would be for Peters to recommend Penn's
endorsement.

21

Both Penn and Peters equivocated in regards to the
formation of the Association.

They could see advantages in

the plan because it would provide, a defense for the province,
but Penn deplored Franklin's appeals to the "wild unthinking
Multitude," and regarded Franklin himself as a dangerous man
whom he wished lived anywhere but in Pennsylvania.

Peters

concluded finally that the advantages of the Association
outweighed the dangers, and joined the members of the
21.
For a description o'f the Association, see
D a v i d s o n . War Comes to Quaker Pennsylvania, pp. 49-63. ■ In
Peters to Penn, November 29, 1747, Peters Letter Books
(HSP), the Secretary mentioned that Allen asked him to write
to the Proprietors to convince them that the Association was
in their best interests.
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Council in supporting this plan.

The Council issued pro- ,

vincial commissions to the newly-elected officers of the
regiments formed by the Association.

Subsequently, the

Assembly refused to appropriate money to support the Associa
tion troops-, and several members of the Council determined
to strike back at the legislators.
movement,

The leaders of this

Councillors Abraham Taylor and Thomas Hopkinson,

drew up a number of vitriolic resolves.attacking the Assembly
for failing to appropriate the funds needed by the Associa
tion.
Peters'

The Council debated these resolves and, despite
strenuous objections, passed and sent them to the

Assembly.

Peters opposed these resolves on the grounds

(which later, proved correct) that they would needlessly
widen the breach between the two branches of government and
firm the Assembly's determination to resist the appeals of
the Council.

22

In an effort to keep the government of the province
in oper a t i o n .during the quarrel between the Council and the
Assembly,

Peters loaned the government between five and six

hundred pounds of his own money to pay for some essential
Indian expenses.

This striking example of the Secretary's

dedication to the welfare of the province became necessary
because the deadlock between the executive and legislative

22.
Penn to Peters, June 9, 1748, Penn Letter Book
■II, 231-32 (HSP); Peters to P e n n , June 16, 1748, P O C , IV,
131 (HSP)* these resolves are reprinted.in Colonial Reco r d s ,
V, 277-80.
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branches of the government blocked the normal sources of
revenue.

On the advice of the Council,, and with the approba

tion of Kinsey, Peters advanced the money, expecting to be
repaid within a few weeks.

Later the Secretary complained

to Penn that in this' affair he had been put to troubles that
would defy description,

and had been forced to wait for over

six months.for his money.

When the Assembly a p p ropriated■

funds to repay Peters they gave him an additional unspeci
fied "pitiful sum" for his troubles, but later agreed to pay
23
him interest on his money.
Peters longed for Penn to come to Pennsylvania to
take personal charge of the government and to resolve the
differences that divided the province, but in March, 1747/48,
the Proprietor informed him that the Maryland boundary
controversy would continue to keep him in England.

In the

interim he named James Hamilton the new deputy-Governor.
Although disappointed that Penn could not come himself,
Peters applauded Penn's choice of Hamilton.

The new

Governor, a native Pennsylvanian and son of former Governor
Andrew Hamilton, took office on November 23, 1748, amidst a
tumultuous and friendly reception by all segments of
Pennsylvania society.

This welcome prompted the Secretary

to express the opinion,

later echoed by Penn, that Hamilton

would have a successful and easy administration.

Books

23.
(H S P ).

On the

Peters to Penn, April 29, 1749, Peters Letter

.
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contrary, Hamilton's tenure in office proved so turbulent
that within two years he began to -speak of retiring.
Hamilton's first months in o f f i c e , however, were pleasant,
and Peters praised the Governor, whom he felt had "changed
for the b e t t e r ," while in E n g l a n d , but the Secretary feared
that Pennsylvania, "this vile levelling place" would corrupt
the new official.

24

The rock on which Hamilton's ship of state foundered
was the same that had undoubtedly cost Governor Thomas his
health, the provincial Assembly.' Fully employed by the
duties of his multiple offices, Peters had little time, and
less inclination to participate in the political infighting
between Hamilton and the A s s e m b l y , but he watched the
progress of the quarrel intently, and sent Penn detailed
reports of what occurred.
Most of Hamilton's problems with the Assembly
derived from disputes over the issuance of currency.

The

legislators wished to pass bills to issue paper money, but

.

Hamilton's proprietary instructions prevented him from
approving these b i l l s .

The Assembly desired paper money for

reasons other than that of providing the.province with a
medium of exchange.

By manipulating currency issues, they

cleared an annual profit of between five and six thousand
24=
Penn to Peters, March 21, 1747/48, Penn Letter
Books, II, 222 (HSP); Peters to Penn, November 25, 1748,
POC, IV, 171 (HSP); Peters to Penn, May 1, 1749, ibid. , 20 5.

;

;•

.

.

pounds, their largest single source of income.
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.

.

Furthermore,

the Assembly did not have to account to anyone for how they
expended these funds.

To Hamilton the most distressing

aspect of his conflict with the Assembly was that he could
not reveal his proprietary instructions to show that it was
Penn, not he, who blocked the wishes of the Assembly.

Thus

Hamilton felt trapped between the warring Proprietor and
A ss e m b l y , a situation which he finally found intolerable.
Penn was determined to reduce the Assembly's power
over the purse, and thus r e c t i f y the imbalance he perceived
between the legislative and. executive portions of the
government of Pennsylvania.

Therefore, instead of relaxing

Hamilton's instructions, he made them increasingly more
stringent.

Peters agreed with Penn's desire to reduce the

power of the Assembly, but deplored the resulting breakdown
in effective provincial government.

Nevertheless,

Penn

persisted until 1753, when he finally, realized that his
intransigence had seriously damaged his interests in the
province, and had undermined the Proprietary group.

Penn

25.
The details of Hamilton's bitter struggle with
the Assembly over paper money are beyond the scope of this
study.
For this story, see: Thayer, Pennsylvania Politics.
pp. 25-33; Huts o n , "Benjamin F r a n k l i n ," pp. 318-35; and
H a n n a , Benjamin Franklin, pp. 40-45.
Hamilton's chief
advisors in Pennsylvania, William Allen and Tench Francis
bitterly opposed Hamilton's wishes to show the province his
instructions.

then eased his instructions, but by this time, Hamilton had
"
26
submitted his resignation, to be effective in 1754.
At the height of the conflict between Hamilton and
the Assembly, Peters sent Penn a detailed and perceptive
analysis of the sources and nature of the problems that
confronted the Governor, along with suggestions about how
Penn might proceed to help Hamilton resolve these differ
ences .

Penn thanked his secretary both for his concern and

for his ideas, and promised to give the latter his careful
consideration.

There is ho indication, however, that Penn
27
implemented Peters' recommendations.
The Secretary's major contribution to the stability
of the government of Pennsylvania during this troubled time
was in his accustomed role as mediator.
administration, Peters managed,
positions taken by the Assembly.

During Hamilton's

at times, to modify the
Usually he accomplished

this through his friend John Kinsey.

Peters was always on

cordial terms with the Speaker, and this friendship enabled
him to affect some decisions made: in the legislature.

On

one occasion, when Penn complained to the Secretary that he
had encountered difficulties in working with the colonial
agent Richard Partridge, Peters spoke to Kinsey, who
26.

Hutson,

"Benjamin Franklin," pp.

322-23.

27.
Peters' seven recommendations are in his letter
to the Proprietors, September 11, 1753, P O C , VI, 101, 103
(HSP)'1
. Penn's answer is in Penn to Peters, November 16,
1753, Penn Letter Books, III, 274-76 (HSP).
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promised to instruct Partridge to cooperate with the Pro
prietor.

After K i n s e y 1s death in 1750, Peters' t a s k as

mediator grew much harder.

In the midst of a debate over

the regulation of ferrys, Peters complained that he "used to
settle all matters with Mr. Kinsey previous to their being
laid before the house & coud tell what woud & what woud not
be done but now I have not a creature to speak to that can
carry a point."

Peters regarded Isaac Norris as good

natured and Norris had promised the Secretary in 1750 that
he would cooperate with him if he came to power in the
A s s e m b l y , but w h e n , after Kinsey's death Norris became
Speaker, Peters never found him as "cooperative" as Kinsey
had been.
No permanent compromise resolved the impasse between
Hamilton and the Assembly, and the Governor persisted in his
intention to resign.

In 17 52, Peters became convinced that

only Penn's presence in the province could save Pennsylvania
from ruin.

In what he later admitted was a "despairing

letter," the Secretary presented the strongest possible
argument to convince Penn that he must come to the province.
Peters, wrote:
Your Quit Rents are shamefully in Arrears- Your
Perrys are wrested out of your hands- Your Manor
Lands & Appropriated Tracts are setled as other
parts of the Province promiscuously by good & bad
people . . . The County of Cumberland in great
28.
Peters to Penn, July 24, 1749, P O C , IV, 231
(ESP)• Peters to Penn, [September, 1750], ibid. . VI, 105-111.
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D isorder, no Jayle in i t , numbers in Defyance of
Law being under Recognizances are gone & going
■over the Blue H i l l s , others on their Invitation
joining t h e m .& now grown too strong to be
removed- The Assembly provoked by Paper Moneys
being demanded & as likely to be granted- The
Sheriffs are the Creatures of & subservient to
the People- The Juries without virtue in Pro
prietary Disputes & no Court of Equity.
Penn's presence was badly needed in order to rally the
friends of the Proprietors, who were now content to see the
powers of the p e o p l e .increase daily.

•29

A year later, Peters.' opinion of the future prospects
of Pennsylvania had not improved.

Then he told Penn that .

the Proprietors had few friends in the province, and still
fewer with influence.
A l l e n , Mr.

These few were "the Governor and Mr.

Shoemaker, & Mr. Strettell and perhaps two or

three more, in the Town & Mr. Crowden in the Country. "
Peters diagnosed the problem as that of the Assembly's power
over the public moneys.

His prescription was for Penn to

notify Lord Halifax of the Board of Trade of the inordinate .
power of the people in Pennsylvania, and then to come to the
province to take charge of the government.

Penn replied

that he had to be circumspect in what he told Halifax about
weaknesses in the. government of the colony.

"We .must not

desire too much assistance, from t h e m , least [sic] they
shou'd think it necessary to give more than we ask."

Penn

29.
. Peters to P e n n , March 20, 1752, ib i d ., V, 229;
Peters to Penn, June 12, 1752, ibid. , 208-211, 239.
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attributed Peters1 pessimism to his having been infected
with Hamilton's loss of resolve,

;

Because the boundary issue continued to keep Penn in
England, he sent Robert Hunter Morris to Pennsylvania to
replace Hamilton.

By 1754/ when Morris arrived,

Peters had

received a thorough initiation into the. turmoil of Pennsyl
vania politics.

His role in politics had ranged from that

of activist in the election struggles in the early 1740's,
to that of horrified observer during Hamilton's administra
tion.

His major contribution to the political stability of

the province had been as mediator between the executive and
legislative branches of government.

Between 1737 and 17 54,

he had twice been instrumental, in reconciling these warring
factions.

In both instances,

largely due to his efforts,

effective government had been restored in the province.

In

neither case was the compromise permanent, but it is possible
that without these compromises, and without Peters? ongoing
efforts to modify the extreme positions taken by both sides,
government in Pennsylvania might have broken down entirely.
Throughout this period, Peters supported the interests of
the Penn family, as he saw them, but he did not always
support Penn's actions

if he thought them inimical

to the

30.
Peters to Penn, February 12, 1753, ibid., VI,
3.
In addition to William A l l e n , the men Peters thought
that Penn could count upon, were Councillors Benjamin
Shoemaker, Robert Strettell, and Lawrence Crowden; Penn to
Peters, June 29, 1753, Penn Letter B o o k s ,III, 230 (HSP);
Penn to Peters, June 10, 17 54, ibid., 237.
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best interests of the province.

The Secretary did not

criticize Penn o p e n l y , but expressed his opposition in his
correspondence to the Proprietor.

31

With the arrival of Governor M o r r i s , a few optimists
predicted an era of political tranquility..

On the contrary,

largely because of the distress caused by the emerging
conflict between the English colonies, and the French in
North America, Pennsylvania politics would become moreturbulent than ever under Morris.

31.
A striking example of Peters' criticism of
Penn's policies is in Peters to P e n n , Arpil 29, 1749, Peters
Letter Books .(HSP) ,' where he stated that Pennsylvanians
might stop paying their quitrents "after it comes to be
known that the Proprietaries by their Instructions to the
Govr. have tied his Hands that he cannot give his assent to
a Paper Money Act from Considerations not regarding the
merit of the Cause but the Proprietaries own Interest."

CHAPTER VI
INDIAN AGENT '

Despite the manifold responsibilities of his several
offices, early in his public career, Peters also, became
involved in Indian affairs.

At the same time that he assumed

the post of Proprietary Secretary from James L o g a n , he began
to learn the art of Indian diplomacy from the aging Quaker.
As Proprietary Secretary, he was the P e n n 's chief agent in
making purchases of land from the Iroquois and other tribes.
A second aspect of his relationship to Indian affairs
resulted from his position as Provincial Secretary and
member of the Council, in which capacity he represented the
provincial government in Indian treaties and official
negotiations.

1

By 1737, the pattern of Pennsylvania Indian diplomacy
.was defined clearly.^

William Penn's original principle was

to treat the Indians well and he always purchased land from
the tribe occupying it before sanctioning settlement of the
1.
James Logan's career as Indian diplomat is
briefly treated in Frederick B. Tolies, James Logan and the
Culture of Provincial America (Boston: Little, Brown and
C o . , 1957).
2.
For a general discussion of the conduct of
Indian diplomacy during this period, see Wilbur R. Jacobs,
"Wampum, the Protocol of Indian Diplomacy," W M Q , Third
Series, VI (1949), 596-604.
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property.

Penn's chief a g e n t , James Logan,

developed his Indian policies.

implemented and

Logan's major contribution

to Pennsylvania Indian policy was the principle that the
province should concentrate its efforts at negotiation by
dealing with all Pennsylvania Indians only through the
Iroquois Confederation.
principle.

Later Thomas Penn supported the

The Iroquois, commonly called the Six Nations,

were the most powerful Indian community east of the Missis
sippi River; they dominated the strategic Ohio Valley which
the astute Logan recognized as the key to Anglo-French
rivalry in North America.

The Pennsylvania government

encouraged the Iroquois to exercise their suzerainty over
lesser tribes in this area.

Thus the Pennsylvanians could

deal with these weaker groups of Indians indirectly, through
the Six Nations'

council at Onondaga.

3

Of William Penn's three sons by Hannah Penn, Thomas
was responsible for Indian affairs; first in person while in
the province, and later through his Indian agents, particu
larly Richard Peters.

Penn has been criticized extensively

for his Indian policies, but he was not machiavellian in his
dealings with these people.

He always considered the

Indians' welfare, although that of the colony remained his
3.
For an excellent account of Indian matters in
colonial Pennsylvania during this period, see "Indian
Affairs in Pennsylvania, 17 36-1762," Julian P. Boyd's intro
duction to Indian Treaties Printed by Benjamin F r a n k l i n .
1736-1762, Julian P. Boyd (ed.) (Philadelphia: The His
torical Society of Pennsylvania, 1938), pp. xix-lxxxviii.

; .
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primary concern.

Furthermore, he showed more sympathy for

the natives than many contemporary British leaders.
When Penn reached Pennsylvania in 1732 he met the
honest and highly capable Conrad W e i s e r , Pennsylvania's
interpreter and adviser in Indian matters, arid immediately
became involved in Indian diplomacy.

A week after, his

arrival he held an important treaty with the Six Nations
which reaffirmed the traditional friendship between these
Indians and the province.

He told some chiefs at this

meeting he desired to make a new purchase of land from the
Confederation.

After lengthy negotiations and numerous

d e l a y s , Penn made a major purchase of land from the Iroquois
four years later, in 1736.
the Six Nations'

At this latter meeting, ten of

chief present signed an agreement promising

never to sell any of their lands falling within the Penns'
royal grant to anyone except the government of Pennsylvania.
Moreover, four of these chiefs signed a statement warning
Penn not to purchase any more land from the Delaware Indians,
a tribe subject to the Six N a t i o n s , because the Delawares
were a people of "no virtue," who had already sold all of
4
their land .
Part of the territory already purchased from the
Delawares lay in the forks of the Lehigh and Delaware
Rivers.

In 1686, William Penn bought this tract which
4.

Ibid., pp. xxi-xxviii.

,
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extended as far west of the Delaware River as "a man could
walk in a day and a half."

Since the dimensions of this

particular purchase had never been walked off, Thomas Penn
decided to have it done after the treaty of 17 36.
so to avoid future controversy,

He did

even though he believed that

all of the land involved had been bought from the Delawares
in other purchases.

The declaration made by the four

Iroquois chiefs strengthened this belief.

Rather than pre

venting future controversy, this so-called "Walking Purchase"
provoked acrimonious debate for years, and was cited ex
tensively as proof that Penn cheated the Delawares. . Between
1756 and 1762, the contention over this purchase constantly
5
troubled and aggravated Peters.
5.
For the Walking Purchase, see: T o l i e s , James
L o g a n , pp. 178-183, in which Tolies finds the tactics
employed by Logan and Penn questionable; Anthony F. C.
Wallace, King of the Delawares: Teedyuscung, 1700-1763
(Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 1949),
pp. 18-30, 132, who argues that the provincial officials did
not always show good faith towards the Delawares in this
purchase; and Charles Thomson, An Enquiry into the Causes of
the Alienation of the Delaware and Shawanese Indians from
the British Interest and into the Measures Taken for Re
covering their Friendship (London: n . p . , 1759), which is an
open Quaker attack on Proprietary Indian policies.
The only
major work devoted to the Walking Purchase is William J.
Buck, History of the Indian Walk .([Philadelphia]: By the
A u t h o r , 1886).
Buck's work is a highly biased indictment of
Penn and his agents (including Richard Peters for his role
in the disputes over the purchase after 1756).
Buck terms
the Walking Purchase a "gross outrage" and a "fraud." A
more balanced account is given in Boyd, "Indian A f f a i r s ," ,
pp. xxv-xxx, in which he alleges that the Delawares did not
complain of having been cheated in the walk until twenty
years later when attempting to justify having attacked the
British.
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James Logan organized the walk at Penn's direction,
and he spared no effort to secure as much Indian land as
possible.

Logan's agents chose three athletic young men to

make the walk, their way through the brush having been
cleared beforehand.

I'he men commenced the walk at dawn on

September 19, 1737, accompanied by two Indian observers and
men on horseback carrying provisions.

By that night the

walkers had gone a considerable distance and the Indian
observers had dropped out in disgust because of the rapid
pace.

By noon the next day the single remaining walker

(the

other two fell out from exhaustion) reached a point twenty
miles beyond the Kittatinny Mountains, having covered a
I

'

remarkable fifty-five miles'in eighteen hours.

At no time

did the walkers break into a r u n , but the Delawares contended
that what they had in mind had been a stroll, with an occa
sional pause to light a pipe.

In their e y e s , walking at

such a rapid pace was tantamount to running,
unfair.

and therefore

Upon the completion of the walk, Logan drew the

line from the farthest point reached back to the Delaware
River in such a way to include more of the Delawares' best
lands, twelve hundred square miles in all.

6

James Logan continued to serve as the chief adviser
in Pennsylvania Indian affairs for several years after the
Walking Purchase, assisted closely after 1737 by Peters and,
6.
Logan, p. 181.

Wallace, Teedyuscung, pp. 28-29; Tolies, James

.
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after 1738 the new Governor,'George T h o m a s , both of whom
demonstrated great aptitude in dealing with the Indians.

As

a result of some complaints voiced by the Delawares in 1740
(not, however, regarding the legality of the Walking Pur
chase , which was never protested formally until 17 56),
Governor Thomas invited them to attend a treaty scheduled
to be held with the Six Nations in Philadelphia in 1742.
Peters helped to organize this meet i n g , and authorized
Weiser to meet the Indians on the road and supply them with
whatever they required,

At the conference, the great Indian

orator Canasatego, an Onondaga Indian, spoke for the Six
Nations and pledged that the Confederation would support
wholeheartedly their defensive alliance with the English.
He also reminded the Pennsylvanians of their promise to
intercede with the Governor of Maryland with regard to some
disputed land.

Finally,

Canasatego delivered a scathing

denunciation of the Delaware Indians, many of whom were
present, thus widening the rift separating these two groups
of Indians.

At this conference Peters instructed Weiser to

speak to some of the Six Nations'

chiefs about still another

land purchase, but Weiser reported that the prospects for
successful negotiation seemed dim.

The Indians told him

that they preferred to deal directly w i t h the Penns in the

belief that the Proprietors never left the keys to their
•
7
money chest in Pennsylvania when they returned to England,
Shortly after this treaty, Peters reported to Penn
.that some of the Delawares refused to vacate the lands, they
had sold to Pennsylvania.

They claimed to have been con

verted to Christianity and asked that they be allowed to
stay where they, were rather than be forced to go into the
forest to live among the "heathen."

Pet e r s , unconvinced of

the sincerity of their supposed conversion, indignantly
reported to the Governor that the Delawares

"have ye

Impudence to subscribe themselves Your Hon o u r 's Brethren in
ye Lord Jesus."

Governor Thomas rejected their appeal after-

hearing the Indians'

catechism, which proved that they knew

little or nothing about Christianity.

The results of this

treaty delighted Thomas P e n n , who congratulated Peters for
his part in it.®
The Pennsylvania officials hoped that the treaty of
1742 would bring some stability to Indian affairs, but in
1743, a land dispute flared up between the Six Nations and
the province of Virginia, and in a skirmish,
each side were killed.

several men on

As influential neutrals, the

Pennsylvania leaders worked to settle this dispute.

Peters

7. B o y d , "Indian A f f a i r s ," pp. xxxi-xxxiv; Peters
to Proprietors, October 17, 1742, Peters Letter Books (HS.P).
8.
Peters to Penn, November 21, 174-2, ibid. ; Penn
to Peters, February 25, 1742/43, Penn Letter Books, II, 21
(ESP).
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and Weiser began to organize a meeting between the Six
Nations and the Virginia government.

Maryland too was

invited to attend since t h e y , like Virginia, denied any
Iroquois claims' to lands within their borders.

After .

lengthy negotiations, Peters and Weiser scheduled the treaty
for the summer of 1744 at Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Peters

felt so much concern over the "ignorance" of the Virginia
and Maryland commissioners in Indian affairs, that he con
sidered it absolutely necessary that Governor Thomas attend
this meeting.

Accordingly he asked Weiser to speak to John

Kinsey, the Speaker of the Pennsylvania A s s e m b l y , to con
vince him of the need for Thomas to attend the meeting, and
for.the House to underwrite the Governor's expenses.

The

amiable Speaker agreed that Thomas should a t t e n d , and
guaranteed that the Assembly would pay his expenses and
9
provide a present for the Indians as well.
The commissioners from Virginia and Maryland proved
as inept as Peters had feared.

Colonel Thomas Lee of

Virginia misinterpreted a gesture of friendship made by
Canasatego as one of defiance and snapped a reply which
offended the Indians deeply.

In the ensuing argument, Lee

accused Weiser of distortion when interpreting his remarks,
whereupon Weiser stalked out of the conference.

Following

this stormy session, Canasatego and about thirty of the

Books

9.
Peters to Penn, July 9, 1743, Peters Letter
(ESP); Peters to P e n n , March 7, 1743/44, ibid.

:
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Iroquois went to P e ters1 room where in Weiser's presence
they complained about their treatment at the hands of the
Virginia and Maryland commissioners„

Canasatego was under

the impression that Lee had accused him of wishing payment : .
for land that the Iroquois had never owned. . Peters
explained that this had not been Colonel Lee's intent, and
soothed the Indians by promising to watch out for their
welfare for the remainder of the meeting.

Then the

Iroquois, claiming to "own half" of Conrad W e i s e r , per
suaded the interpreter to return to the conference to help

10
the Secretary see to it that they were treated properly.
Largely because of the expertise of the Pennsylvania
Indian agents at the Lancaster Conference of 1744, the .
Iroquois reaffirmed their friendship with the English
colonies, and promised to remain neutral in the war with
F r ance, King George's War, then in progress.

Peters com

plained to Penn that because of the incompetence of the
two young men brought to Lancaster by the Virginia and
Maryland commissioners to act as secretaries, he had been
obliged to take all of the minutes himself.

The Secretary

credited the success of the conference to Thomas'
skills in dealing with the Indians.
edging Thomas'

great

Penn, while acknowl

talent, asserted that Pennsylvania's influence

with the Indians was chiefly due to the "just and kind
10.

Peters to P e n n , August 2, 1744, ibid.
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Methods that my Father observed in his transactions with
^
11
them and our acting on that Plan ever since,"
The British government desired more from the Six
Nations than the neutrality they reaffirmed at Lancaster in
1744; it hoped to induce these Indians to go to war against
the French,

During the summers of 1745 and 1746, the

English met with the Iroquois at Albany in attempts to
persuade the Confederation to take up the hatchet against
the French, but these efforts failed..

The Six Nations,

again led by Canasatego,, decided to preserve their neu
trality,

This decision so divided the Indians of the Con

federation that it weakened the already diminished control
the Onondaga Council held over the outlying t r i b e s , particularly those in the Ohio River valley,

12

■ By 1747, Peters had begun to recognize the growing
importance of the Ohio Indians, and the need for Pennsyl
vania to form friendships with them,
powerful Twightwee, or Miami,

in particular with the

Indians,

George Croghan's

persuasive arguments that the province should open direct
contacts with these people had helped to convince the
Secretary,

Although Weiser and Penn supported the tradi

tional procedure of negotiating with the Ohio Indians
-through Onondaga, Peters convinced both of them that Croghan
11.
Ibid.; Penn to Peters, June 7, 1745, Penn
Letter Books, II, 129 (ESP),
12.

B o y d , "Indian A f f a i r s ," pp. xlii-xlv.

was correct*

To persuade the Proprietor, Peters told him

that if Pennsylvania could make friends of these Indians,
the province'would derive a "fine Barrier to the Westward"
against the French*

Moreover, the. Secretary pointed out

that the Iroquois1 influence was now too weak along the
Ohio to enable them to control events there.

13

In order to provide direct support for these
Indians, upon Croghan!s recommendation and with Peters'
approval,

the colonial authorities readied a small present

of trade goods worth two hundred pounds to be sent to the
Ohio.

In N ovember, 1747,.before this gift could be

delivered a group of Ohio Indians came to Philadelphia to
ask for help against the French.

Croghan, W e i s e r , and

Peters argued that assistance should be pledged to them,
which was done despite some initial opposition from members
of the Provincial Council.

The Council then gave the

present to these Indians to take back to the Ohio.

Before

they left Philadelphia, their leader, Scarouady, an Oneida
chief known as the "Half King," told the government of
Pennsylvania that a council fire would be held on the Ohio
the following spring.

All Ohio Indians were to be invited

13.
For George Croghan's role in influencing
Pennsylvanians to support the western Indians, see
W ainwright,. Georqe Croghan , pp. 15-21; A penetrating
analysis of Pennsylvania's lost opportunities in not
supporting the Ohio Indians and thereby providing a barrier
against the F r e n c h , see Edward G. Everett, "Pennsylvania's
Indian Diplomacy, 1 7 4 7 - 1 7 5 3 Western Pennsylvania His
torical Ma g a z i n e . XLIV (1961), 241-256.
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to this council and the Pennsylvania ..government.resolved to
send another larger present to this .conference.

14

In J u l y , 1748, a large group of Miamis came to
Lancaster, Pennsylvania to meet representatives of the
provincial government.

The Council delegated four of their

number to attend this treaty, and sent Peters
member of the Council)

(not yet a

along to conduct this conference.

After lengthy negotiations,■Peters obtained a military
alliance with the Twightwees / which.gave Pennsylvania and
the other English colonies powerful friends in the area
where the French threat was the greatest.

Later in 1748

the peace of Aix-1a-Chape11e lessened the immediate de
pendence upon this alliance, and the new bond s o o n .lapsed.
The Miamis were willing, and potentially able, to resist
the tribes supporting the French in the Ohio Valley.

Had

the English maintained the alliance and increased their aid
to the Twightwees, especially with forts and a r m s , the
comparatively easy French encroachment into the Ohio Valley
a few years later would have been slowed.

15

The Lancaster treaty of 1748 marked the beginning
of, Peters' personal management of Indian affairs in
14.
Ibid.; Peters to P e n n , November 19, 1747,
Peters Letter Books (ESP).
15.
Colonial Record s , V , 298; Peters to Proprietors,
.May 11, 1748, P O C , IV, 123 (ESP).
Boyd, in "Indian
Affairs," p. xlix, says that although "Peters' name does not
appear in the official report, . . . it was he who had
charge of the management. . . . " of the Lancaster Conference.
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Pennsylvania..

After 1748 , although the deputy—Governors

formally conducted most. Indian conferences, and although
Peters relied heavily on the advice of such experts as
Weiser and Croghan, the Secretary assumed overall supervi
sion and coordination of Indian affairs until his retirement
in 1763.

Proudly, Peters told Penn that he had "at no small

Expense & with an unwearied assiduity endeavour1d to gain
the Esteem of the Indians, and I am told.by Mr. Weiser that
I have succeeded so far as to be consider'd as a young
Logan.

„ .

As to the management of the Lancaster treaty

of 1748, the Secretary boasted

"you may easily judge by the

Persons who were appointed [from the Provincial Council]
that the Board depended on me to do the Business & I did it
as well as I c o u 1d tho not so well as it might have been
done had I not been affected with the Heat of the Season and
the Fatigue of restless Nights occasioned by unclean Beds.
In 1750, Peters recommended to Penn that the Miamis
and other Ohio Indians, along with the Onondagas, be
invited to meet representatives of the middle and New England
colonies,

either in New York, Pennsylvania, or Virginia.

He

felt that negotiations with large groups of Indians about
the potential French threat were too critical to be entrusted
to any one province, and should be coordinated by the
16.
Peters to Proprietors, May 11, 1748, P O C , IV,.
123 (HSP); Peters to Proprietors, July 27, 1748, ibid. ,
137-41.
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ministry in London.
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Peters urged the Proprietor to use his

considerable influence with leading men in the British
government to obtain presents and. support for- the Ohio
Indians— in other words to follow up the alliance that he
had secured at Lancaster two years before.

The Secretary

warned that if the Twightwees fell to the French, perhaps
the nearby Delawares and Shawnees would turn on the English.
The astute Secretary forecast almost exactly the events that
occurred four years later.

17

By 1752, the uneasy peace that followed King
George's War began to deteriorate in the Ohio Valley.
Reports indicated that French Indians had attacked a. Miami
town and killed several chiefs loyal to the English,
including one named "Great Britain."

Peters,

Croghan, and

Weiser urged that a fort be constructed within the province
on the Ohio in order to safeguard Pennsylvania's Indian
trade and to support the Twightwees.

Penn agreed and

attempted to persuade the Assembly to take this course of
action, but the legislators refused.

The exigencies of the

situation on the frontier caused Peters to devote an
increasing share of his time to Indian affairs, which he
17.
Peters to Penn, September 28, 1750, P O C , V,
57-61 (ESP); Conrad Weiser to P e t e r s , September 30, 1750,
ibid., 63; Peters to P e n n , [September, 17 50], ibid., VI,
105-111..
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now described as "the most changeable of a l l , and the most
18
troublesome."

-%

The governments of Virginia and New York also began
to demonstrate an active interest in the impending crisis
on the Ohio R i v e r , but Peters regarded Governors Dinwiddie
and Clinton as incompetent in dealing with the tribes.

For

a variety of reasons, none of the middle colonies supported
the western Indians and the Pennsylvania Assembly blocked
any attempts by Weiser or Peters to send assistance to these
people.

Peters and the other Proprietary officials blamed

Quaker’pacifism for the Assembly's failure to act, but it is
possible that in spite of the risk of war the legislators
were motivated equally by a desire to thwart, and thereby
discredit, the proprietary government.

In late September,

1753, a large group of Ohio Indians returning home from a
conference held with the Virginia government, requested.a
meeting with Governor Hamilton of Pennsylvania.

Hamilton

delegated Peters, Benjamin Franklin, and Isaac Norris to
meet these Indians at Carlisle, Pennsylvania.

Led by the

Oneida chief Scaroudy, the natives complained that French
influence had become very strong in the Ohio Valley.and
requested immediate support in the form of arms, ammunition,
and a fort.

The Pennsylvania commissioners were not

• 18.
Peters to Proprietors,. December 14, 1752, ibid. ,
V, 311-13; Wainwright, George C r o q h a n , pp. 42-43; Peters to
Penn, [July or A u g u s t , 1752 J, P O C , V, 199 (HSP )•.
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;

authorized to promise such aid and could do little except
■ 19
pledge their continuing friendship to the Indians.
The ministry in London was more concerned about
winning the support of the.Iroquois than that of the Ohio
Indians.

Towards this e n d , and also in hopes that they

could stimulate inter-colonial cooperation, the Privy
Council ordered the New England and middle colonies to meet
with the Six Nations at Albany in 1754.

The Albany Congress

was the culmination of British negotiations with the
Iroquois prior to the outbreak of the French and Indian War,
Twenty-three delegates came to Albany from seven colonies:
New Y o r k , New Hampshire, Massachusetts B a y , Connecticut,
Rhode Island, M aryland, and Pennsylvania.

P e t e r s , Isaac

N o r r i s , Benjamin Franklin, and Thomas Penn's nephew John
Penn represented Pennsylvania,

20

As a man well versed in Indian affairs, Peters
played an active role in the early negotiations with the
19. . Peters to P e n n , May 3, 1753, ibid., VI, 47-55;
Peters to. Proprietors, November 6, 1753, ibid., 113, 115;
For the proceedings of the Carlisle Conference of 1753, see
Colonial R e cords. V, 666-86.
When Penn received Peters'
report of this meeting, the Proprietor expressed doubt that
Scarouady could be very important with the title of "Half
King." Actually, this meant that Scarouady was a chief, but
subordinate to the authority of the Six Nations, and acting
in their behalf.
For this account, see Penn to Peters,
February 1, 1754, Penn Letter Books, I I I , 29 2 (H S P ).
20.
For the proceedings of the Albany Congress, see
Colonial Records, VI, 57-129; see also Robert C. Newbold,
The Albany Congress and Plan of Union of 1754 (New Y o r k :
Vantage Books, 1955).

;
Iroquois.
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The delegates wanted the initial address to the

Six Nations to be as conciliatory as possible and appointed
.two of their experts on Indian negotiations, William Johnson
and Peters, to write the final draft of this speech.

How-.

e v e r , despite "their efforts the Iroquois at Albany refused
to agree to support the British in case of war against the
French.

Hendrick P e t e r s , a Mohawk chief delivered a long

and bitter speech in which he accused the British of turning
their backs on the Six Nations and failing to provide
defenses against the French. ' When the Indians had warned •
the English of the growing strength of the French, they had
been ignored.

The Mohawk concluded that while the French

were m e n , fortifying everywhere, the English were "like
W o m e n , bare and open without any Fortifications."

The

British delegates attempted to overcome the ill-feelings
held by many of the Indians, but despite their efforts, and
a huge present, the Iroquois left Albany without pledging
their support against the F r e n c h , and the Congress failed to
21
achieve its primary goal.
A second reason for calling the Albany Congress was
to attempt to organize a union of the colonies in order to
present a united front against the French and their Indian
allies.

A number of colonists,

including Benjamin Franklin,

Lieutenant Governor Robert Dinwiddie of Virginia, and
21.

Ibid. , p. 56; Colonial Reco r d s , V I . 79-82.
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Archibald K e n n e d y , the King's Receiver General at New Y o r k ,
had recommended that the Board of Trade call for a colonial
union,

Peters too recognized this need, and as early as

1750 suggested to Penn that a temporary defensive union of
the colonies be organized,
mendation to Lord Halifax,

Penn forwarded Peters'

re com™ ..

President of the Board of Trade,

and together with the other proposals it, may have helped to
influence the Board to call the Albany Congress,

Many of

the delegates at Albany .expressed their support for a
colonial u n i o n , and s o m e , including Benjamin Franklin had
drafted prospective plans for uniting the colonies,
Franklin's draft,

"Short Hints Towards a Scheme for Uniting

the Northern Colonies," formed the basis for the Albany Plan
of Union adopted by the Congress,

22

Peters too drafted a plan of union.
organize the colonies into four divisions,

It proposed to
Military forces,

would be provided by a "Union Regiment," to be made up of a
company from each of the thirteen colonies.

The crown would

appoint the regimental officers for this force, and support
would derive from excise taxes to be levied by the colonies.
Peters further suggested the construction of eight forts,
to be manned by the union forces.

Finally, this united

effort was to be temporary, and he proposed to disband it
22,
Peters' recommendation of a union of the
colonies is in his letter to Penn dated October 15, 1750,
POC, V, 73 (BSP); Newbold , The Albany Cdngress . pp, 87-119,,

: ■
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once the French threat had subsided,
Peters'
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There is no proof that

ideas were presented to the conference or had any

effect on the final plan agreed upon by the Congress, but it
is interesting to compare his plan with that offered by
Franklin.

The Albany Plan of Union as passed by the Con

gress proved no more successful than the efforts to enlist
the,Iroquois.

Not a single province, not even Franklin's

Pennsylvania, ratified the Plan.

While the delegates at

Albany debated defense, the need for it became more apparent
Peters received word at Albany of the defeat of Colonel
23
George Washington at Fort Necessity.
Peters and Weiser took advantage of the presence of
Iroquois chiefs at A l b a n y , and attempted to purchase land
from them that Pennsylvania needed badly.

For a number o f -

years, virtually all segments of Pennsylvania society had
clamored for additional land.

These demands reached huge

proportions by 1749, when an almost accidental pubchase of
some Indian property alleviated the shortage temporarily.
This purchase occurred when a large group of Indians, mostly
Iroquois and Delawares, came to Philadelphia in August,
1749.

Because these Indians had not been invited to come to

23.
Peters' plan of union is printed in Pennsyl
vania A r c h i v e s , [First Series], edited by Samuel Hazard
(12 v o l s . ; Philadelphia: By the State, 1852-1856) , II, 19799.
None of the accounts of the Albany Congress mention
submission of this plan by Peters, but the draft is in his
handwriting, and is entitled, "A Plan for a’
’ General Union of
the British Colonies of North Ameri c a . "
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town, W e i s e r , on the Governor's order, attempted to stop
them before they reached Philadelphia, b u t .failed.

Led by

Canasatego, these natives proved to have no official tribal
business to transact, but desired to see if they could
persuade the Pennsylvania government to give them an addi
tional present for some lands already sold to the province.
When Hamilton refused indignantly,
sell some additional lands.

the Indians offered to

Hamilton had no authorization,

to make a purchase, but, on the advice of Peters and Weiser,
consented.

The government paid the Indians one thousand

pounds for a two million acre tract situated on the east
side of the Susquehanna River.

Peters sent a description of

this purchase to Penn and attached a map to Penn's copy of
the treaty.

The Secretary explained that the Proprietor's

map was similar to the one attached to the Indians'
the treaty, but with two important differences.

copy of

On Weiser's

advice, the provincial officials cut off part of the
Indians' map so that they would not detect how close the
boundary of these purchased lands came to the Wyoming
Valley.

The Six Nations treasured Wyoming, and Weiser

feared that they would reject the sale if they knew how
close the boundary approached it.

In addition, the Indians'

map did not show the line drawn by James Logan from the end
of the Walking Purchase.

The Pennsylvania Indian agents

feared that the Delawares accompanying Canasatego might make
trouble if they saw that this line had been drawn at an

'
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angle in order to enclose more high quality Indian land.
While the tactic of altering the Indians' map cannot be
described as outright fraud, it was at best a highly
questionable act.

It is somewhat surprising that Peters:,

who usually considered the best, interests of the Indians,
would be a party to this chicanery, but it is even more
' surprising that Weiser suggested it.

He is regarded widely
24
as a champion for the Indians, not as their exploiter.
Although pleased at the, acquisition of additional
land, Penn expressed great displeasure with the treatment

accorded the Indians in Philadelphia.
altering the Indians'

The shady tactic of

map did not concern h i m , but the .

efforts made to keep the Indians out of Philadelphia he
regarded as a great insult to them.

The Proprietor felt

confident that the Indians had never been "so slighted since
my Father settled the Count r y , and [I ] desire great care may
be taken that they shal not be so for.the future."

Penn

then gave his Secretary full instructions to survey large
tracts of this purchase to the Proprietors.

25

Because of the poor quality of much of the land
acquired in this purchase, and the fact that much of it was
mountainous, the demand for farm land again became intense.
24.
Peters to Penn, May 16, 1749, P O C , IV, 213
(HSP); Peters to Penn, September 11, 1749, Peters Letter
Books .(HSP).
25.
Penn to Peters, February 13, 1749/50, Penn
Letter Books, II, 297-98 (HSP).
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Repeatedly Penn, had urged his officials to make a new
purchase— as large as could be made.

For the Proprietors'

share of the projected acquisition, Penn wanted 100,000
acres to include 20,000 acres of the rich land in the forks
of the Juniata River.
at Albany

In the negotiations for this purchase

(which were held outside of the regular meetings

of the Congress), Peters and Weiser pressed the Indians to
sell all of their lands west of the Susquehanna River up to
the Kittatinny mountains.

At first the Iroquois chiefs

balked at selling this much land, but after Weiser urged them to accept, they finally consented to sell most of what
the Pennsylvanians desired, but refused to part with either
the Wyoming Valley or Shamokin.

Peters and Weiser drew up

the purchase treaty arid the Indians signed it.

They were

then paid one thousand pieces of eight, with a like amount
to be paid after settlers occupied the land.

The purchase

of this huge tract, incorporating a large portion of what is
now central Pennsylvania, quickly became controversial.
Many of the leading sachems of the Six N a t i o n s , and leaders
of other tribes as well, regarded this land sale as illegal.
According to Iroquois law, all important matters had to be
decided by the general Council at Onondaga.

On the con

trary, this treaty had been signed only by an assortment of
Iroquois chiefs who had no official sanction from the
Confederation.

A further complication was that the Albany

purchase involved land belonging not to the Iroquois, but to

129
western' tribes' who were not even represented at Albany, and
who had no chance to participate in this disposition of
their property.

This purchase created much bitterness among

the Indians of the Six Nations and many of the western
tribes, and continued to rankle them, until Penn returned
much of this land to the Indians in 1758,

After making this

purchase, Peters persuaded a number of the Six Nations'
chiefs to reaffirm the.agreement of 17 36 specifying that
they would never sell any of their remaining lands to anyone
other than the government of Pennsylvania.

Each chief

signing this agreement received the munificent sum of five
shillings.

26

The Albany purchase promised to alleviate the land
shortage in Pennsylvania, but the unstable situation on the
frontier, after 1754 due to the French and Indian threat dis
couraged potential buyers.

By 1755, as Pennsylvania became

drawn into the horrors of an Indian war, Peters and his
friend the new Governor, Robert Hunter Morris, discovered
that Indian affairs were indeed the most "changeable" and
"troublesome" of all.

26.
Penn, to Peters, July 17, 1752, ibi d . , III, 150;
Colonial R e cords. VI, 112-13, 116-18; Boyd, "Indian Affairs,"
pp.Ixviii-lxviv; Colonial R e c o r d s , VI, 126-27.

CHAPTER VII
' THE FRENCH AND INDIAN WAR
Governor Hamilton's replacement, Robert Hunter
M o rris, arrived i n .Philadelphia on October 3, 1754.

Morris,

a long-time resident of New Jersey, and former Chief Justice
and member of the Council of that province, knew the problems
of Pennsylvania and had many friends t h e r e , including some
of its leading citizens.

In turn, the people of Pennsyl

vania knew of Morris, and because they recognized him as an
ardent supporter of executive prerogative, many Pennsyl
vanians, particularly adherents of the Quaker party,
deplored his appointment.

They termed him a "tyrant,"

compared, him with the devil, and declared that he would find
himself in hot water if he assumed any "New Jersey airs"
around them.
Peters, himself an advocate of proprietary preroga
tive, took a different view of the new Governor.

The two

men had long been good fritends and when Morris went to

*

England in 1750, Peters wrote him a letter of introduction
to Penn in which he called him a man who "has the Esteem &
love of all the people of Distinction in North America who
1.

Wainwright, George C r o g h a n , p. 70.
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know him & is a very intimate and kind Friend of mine and of
■■■■'■
2
many of your Acquaintances."

■'

'

Because of his close friendship with Morris, the .
Secretary's already considerable influence in Pennsylvania
became even greater.

Before the new Governor embarked for

Pennsylvania, Penn enjoined him to rely heavily on Peters'
advice and information.

Accordingly, throughout his two-

year term of office, Morris delegated a large part of the
routine business of his office to the Secretary and fre3
quently sought his advice.
Peters praised the new Governor's initial efforts,
because he had demonstrated excellent capacity for defending
the Proprietors'

interests; moreover, Morris had

"one good

Quality to perfection, that where advice is offered to him
affectionately he hearkens to it and is flexible."

On the

other hand, the Governor had one very bad h a b i t : he talked
too much.

Peters and the other Proprietary officials wished

devoutly that he would be more discreet in what he said to
various people in regards, to the business of government.
Peters warned Penn of M o r r i s ' prolixity, probably hoping
2.
195 (HSP).

Peters to Penn, February 18, 1749/50, P O C , IV,

3.
Proprietors' Instructions to R. H. Morris, May
16, 1754, Pennsylvania Misc. Papers, Penn and Baltimore,
1740-1756, p. 162 (HSP); Penn to Peters, May 31, 1754, Penn
Letter B o o k s , I I I , 320 (HSP).
For an example o f M o r r i s '
adherence to Peters' advice, see Peters to M o r r i s , November
18, 1754, Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s . [First Series], II, 19 6-9 7.
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'that the Proprietor would caution the Governor about this
4
.unfortunate shortcoming.
• Although members of the Assembly feared that the new
. Governor would be difficult to deal w i t h , shortly after his
arrival they hinted to him that if he would cooperate, he
could have an easy administration.

Morris ignored their

overtures and held a series of conferences with Peters,
William Allen, and James H a m i l t o n , in which they discussed
how to deal with the revenue bills which they knew would be
forthcoming from the Assembly.

Penn's instructions to

Morris forbade the Governor to approve any revenue bills in
which he did not have a voice in expending the resultant
funds.

Penn expected Morris to explain to the province that

his instructions prevented him from approving unacceptable
money b i l l s , but Allen and Hamilton, and finally Peters,
urged the Governor not to reveal that it was the Proprietors
who had blocked the wishes of the Assembly.

Allen in par

ticular thought that there would be virtual civil war in the
province if it became known that Penn refused to permit
revenue bills to pass unless his governors had a voice in
how the income derived from the bills would be spent.
Instead of revealing his instructions, Allen and Hamilton
urged Morris to base his objections on an old royal instruc
tion and insist that all revenue bills contain a "suspending-

251-53

4.
(HSP).

Peters to Penn, December 23, 1754, POC, VI,
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clause'/; that is, a provision that the act would not go into
effect until approved by the Board of Trade of the Privy
Council.

Thus Allen and Hamilton hoped that the crown ■

rather than the Proprietors would be blamed for thwarting
the desires of the Assembly.

In fact, the use of suspending

clauses in revenue bills was unrealistic, because it took
anywhere from six months to two years to secure the opinion
of the Privy Council about a piece of colonial legislation.
Allen, Hamilton, and Peters hoped that the threat of the
suspending clause would make the Assembly more reasonable,
and if the legislature passed an undesirable bill with a
suspending clause, Penn could negotiate in secret with his
friends on the Board of Trade to .have the act disallowed.
Morris did not like this strategem, but the three Pennsyl
vania officials talked him into it, at least for the time
5
being.
Within two m o n t h s , Morris and the Assembly were at
loggerheads.

He refused to approve their money bills

without a suspending clause, and the legislators refused to
accept any amendments.

Early in 1755 this deadlock became

potentially more serious when the Pennsylvania government
5.
Ironically, there was no need for all of the
advice given to Morris to conceal his instructions, because
the Assembly had received a copy of these directives from
its agent in England, Robert Charles.
For this account and
the other details of Morris/ struggle with the Assembly, see
Hutson, "Benjamin Franklin," pp. 335-63; Peters to Penn,
December 16, 1754, P O C , VI, 245, 249 (BSP); Morris to Penn,
December 24, 1754, Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s , [First Series], II,
223-25.
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received word that Major General Edward Braddock

(sent from

England with two regiments to capture Fort Duquesne from the
French) had demanded supplies from the.province.

The

General was uninterested in the quarrels dividing
Pennsylvanians, and insisted that they provision his
forces.

6
Only indirectly involved in the issue of supplying

Braddock's troops, Peters participated in the events
surrounding another of the General1s demands on -Pennsyl
vania : the cutting of a supply road from the vicinity of
Shippensburg to the head of the Youghiogheny river.
April,

1755, Sir John.St.

In

Clair, Braddock's quartermaster,

came to Philadelphia to check on the progress of the road
and was furious to discover that due to the dispute between
the branches of the Pennsylvania government,
the road had not yet begun.

construction on

Shortly later, Morris, with

sporadic help from the Assembly, managed to initiate
construction of .the, road.
Braddock urging him to

After receiving a letter from

expedite

this project, Morris pro

posed that a member of the Provincial Council go to the road
site to speed up the work.

Peters volunteered and around

the middle of May went to the road site where he found the
construction workers progressing slowly.

He urged the

Governor to send additional workers and, at a meeting with
6.

V o t e s . V, 3857-58.
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the commissioners in charge of the project decided that to
speed construction the width of the road should be reduced
from twenty feet to twelve.

Fina l l y , he appointed three
7
new commissioners to replace some who resigned.
Peters then proceeded to Port Cumberland to confer
with Braddock and St. Clair on the progress of the road.
Impatiently, Braddock insisted .that the road must be
finished forthwith, and vowed that he would not budge from ■
Wills Creek until he had Governor Morris'
would be opened on time.

assurance that it

Peters rejoined that it would .

never be finished by the time specified by the General
unless he provided troops to protect the road crews from
Indian attack.

Gratuitously, Peters added:

That it was his Opinion the General would find
•his March difficult if Indians could be got by
the French to annoy hii^; and that if there
should be an Army of Indians conducted by French
Officers, he would n o t y with all his strength
and Military s k i l l , be able to reach Fort
Duquesne without a Body of Indians and Several
Companies of Rangers, as well on Foot as Horse
back.
'
Braddock

(who was described by his own secretary, William

Shirley Jr. as a man "most judiciously chosen for being
disqualified for the Service he is employed in,

. . .")

7.
For the account of the construction of
Braddock's R o a d , see Lily Lee Nixon, James Burd . Frontier
Defender, 1726-179 3 (Philadelphia:• The University of
Pennsylvania Press, 1941), pp. 21-34; Peters to the Commis
sioners for running the Roads, April 25, 1755, Colonial
R e cords, VI, 376-77; Ibid., 384; Peters to M o r r i s , May 17,
1755, Pennsylvania Arc h i v e s , [First Series], II, 313; Ibid.,
320-21; Colonial R e c o r d s . VI, 395-97.
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scoffed at Peters1 remarkably accurate.assessment of the
dangers facing him,, and declared that he could not. spare
the troops to g u a r d .the road cuttersi

Pennsylvania.would

have to find some way to protect these men.

Braddock's

failure to be impressed with Peters' warning was not shared
by Shirley

(the son of the Governor of Massachusetts.) who

found Peters "a Man of Worth and Sense.," who had accom
plished

"a very great thing" in expediting.construction of-

the road.^
Following this unsatisfactory meeting Peters, visited
the handful of Indians at Braddock.1s camp.

These natives,

led by Scarouady, rushed to Peters and began to pour out
complaints to him.

Braddo ck refused to listen to their

.

advice, they said, and furthermore, there had been frequent
"high Quarrels, their Squas bringing them money in Plenty
which they got from the Officers, who were scandalously fond
of them;

. . . ."

Peters reported this "licentious"

behavior to Braddock, who closed the camp to the Indian
women, and insisted that the bravqs send them home.

The

warriors obediently sent their squaws away, and shortly
thereafter followed them, to B r a d d o c k 's dismay.

9

8.
Ibid.; William Shirley Jr. to Morris, May 23,
1755, ibid., 404-405; Ibid., 395.
9.
Ibid. Davidson in War Comes to Quaker Pennsyl
vania , p. 138, deemphasizes the point that the Indians were
already disgusted with Braddock when Peters a r r i v e d , and
alleges that Peters' actions in reporting the incident about
the squaws to Braddo ck led directly to the departure of all
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Upon his return to Philadelphia Peters reported to
the Governor and Council that he had found the road in a
state of "tollerable Forwardness," but that in order for it
to be finished .on time, protection would have to be fur
nished to the road crews.

Accordingly the Council directed

him to write to Franklin and the Speaker asking them to
intercede with the Assembly to provide this protection.

The

legislators agreed only to furnish small quantities of arms
and ammunition for the construction crews.

10

The provincial officials recognized that even if
they completed Brad do c k 1s road on t i m e , it would be of
little use to him without w a g o n s , drivers, and teams to haul
his supplies towards Fort Duquesne.

The Pennsylvania

farmers, however, showed great reluctance to risk themselves
or their equipment in such a venture.

Benjamin Franklin and

Peters endeavored to procure the needed transport, and after
considerable effort, they succeeded.

Grateful for this

support, Braddock sent a letter of thanks to the Governor,
and perhaps as a result of Franklin's and Peters'

efforts,

of the General's Indian scouts and warriers.
In fact, how
ever, there were only forty male Indians at Fort Cumberland
when Peters got there, and many of these were doubtful
warriors at best.
Furthermore, Peters found these. Indians
so unhappy with the English that his recommendation to
Braddock may have prevented violence between the Indians and
the British soldiers.

10.
Colonial R e c o r d s , VI, 39 5; Benjamin Franklin to
Peters, June 5, 1755, Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s . [First Series],
II, 344; Peters to James Burd, June 5, 1755, Burd-S h i p p e n .
Papers, 1742-1788, I, #14, The American Philosophical
Society (Hereafter cited as APS).
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the General now consented to furnish guards to protect the
road crews against Indian attack.

11

■

Peters continued to coordinate the building of
Braddock's road from the comfort of Philadelphia.

On June

12, 1755, he received a complaint from the supervisor of one
crew that they had run short of supplies; worst of all, they
had had no whiskey for four days and the men were beginning
to "murmur."

James B u r d , the supervisor of the road

construction, also pleaded for additional supplies, and
expressed doubt that he would be able to feed the troops
sent by Braddock to guard the road.

Fortunately for the

road crews,, the Assembly raised, enough money to keep them
supplied until they finished the project.

12

The government of Pennsylvania completed Braddock's
road on time and provided the necessary supplies and the
wagons to carry them.

In late May, 1755, the General began

his march towards. Fort Duquesne, and the Pennsylvanians could
do nothing further except wait, and hope to receive word
that the fort had fallen to the English.

Instead, on July

18th, they learned that Braddock had been defeated soundly
by a smaller force of French and Indians.

When this news

11.
Penn to Peters, August 13, 1755, Penn Letter
Books, IV, 133 (HSP); General Braddock to M o r r i s , June 11,
1755, Colonial R e c o r d s . VI, 430-31.
12.
William Allison and William Maxwell to Peters,
June 12, 1755, ibid., 434; James Burd to Peters, June 19,
175.5, ibid. , 436-37.
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reached Philadelphia, Governor Morris was on the frontier
inspecting the defenses of the province.

In his absence,

Peters convened the Provincial C o u n c i l , which authorized
hiring express riders to carry word of Braddock1s defeat to
other colonies.

For more than a week Peters and the Council

remained in touch with Colonel Thomas D u n b a r , Braddo c k 1s
second in command, and acted as a clearing house for the
information Dunbar sent from the frontier, forwarding his
dispatches to Lieutenant Governor James de Lancey of New
Y o r k , Governor Jonathon Belcher of New Jersey,

and the new

Commander in Chief, General William Shirley, Governor of
Massachusetts.

13

News of Braddo c k 1s defeat spread consternation
throughout the Pennsylvania backcountry.

The settlers there

feared that this disaster would embolden the Indians to
attack them and appeals for supplies and protection poured
into Philadelphia.

There Peters assumed the task of

coordinating the apportionment of what aid the government
could muster.

Word that Indians had attacked the back-

country of Virginia, plus widespread rumors that a similar

13.
For an excellent account of the oft-told story
of Braddo c k 1s defeat, see Lawrence Henry Gipson, The British
Empire Before the American Revol u t i o n . Vol. VI: The Great
War for the Empire: The Years of Defeat, 1754-1757 (New
Y o r k : Alfred A. K n o p f , 1946), 92-98; Peters to James De
Lancey, July 18, 17 55, Society Collection.(H S P ); Peters to
General Shirley and James De Lancey, July 19, 1755, Peters
M S S „, IV, 25 (HSP).
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attack against Pennsylvania p e n d e d , added greatly to the
alarm of the frontier settlers.

14

The heightened tension caused by Brad d o c k !s defeat
aggravated the conflict between Morris and the Assembly.
Although he blamed the recalcitrance of the legislature more
than he did the Governor, Peters became increasingly alarmed
as the stalemate prevented adequate defense of the province.
The Assembly sent the.Governor a revenue bill to issue
£50,000, but since it stipulated the taxing of the pro
prietary estates, Morris refused to accept the bill unless
the Penn lands were exempted.
to accept their terms,

Unable to force the,Governor

the Assembly resorted to the expedient

of borrowing £1000 from the Loan Office with which they
purchased a few supplies and sent them to the parts of the
'

frontier where the need appeared greatest.

15

As his quarrel with the Assembly continued, Morris
became thoroughly disgusted with what he regarded as sense
less obstructionism, and the non-payment of his salary, and
resolved to cease all cooperation with the legislature.

In

so doing, he assumed a more extreme position than even the
avid partisans in the Proprietary party wished to take; for
example, he refused to share intelligence sent to him about
Indian movements on the frontier.
14.
pp.

This unreasonable

Wainwright, George C r o q h a n , pp. 94-95.

15.
V o t e s , V, 3934-37; Hutson, "Benjamin Franklin,
356-58; T h a y e r , Pennsylvania Politics ', pp. 42-43.

attitude was too much for Peters, who thought M o r r i s 1
squabble with the Assembly far less important than the
defense of the province.

After consulting with Allen the

Secretary privately Showed to Speaker Norris letters con
taining Indian intelligence from Weiser and Croghan.

Thus

Peters let the Assembly know that the Governor was conceal
ing information.

Norris asked the Secretary if these

letters were to be placed before the legislature as was
customary, whereupon Peters took them back and explained
that the "Governor had given him no Orders or Authority for
that Purpose;

. . „

In justifying this act to Weiser,

Peters explained that the "lives of people are not to be
playd with, nor thrown away because the two parts of the
Legislature differ— at least I am determined not to be
Accessory to such a Step."

The Secretary termed this

subterfuge "extreamly disagreable work," but suggested that
perhaps for a time Weiser should send a copy of his intel
ligence to the Assembly as well as to the Governor.
The worst fears of the backcountry settlers in
Pennsylvania were realized on October 16, 1755, when the
Delawares launched an attack along Penn's Greek near
Shamokin.

More than twenty German settlers died in this

initial onslaught.

Near the end of October, the Delawares

and Shawnees laid waste to the settlements in the Big Cove,
16.
V o t e s . V, 4091-92;
12, 1755, Weiser Papers, I, 57 (ESP).

Peters to W e i s e r , October
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the very people Peters had tried to remove from the Indian
land in 1750.

Other raids followed swiftly and soon, the

entire Pennsylvania frontier had come under attack.

A

crescendo of reports of fresh killings and frantic appeals
f o r .help flooded into the Secretary's office in Philadelphia,
making it imperative for the province to establish an ade
quate defense.

On November 3, 1755, Morris convened the

Assembly and urged them to pass a bill appropriating the
badly needed funds to defend the colony.

The legislature

complied by passing a bill to issue £60,000— the money again
to be raised through a tax on all land in the prov i n c e ,
including the Proprietors'.

Morris still could not accept

this stipulation, and notwithstanding the critical situation
on the frontier, neither side would budge.

17

Having failed in their latest attempt to force
Morris to permit taxing the Penns'

estates, the members of

the Assembly began an investigation into the causes of the
Indian raids.

Their probable motives for initiating this

enquiry were two-fold.

First, they sincerely hoped to dis

cover the causes of the Indian discontent so that they could
resolve the differences and end the raids.

S e c o n d , they

perceived the great political advantage they would gain if
they could find evidence that blunders by proprietary
officials had caused the Indian attacks.
17.
V, 4094-96, 4098-99.

Wainwright,

Early in November,

George Cro g h a n , pp. 95-97; V o t e s ,
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1755, the legislators took public notice of the fact that
the Indian raids had begun shortly after the huge purchase
of .Indian land made by Peters and ’Wei'ser at the Albany
Congress of 1754, and implied that the Indians' dissatis
faction with this sale might be at fault.

In f a c t , many

Indians, including Iroquois leaders and Indians o n the Ohio
were unhappy with the Albany p u r c h a s e , which lent credi
bility to the Assembly's charges.

Stung by this insinua

tion , Peters denied that the Indians had gone to war because
18
of the purchase.at Albany.
Three months l a t e r , the Assembly raised an addi
tional charge, against the proprietary;

they accused Peters

of alienating some Shawnee chiefs by mishandling a land
c l a i m .at Carlisle,

Pennsylvania in 1753.

This accusation

Peters branded as an outright falsification.

In that

instance, he protested, two Shawnee chiefs had attempted to
claim some proprietary land that they had never owned or,
failing that, wished to receive payment for having "lost
it."

It is unlikely that the Assembly believed: that this

incident was a major cause of Indian dissatisfaction, and
probably raised it as a means of discrediting the policies
of the proprietary government in handling Indian affairs.
Peters suspected that the Assembly's information about the
affair with the Shawnees at Carlisle came from Benjamin .
18.
Peters Letter Books

Ibid., 4098; Peters to P e h n , November 8, 1755,
(HSP).
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Franklin, who. ha.eH-attended that Indian conference and had
'' :
• 19
taken copious notes of the proceedings.

-

'

'

The stalemate between Morris and the Assembly con
tinued into November, despite mounting appeals for action
from the frontier.

Peters,

in an apocalyptic vein, pre

dicted that inevitably this dispute would cause a civil war.
The inhabitants urged the Governor and Assembly to compro
mise, and many of the people also vilified the Proprietors
for allegedly refusing to pay their fair share of the
expenses.of defending the province.

Peters had notified

Penn repeatedly of this public resentment, and often sug
gested that the Proprietors modify their stand and in some
way contribute directly to provincial defense.

In the late

summer of 1755 the Council attempted to counteract the
Proprietors'

reputation for niggardlyness by requesting

Penn's permission to grant small tracts of Proprietary lands
to people as rewards for exceptional service in defending
the province.

Penn agreed to allow these gifts, but pre

dicted correctly that this device would not still criticism
of the Proprietors.

43

19.
(ESP).

20.
Letter Books
R e cords, VI,
Letter Books,
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Peters to Penn, February 18, 1756, POC, VIII,
Peters to Proprietors, November 20, 1755, Peters
(ESP); Penn to Morris, October 4, 1755, Colonial
732-33; Penn to Peters, October 4, 1755, Penn
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On November 22, 17 55, just as it appeared that
nothing could resolve the deadlock between Morris and the
A s s e m b l y , the Governor and Peters received word from Penn
announcing that the Proprietors would give a "free gift" of
£5000 to the p r o v i n c e .for defense.

Penn made it clear that

payment of this sum (which was to be paid out of the arrears
in quitrents owed to the Proprietors), was not to be
construed as acknowledgment that they owed any taxes what
soever.

Indeed, Penn regarded this sum equal to at least

ten times the Proprietors'

fair share of a property tax.

With this evidence of Proprietary good-will the Assembly
•passed a bill appropriating £60,000 that exempted the
Penns'

estates from taxation, but the legislators continued

to insist stubbornly that they possessed the right to levy
21
such taxes if they wished.
Although Penn had demonstrated willingness to con
tribute to the defense of Pennsylvania, he had chosen a
method expected to derive maximum good-will with the minimum
out-of-pocket expense.

He well knew that his agents in

Pennsylvania found past-due quitrents very difficult to
collect, and by stipulating that the £5000 would be paid out
of these back r e n t s , he expected to derive a multiple
advantage.

He wished to place the responsibility for

collecting the arrears in quitrents on the Assembly rather

21.
Ibid. ; Penn to Morris, October 4, 1755, Coloni
R e c o r d s . VI, 732-33; V o t e s , V, 4150-51, 4159-61.
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than on his proprietary officials,

and expected that the

House would have to enact legislation to force the people
to pay their rents,

Furthermore, from that time oh, people

who did not pay their rents would be stigmatized as un
patriotic for failing to support the colony in time of
crisis.

22
This clever scheme failed largely, however, due to

Pe n n 1s failure to communicate his hidden motives to his
- .
■'
officials in Philadelphia*
Pet e r s , the Governor, and the
Council could see that it would be difficult to collect the
£5000 in back rents, but did not perceive that Penn intended
for the burden of this collection to be left up to the
Assembly.

Moreover,

since the money would not be paid for

some time, the proprietary officials knew that any good-will
Penn might derive from the gift would be reduced commensurately.

Therefore, Peters and the Governor agreed when

Councillor Thomas Mifflin proposed that they borrow the
entire £5000 and turn it over to the Assembly in a lump s u m ,
thereby enhancing the Proprietors'

image.

Penn was thunder

struck when he heard that his officials had taken this step,
and wrote a plaintive letter to Peters declaring himself
astonished that those who supposedly had his best interests
at heart would interfere in this matter so disastrously.

He

22.
A description of Penn's scheme to grant the
£5000 free gift to be paid from arrears of quitrents may be
found in Penn to Peters, September 10, 1756, Penn Letter
Books, IV, 353 (H S P ).

;
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then ordered Hockley to repay this loan out of money paid
for back, quitrents o n l y , not out of the general proprietary
funds.

Peters apolbgized several times for what he termed

his "officious meddling" in.this affair, but added that all
of the Proprietary friends strongly wished that Penn had
simply paid the gift in full from the beginning.

'One reason

that the Secretary wished that Penn had not resorted to
subterfuge in making the free gift was his knowledge that
this device would counteract much of the good-will that the
Proprietors might otherwise have derived from their con
tribution.

A more compelling reason may have been Peters’

thought that Penn's failure to make an outright gift of the
money would jeopardize the delicate compromise reached
between the Assembly and Governor Morris that had made
possible the appropriation of some vitally needed money for
the defense of the stricken province.

23

Gloomy reports continued to pour into Philadelphia
as the Delawares and Shawnees devastated the frontiers of
the colony.

The intensity of these raids caused Peters to

predict that notwithstanding the £60,00.0 voted by the
A s sembly, the colony could not hold out beyond the spring
of 1756, unless the internecine strife in Pennsylvania
abated.

Meanwhile he did all he could to strengthen

23.
Peters to P e n n , November 25, 1755, Peters
"Letter Books (ESP); Penn to Peters, January 27, 1756, Penn
Letter Books, IV, 216-17 (ESP); Peters to Proprietors,
February 14, 1757, Peters Letter Books (ESP).
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provincial defenses and tried to expedite shipments of
. '
.
1
ammunition and other supplies to the beleaguered backcountry.

-

He recognized the need for more forts a n d , when in

early December the Moravians requested that a fort be
constructed at Gnadenhutten, the Secretary secured the
necessary authorization from the Governor.

He then, wrote

to Augustus Spangenberg the Moravian leader asking him to
furnish a garrison for the f o r t , but the Moravians refused
to take such a bellicose step.

24

In December, 1755, Governor Morris and Peters repre
sented Pennsylvania at a council of war in New York City
called by General and Governor of Massachusetts, William
Shirley.

.

Governors Sir Charles Hardy of New Y o r k , Thomas ;

Fitch of Connecticut,

and Horatio Sharpe of Maryland, and

Lieutenant Governors Thomas Pownall of New Jersey and James
De Lancey of New York also attended this important meeting.
24. "Peters to Proprietors, November 25, 1755,
Peters Letter Books (HSP); Peters to Wei s e r , November 27,
1755, Peters MSS., IV, 45 (HSP); Augustus G. Spangenberg to
Peters, December 2, 1755, Hazard Family Papers (HSP); Peters
to Spangenberg, December 5, 17 55, ibid. Just a year earlier,
Peters had become convinced that the province should erect a
fort near Aughwick, but at that time could not convince
Morris.
Therefore the Secretary wrote to George Croghan
explaining that if he wanted to see a fort at Aughwick he
should write to the Governor and "Urge this Point on all the
reasoning you are master of, if you think in this manner as
I am told you d o , to the Governor & insist that a Stockado
be made this Winter." Peters feared that the alternative
would be to lose the support of all the friendly Indians in
that area.
Apparently Croghan agreed with Peters, because
he wrote the necessary letter to Morris.
For this account,
see Peters to Croghan, December 10, 17 54, Pennsylvania
A r c h i v e s , [First Series], II, 214-15, and Croghan to Peters,
December 23, 1754, ibid., 218-19.

Other dignitaries present included William Johnson and two .
officers from B raddock1s ill .fated force, Sir John St. Clair
and Colonel Dunbar.

. It is impossible to know just what role

Peters played at this conference.

He attended all of the

official sessions, as well as the informal discussions held
in the evenings, but no account of the conversations has
been preserved.

Certainly, Peters influenced at least

Morris' position at the conference, and he may well have
been consulted by other delegates.

Many of t h e s e digni

taries knew Peters and. considered him to be well versed in
Indian affairs.

In order to inform the Pennsylvania govern

ment about these deliberations,

Peters took careful notes'of

the descriptions of the recent military engagements at Lake
Ontario and Oneida, and the plans being made for the
campaigns against the French and Indians in 17 56.

25

Immediately following their return to Philadelphia,
Morris and Peters reported to the Provincial Council and
then, accompanied by James Hamilton, departed for an
inspection tour of the frontier..

They visited Germantown,

Carlisle, Buchanan, and Juniata.

Peters became sick during

this trip, but managed to rejoin Morris at Reading where
they awaited word that a group of friendly Indians had
arrived at Harris' Ferry for a conference.

These Indians,

25.
Memo Book of the Governor's trip to New York,
■December 8-26, 1755, Peters MSS. (HSP).
For a description
of this Council of War, and William Shirley's subsequent loss
of his command, see Gipson, The. British E m p i r e , VI, 177-92.
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with whom. Morris hoped to form an alliance, arrived at the
ferry and the officials conferred with them on January
eighth.

A recurrence of Peters'

illness prevented him from

attending a later meeting at Carlisle, but by the twentythird of January he had recovered sufficiently to attend a
treaty at Lancaster.

After reaffirming the bonds of friend

ship with all of the Indians in these areas, Morris and
company returned to Philadelphia.

26

Late in 17 55, Peters began to show signs of stress.
The press of wartime business and his worry about his
deteriorating finances had taken their toll.

Throughout

this y e a r , the more Governor Morris squabbled with the
A s s e m b l y , the more of the routine business of government had
to be assumed by the Secretary.

By the middle o f Nove m b e r ,

Peters told Penn that his memory had grown so bad that he
could not remember what had happened an hour earlier.
complained: "My capacity fails.

He

My concern for ye publick

encreases & my Judgment decreases, so that You will be

■

obliged to appoint another Secretary, the Infirmaties of
your present one not admitting his continuance."

Penn did

not take this theatrical resignation seriously and simply
ignored it.

About two weeks l a t e r , Peters reiterated that

26.
Memo Book of the Governor's t r i p ; Peters to
William Peters , January 1, 1756, P O C , VIII, 1 (ESP); Peters
to ____
, January 3, 1756, James Sullivan and others (eds.) ,
The Papers of Sjr William Johnson (13 vols. Albany: The
University of the State of New Y o r k , 1921-19 62 ), I I , .4014— 2 (Hereafter cited as Johnson P a p e r s ).
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the Proprietors should, in "justice to themselves," replace
h i m , but again Penn paid no attention.

The following

February, Peters lamented that his burden had become over
whelming because Morris would not "do common Business as
other People do."

The Secretary added that his own life had

become a "constant slavery in being obliged to give such an
assiduous Attention for fear of some sudden rash Resolves or
answers that [Morris] is but too apt to m a k e , and which from
time to time have hurt the public Affairs exceedingly."
Curiously the Secretary then claimed that the greater the
public distress b e c a m e , the "more cool and thoughtful" it
made h i m , Peters, but apparently the crisis produced the
opposite effect on him.

Somewhat l a t e r , P e t e r s 1 friend’

Daniel Claus described the Secretary as having been highly
distracted and fearful that Pennsylvania would be ruined if
the situation did not improve markedly.

27

The crisis in Pennsylvania did not improve.
Delaware raids on the frontier intensified,

The

as did the

public clamor for the government to do something construc
tive to aid the settlers.

One of the demands mentioned most

frequently was for Morris to declare war on the hostile
Indians and to proclaim a bounty on their scalps.

In A p r i l ,

27.
Peters to P e n n , November 13, 1755, Peters
Letter Books (E S P ); Peters to Proprietors, November 25, 1755,
ibid.; Peters to Penn, February 18, 1756, POC, VIII, 37-43
(HSP); Daniel Claus to Sir William Johnson, April 5, 1756,
Johnson P a pers. II, 439.
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1756, Morris explained to the Provincial Council that the
Assembly commissioners for Indian affairs, among o t h e r s ,
had convinced him that a declaration of war had become
necessary.

He polled the Council on this question and only •

Quaker .William Logan objected.

Accordingly , Peters drew up

a proclamation declaring war against the Delaware and Shawnee
Indians, which included the announcement that the province
would pay a bounty of £150 for the capture, or £130 for the
scalp, of any hostile, male Indian over the age of twelve.
Furthermore,

the colony agreed to pay £130 for the capture

of an Indian woman or boy under the age of twelve, and £50
for the scalp of an Indian woman.

28

Although many members of the Assembly were pleased
by Morris' declaration of war against the D elawares, this
action did little to resolve the differences between the
legislature and the Governor.

Their continuing quarrel

hampered all efforts to defend the province.

The resigna

tion of six of the most pacifistic Quakers from the Assembly
in the summer of 1756 led Peters to hope that now a
28.
Colonial R e c o r d s , VII, 74— 76.
Although no
records of the voting on the declaration of war or bounty on
scalps was kept, Peters attended the Council that day and .
Logan cast the only dissenting vote.
Thus Peters must have
voted in favor of these measures. By modern standards it
a ppears.reprehensible that anyone, and most of all a clergy
man, would vote in favor of paying a bounty on human scalps,
but even in the eighteenth century when many Americans
believed the Indians somewhat less than h u m a n , the scalp ■
bounty horrified many people in North A m e r i c a , and far more
in Europe.
There is no indication that Peters ever regretted
casting this vote.
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compromise might be effected, but this action did little to
ease tensions; six of Benjamin Franklin's followers were
elected in their place, and the majority of the Assembly
■ 29
continued to take a distinct anti-proprietary line.
The Indian threat kept the political factions in
Pennsylvania at each other's throats.

Because Pennsylvania

remained divided, and seemingly unable to cope with the
Indians, Sir William Johnson, as the Crown's leading Indian
agent in the colonies, worked through the Six Nations to
attempt to pressure the Delawares to lay down the hatchet.
In the early summer of 1756, his efforts appeared to have
borne fruit when he organized a joint meeting between the
Iroquois, Delawares, and Shawnees, to be held in June at
Onondaga.

At this meeting Johnson succeeded in renewing the

friendship of the Six Nations, but could not deal effectively
with the Delawares or Shawnees, principally because they sent
so few important delegates to Onondaga.

Nevertheless,

officials in Philadelphia were optimistic because they had
succeeded on their own in persuading the Delawares and some

29.
For the background to the Quakers' problems in
reconciling their politics and their religion, see
Wellenreuther, "The Political Dilemma of the Quakers."
For
the resignation of the Quaker pacifists from the Assembly in
1756, see Jack D. Marietta, "Conscience, the Quaker Comm uni t y , and the French and Indian War," P M H B , XCV (1971),
3-27; Peters to Penn, June 1, 1756, POC, VIII, 96 (HSP).
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.representatives of the Six Nations to meet them in Easton,
Pennsylvania in late J u l y , 1756.

30

Morris led the Pennsylvania delegation to this
conference, but Peters and Weiser managed the negotiations.
Teedyuscung,

the self-proclaimed

1represented.this tribe at Easton.

"king of the Delawares,"
This remarkable Indian

was probably not even a chief, but merely an opportunist
with equal proportions of arrogance, vanity, and desire for
rum.

Peters described Teedyuscung as. "near .50 Years Old, a

lusty rawboned Man, haughty and very desirous of respect and
Command."

He had acted as the war leader of the Susquehanna

Delawares in their attacks' on the English colonists along
the Pennsylvania frontier.

When the Pennsylvania officials

reached Easton they found Teedyuscung and the other Indians
"wildly drunk," although Peters told Penn that reportedly
Teedyuscung could drink from three quarts to a gallon of rum
a day, without becoming intoxicated.

31

As the conference opened Morris and the Council
found Teedyuscung relatively easy to deal w i t h , but dis
covered subsequently that it was much easier to induce him
to make agreements than it was to get him to live up to them.
Early in the meeting Morris invited the leading Indians,
30.

Boyd,

"Indian Affairs," pp. Ixxiv-lxxv.

31.
For the complete story of the erratic Delaware
leader Teedyuscung, see Wallace, Teedyuscung; Peters to P e n n ,
August 4, 1756, P O C , V I I I , 133-39 (HSP).
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to d i n n e r , a n d .seated them alter

nately around the table with members of the official party
from Philadelphia.

After generous portions of food and

drink had been consumed by all, Teedyuscung burst into tears
and admitted that he had acted badly in ordering his war
riors to take up the hatchet against the English*

At the

close of this dinner, Peters' gave the Indians the entire
contents of the Council's wampum chest (which he regarded
privately as a shamefully small present).

Fortunately a

group of Quakers unofficially at Easton augmented the
present with a gift of their own, and the combined present
'

■

•

greatly pleased the Indians.

'

■

.

-

32

These Quakers represented the Friendly Association
for the Gaining and Preserving Peace with the Indians by
Pacific Means

(usually referred .to by the shorter title of

the Friendly Association).

Former Assemblyman Israel

Pemberton had organized this group for the express purpose
of reestablishing good relations with the Delawares and
Shawnees.

Although politically anti-Proprietary,

these

Quakers did not represent the Quaker party in the Assembly;
rather they agreed generally with the convictions of the
six pacifistic Quakers who resigned from the legislature in
the summer of 1756.

Pemberton and his fellow Quakers

thought that the best way to reestablish good relations
32.

Ibid.

- -

..

;.,

•.,,v

:

;

-. «6

with the Indians was to guard the natives against possible
chicanery by the proprietary officials.
Peters'

Notwithstanding

joy that the Quakers had supplemented the meager

Council gift to the Indians, both.he and Morris were highly
suspicious of the Quakers' presence at Easton.

They had

feared that Pemberton might interfere with the negotiations,
but Morris had been unable to prevent them from coming to
this Conference.

The Friendly Association did not take part

in these official negotiations, but because they had met
Teedyuscung and gained his confidence,

they were in an

excellent position to interfere later y and did so.

33

The Pennsylvania officials and fhe Delawares con
cluded the Easton Conference of July, 1 7 5 6 , with profuse
promises of mutual friendship, but at best this meeting
resulted in a temporary and uneasy truce.

Before departing,

however, Morris extracted a promise from Teedyuscung that
they would meet again in about three months for further
negotiations.

This second meeting with Teedyuscung was held

in November, 1 7 5 6 , but by that t i m e , to Morris' great re
lief, he had been replaced as Governor of Pennsylvania.
33.
For the Friendly Association, see Samuel
Parrish, Some Chapters in the History of the Friendly
Association for Regaining and Preserving Peace with the
Indians by Pacific Measures (Philadelphia: Friends' His
torical Association of Philadelphia, 1 8 7 7 ) ; For the Friendly
Association's connection with the Quakers who withdrew from
the Assembly in 1 7 5 6 , see Marietta, "Conscience," p. 1 3 ;
Colonial R e c o r d s . VII, 2 1 6 - 1 7 .
The account of the Easton
Conference of July, 1 7 5 6 , is given in W a l l a c e ,. Teedyuscung,
103r-115.
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M o r r i s .had never attempted to hide his dissatisfac
tion. with the position of deputy-Governor o f Pennsylvania,
and shortly after assuming the post began to speak of leav
ing if.

The great pressures of dealing with the Assembly

constituted a major reason for his unhappiness;

an equally

compelling source of his discontent was the Assembly's
failure to pay him his salary.

He did not take the post

primarily for the money, but because of financial reverses
in some of his investments, he badly needed his unpaid
salary.

Morris was not the only one looking forward to his

retirement as Governor of Pennsylvania.

The members of the

Assembly could hardly wait to see the last of him, and the
Proprietary officials as well, eagerly anticipated his
retirement.

They liked Morris, but his truculence, his gift

for saying the wrong things at the wrong time, and his need
less antagonism of the Assembly had damaged the interests of
the Proprietary group in the colony.

Moreover, at the

height of his quarrel with the Assembly, Morris had become
morose and suspicious,

even believing that his friends, .

including Peters and Allen, had turned against him.

The

Secretary told Penn that "the Governor has entertained some
Jealousies of me as if I counterworked him, which is not
true.

I speak with Decency and Freedom, & am sometimes of

a different opinion, & I try to get all matters fairly
stated by Mr. Hamilton & Mr. Allen to h i m , & when I have
done t h i s , if he continues to think otherwise & take his
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own measures, .1 acquiesce."

Yet, as has been shown, in at

least two instances Peters felt impelled to modify the
stands taken by Morris, and in one instance,
"counterworked" the Governor.

literally had

34

Penn had always regarded Morris as an interim
Governor, to serve until he could go to Pennsylvania.

When

in the spring of 1755, Morris expressed an urgent wish to
resign, Penn could not arrange to leave England and began to
search for a new governor.

Peters wrote a lengthy descripi
tion of the qualifications he would like to see in the new ■
-

•

-

governor, but Penn had made up his mind to appoint a mili
tary man, to discipline the province and organize its
defenses.

The Proprietor enlisted the help of the Duke of

Cumberland to find a proper officer for this posta

The

Duke, who was Captain General of the British Army and
brother to King George II, recommended, and Penn subse
quently appointed, William Denny, a Captain in the British
Army.

Penn asked the Duke to promote Denny to Lieutenant

Colonel in the belief that the higher rank would lend
greater prestige to his new official.
with Penn's wishes.

Cumberland complied

35

■

34.
Peters to Penn, November 13, 1755, Peters
Letter Books (ESP).
35.
Penn to Peters, September 27, 1755, Penn
Papers, Saunders Coat e s , p. 97 (ESP); Penn to Peters,
January 10, 1756, Penn Letter Books, IV, 205 (ESP); In
Penn to Peters, April 7, 1756, ibid. . 266, the Proprietor
mentioned that the Duke had recommended Thomas Pownall, but

. As soon as the Pennsylvania Assembly learned of
Denny's appointment,

it refused to do any further business

with M o r r i s , although the legislators continued unsuccess
fully to urge him to sign some of their pending legislation,
and held out his unpaid salary as bait,

A temporary lull in

the political strife of Pennsylvania came, about as everyone
eagerly awaited the coming of the new deputy~Governor
William D e n n y , who was to prove by all odds one of the
strangest men ever to hold public office in British North
America,

subsequently in his letter of April 20, 1756, ibid» , 267,
told Peters that Pownall had refused the post, whereupon the
Duke suggested Denny, Probably because Peters despised
Pownall, in his letter to Penn, June 5, 1756, P O C , VIII, 7
(ESP), the Secretary offered to resign his post as Gover
nor's secretary so that he could devote his full time to the
Land Office.,
Reluctantly, Penn approved this resignation ,
but after Peters discovered that Pownall had declined the
appointment, he withdrew his dffer to resign.

CHAPTER .VIII
GOVERNOR WILLIAM DENNY

In late A u g u s t , 17 56, Peters learned of Governor
Denny's arrival in New York and hurried there to greet him
and escort him to Pennsylvania.

W h e n .Denny reached Phila

delphia the citizens accorded him a joyous and noisy welcome,
but before long nearly everyone in the prov i n c e , including
the new- Governor, would wish heartily that he had stayed in
1
England.
Prior to Denny's embarkation Penn had instructed him
to rely heavily on Peters'

advice and information, and to

regard the Secretary as his "first Cabinet Councillor."

In

turn, the Proprietor advised Peters to "be much with the
Governor on his first coming and give him the necessary
information of People that come to see him [,] in particular
of the most moderate and best disposed Quakers."

Neither

Penn nor his Secretary anticipated the degree to which
Denny would adhere to his employer's injunction to rely upon
Peters.

Immediately after his a r r i v a l , the Governor began

to delegate a large part of his duties to the Secretary a n d ,
1.
Peters to Penn, September 4, 1756,,P O C , VIII,
151 (HSP); There is as yet no biography of the peculiar
Governor William Denny.
Some background information may be
found in Nicholas B. Wainwright, "Governor William Denny in
Pennsylvania," P M H B , LXXXI (1957) , 170-98.
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(particularly after 1758), left most of his

official responsibilities to Peters.

Thus the Secretary

became obliged to write most of Denny's, speeches and letters,
to instruct him on where to go and whom to s e e , a n d , on
occasion what to say to those he met.

The longer Denny

remained in o f f i c e , the less he did and the greater became
Peters' burden.

As the Secretary's responsibilities

increased, so did his ability to influence Pennsylvania,
affairs.^
Peters'

initial impression of the new Governor was

favorable, although he found him "rather too slow."

Un

fortunately, even if he had been so inclined, Denny had
little opportunity to learn the duties of his office before
being plunged into the turmoil of Pennsylvania politics..

In

his Secretary's eyes the new Governor began disastrously
when, much against the Council's advice, he showed his
instructions from the Proprietors to some of the leaders of
the Assembly,.

Apparently the colonial agent Robert Charles

had failed to secure a copy of Denny's instructions for the
Assembly as he had Governor Morris'.

Shortly after seeing

these instructions the legislature passed a revenue bill
to emit £60,000 in paper money on terms that Denny could not
accept without disobeying the Proprietors' directives.

On

the advice of Peters and the Council Denny refused to
2.
IV, 297-98.(ESP).

Penn to Pete r s , May 26, 1756, Penn Letter Books,

' ,
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approve this measure, whereupon the Assembly retaliated by
passing a revenue bill to issue £30,000, a patently inade
quate sum.

They proposed to retire these bills of credit in

ten.years, twice the maximum length of time permitted by
Penn's instructions to the Governor.

Nevertheless, because

the province needed an appropriation b a d l y , and because this
bill was less objectionable than the earlier one, the
3

Council advised Denny to accept this measure.
Peters thought that Denny's revelation of his
instructions would stir resentment against the Proprietors
and thus undermine the efforts of the Proprietary party to
elect some of their members to the Assembly in October,
1756.

The Secretary, who felt extreme pessimism because of

the worsening military situation, accused Allen and Hamilton
of neglecting to prepare adequately for this election, and
that as a consequence, the Quaker party would win another
total victory.

Word of the French victory at Oswego in

western New Y o r k , h o wever, caused Allen and his cohorts to
resolve to elect defense-minded Assemblymen at all costs,
and, together with Benjamin Franklin, they drew up a. slate
of "coalition candidates"■— men pledged to defend the
province.

Despite Franklin's backing (he was then the

nominal head of the Quaker party in the Pennsylvania
3.
Peters to P e n n , September 16, 1756, POC, VIII,
157 (ESP) ; Peters to Penn,. September 22, 1756. ibid. . 165.

.
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Assembly) the Quakers refused to support the coalition
candidates, and only one, William Allen, secured election
to the Assemblyo

This overwhelming victory for the Quaker

Party ensured Denny of a contentious first year in office.
Although eager to see the coalition elected, Peters
did not play an active role in the political struggles of
October, 1756.

What he desired most was to heal the divi

sions in the colony, but lamented to Penn that "X have no
Power; and I wish anyone else h a d , but where to find a
sincere Man, who can serve Your righteous C a u s e , with
Prudence, and to the Satisfaction of so many jarring and
opposite Parties, among so many ignorant and prejudiced
Minds,

I cannot tell."

penned these words,

By late N o v e m b e r , 1756, when he

it had become painfully obvious to

Peters that Denny was not such a man.

5

Three months into Denny's administration,
Secretary first criticized

the

the Governor to the Proprietors:

I know not what to say about the Govr. he some
times talks in a serious manner with so much
Indifference as to the P r o p r s , and expresses such
unfavorable sentiments of their measures and
particularly the unseasonableness of trying for
4.
Peters to Penn, September 4, 1756, ibid. , 151;
Peters to Penn, October 2, 1756, ibid., 167.
For an account
of the unsuccessful election coalition of October, 1756, see
Leonard W. Labaree and William B. Willcox (eds.), The Papers
of Benjamin Franklin (15 vol s . ; New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1959-1972), VII, 10.
201-205

5.
Peters to Penn, November 22, 1756, P O C , VIII,
(HSP).
Emphasis in the original.
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the Appropriation of the publieJt money by A ct
of Legislature, and of the Land Tax Instruction
that I am at my Wits End with respect to his
future Conduct.
He is a Triffler, weak of B o d y ,
peevish & averse to Business, and if I am not
mistaken extremely n e a r , if not, a Lover of
Money.
I know him not enough to pronounce
positively about him but I see so little
.Judgement, such difficulty of A c c e s s , such a
dread of Visits tho from men of Influence and
Character, so little Enquiry into the nature of
the matters before h i m , & such a fear of dis—
obliging the Assembly that it does not appear to
me that your Affairs will be put upon a good.
Issue in his Administration.
He affects not to
know y o u , he says he is appointed by the Crown,
& will leave you to -justify your Instructions
without giving him selfe any trouble about them.
Perhaps fearing that Penn, would dismiss this indictment as
idle gossip, Peters concluded by stating that when Hamilton
returned from a trip to the backcountry with Denny he,
Hamilton, would send Penn a full description of the new
Governor's character.

6

About four weeks.later, the harrassed Secretary
complained of his great personal burden occasioned by "the
attendance required by the Governor which is encreased
exceedingly for he knows not business . . . and will do
nothing without me."

Ironically, just a year earlier,

Peters had complained bitterly of the amount.of business
required of him by Governor Morris; now he longed for
6.

Peters to Penn, October 2, 1756, ibid. , 167.
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Morris' return, because the "present Gentleman wants twice
the Attendance & Business.."

'. , /

Adding to the Secretary's problems in dealing with'
the new Governor was Denny's almost pathological dislike for
Indian negotiations,.

Knowing t h i s , Peters began to prepare

the Governor for the necessity of meeting with Teedyuscung
in the late fall of 1756.

But, in October, a month before

the scheduled conference with the Delawares, Lord Loudoun
ordered Pennsylvania to cease all direct negotiations with
the Indians— the meeting with Teedyuscung not excepted.

In

the future all Indian affairs were to be left up to Sir
William Johnson and his deputies.
Peters, who suspected

(incorrectly)

This order infuriated
that Loudoun's letter

had actually been written by Thomas Pownall, a man whom
Peters despised, and he excoriated the "Insolence,

Ignorance,

Partiality, and 111 Judgement of [that] Passionate whimsi
cal, Draughtsman."

The Secretary based his opposition to

Loudoun's order on the argument that Pennsylvania officials
had more experience in dealing with the Six Nations than did
Johnson, and had an enviable record of success.

Further

more, he regarded it as essential that the province resume
its interrupted negotiations with Teedyuscung in order to
end the Delaware raids on the Pennsylvania frontier.

7.
Peters to Penn, October 30, 1756, ibid. , 181-89;
Peters to Penn, November 4, 1756, ibid. , 199; Peters to
Penn, December 11, 1756, ibid. , 208.

Determined that the meeting must take place in spite of
Loudoun's order, Peters convinced Denny and the Council, and
then persuaded the Assembly to finance the continuation of
the conference with the Delawares,

8

The Secretary then turned his attention to his
original problem— convincing the irascible Governor to meet
Teedyuscung at Easton,

Denny, however,

reason to humor the Indians;

could see little

if they wished to talk to him

they should come to Philadelphia,

It took the combined

efforts of Peters, Weiser, and the Council to persuade Denny
to go to Easton,

Most of the Council declined to accompany

the Governor, pleading illness or the press of business, but
privately Peters blamed D e n n y 's "Weakness and Pettishness,"
Only Peters and William Logan represented the Council at
Easton, and even the redoubtable James Hamilton, pleading
indisposition, remained in Philadelphia,

On the other hand,.

a large delegation of Quakers from the.Friendly Association
expressed- a desire to go to Easton, and Denny granted them
permission to attend the conference.

9

During most of this treaty the inexperienced Denny
left the negotiations to Peters and Weiser, and dutifully
read the speeches prepared for him.
8.

In a significant

Peters to Penn, October 30, 1756, ibid,, 181-89,

9,
Colonial R e c o r d s , VII, 311; Peters to Penn,
November 22, 1756, POC, VIII, 201-205 (HSP).
Emphasis in
the original.
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exception, the Governor asked the Indians if they had
attacked Pennsylvania because of any grievances they had
with the colony,

Peters and the Council had attempted,

unsuccessfully, to dissuade Denny from asking this question.
They suspected that Teedyuscung would seize this opportunity
to bring charges against the province.

The Delaware chief

told the conference that the Delawares had struck the colony
partly in retaliation for having been cheated out of- most of
their land; specifically in the Walking Purchase of 1737 and
the Albany purchase of 1754,.

In Peters'

eyes, the Governor

then compounded .his earlier error by promising the Indians,
that there would be a full investigation of these charges
and that the Indians would be fully compensated for any
injustices done them,"*"^
Peters suspected immediately that Israel Pemberton
and the Friendly Association had prompted Teedyuscung to
make this charge; in fact he had seen some of the Quakers
conferring with the Delaware chief.

Furthermore, he re

garded the similarity between the Delawares'

charges and

those levelled the previous year by the Assembly as too
great to be mere coincidence.
impact of these charges,

In an attempt to lessen the

the Secretary pointed out that the

Delawares had previously given a variety of reasons for
having attacked Pennsylvania, notably blaming French
10,
Wallace, Teedyuscung. 132-36; Peters to Penn,
November 22, 1756, POC, VIII, 201-205 (HSP)„

.
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influence, but had.never before accused the province of
land fraud„

Moreover, Peters pointed out that the Indians'

charges had been made suspiciously soon after their private
conferences with the Q u a k e r s , but this latter attempt to
discredit the Indians'

charges succeeded only in infuriating

the Friendly Association,

11

At the conclusion of the conference the Delawares
consented to "remove the hatchet from the heads of the
English," in return for.Denny's promise that the Pennsyl
vania government would refer their charges of fraud to the
ministry in London.

Thus, the Easton conference of 1756 :

benefitted the province by at least temporarily reducing
the Indian attacks, but because the Proprietors had been
accused openly of defrauding the Delawares,

these proceed

ings undermined public confidence in the Penns and their
officials.

The many enemies of the proprietary family now

had an extraordinarily effective weapon to use against the
executive portion of the Pennsylvania government.
The Delawares'

charges created a considerable stir

both in the English colonies and in London.

Although Sir

William Johnson believed that Pennsylvania had not.always
dealt fairly with the Indians, he wished that the issue had
never.been raised.

He feared that these charges might

damage his main interest— keeping the Iroquois happy and out
11.

Ibid. ; Colonial R e c o r d s . VII,

326-27.

.
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of the French camp.

He sent George Croghan, his chief

d epu t y , to Philadelphia to investigate the Indian charges
and began to exert pressure on Penn through the Privy
Council to relinquish the part of central Pennsylvania
12
acquired at Albany in 1754,

.

Peters resented Johnson's insinuations that the
Delaware claims might be partially valid.

He informed Penn

that both Johnson and Thomas .-Pownall had fully approved the
actions taken by the Pennsylvania commissioners at Albany Benjamin Franklin and Isaac Norris had participated in the
land purchase.

If the Albany purchase had caused the

Delawares to take up the hatc h e t , N o r r i s , Fran k l i n , Pownall,
and Johnson must share in the blame.

13

Penn echoed his secretary's indignation.

He

expressed willingness to return the lands purchased at .
Albany, but denied hotly that the Indians had been cheated.
Now that the issue of land fraud had been r a i s e d , all of the
participants in this debate agreed that there should be a
full and impartial investigation of the Indian charges.
Penn and his followers expressed confidence that such an
enquiry would exonerate them, and his enemies felt equally
certain that an investigation would prove fraud„

Working

12.
Wallace, T e e d y u s c u n g pp. 138-39; B o y d , "Indian
A f f a i r s ," p. Ixxxiv; Peters to Penn, December 11, 1756, P O C ,
V I I I , .208 (H S P ),
13.
Peters to Penn, February 14, 1757, Peters
Letter Books (HSP).
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through his friends on the Privy Council, Penn persuaded
that body to direct Sir William Johnson to arbitrate this
case.

As soon as the Privy Council gave tentative approval

of this course of action, Penn appointed Peters and W e i s e r •
to represent the province at this projected hearing.

Penn .

notified the Secretary of this appointment, and authorized
him to choose a third commissioner if he saw fit.

The

Proprietor agreed to compensate the Indians if Johnson
decided that they had been unfairly treated by the government of Pennsylvania.

14

In Philadelphia,

'

'

Israel Pemberton and William

Callender of the Friendly Association resolved to conduct
their own investigation into the conduct of Proprietary
officials in Indian affairs, and asked Peters for permission
to examine the minutes of the proceedings of the Governor
and Council.

After briefly discussing this request,

probably to no one's surprise,
'

the Council refused.

15

William Denny, the man whose untimely question had

given the Indians the opportunity to make their charges,
took little interest in this dispute, or in the other
14.
Penn to Peters, February 12, 1757, Penn Letter
Books, V,. 75-78 (HSP); Boyd, 11Indian A f f a i r s ," pp. IxxxivIxxxv.
15.
William Callender and Israel Pemberton to
Peters, January 2^., 1757, P O C , V I I I , 221 (HSP); Chew, "Thomas
Mifflin and Hamilton drafted the Council's reply, which went
out over Peters' signature.
For this reply, see Colonial
Records . VII,. 394-95.
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details of his office.
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Throughout the winter of 1756-1757,

Peters sent Penn a torrent of criticism of the Governor,
while at the same time blaming the Assembly for much of the
trouble facing the ■Governor and the province.

For example,

the Assembly's refusal to pay Denny his salary reduced that
official to borrowing from his secretary, which Peters found
not only "scandalous11 but inconvenient, since he could illJ

afford to lend the money.

■

•

In spite of the turmoil of

Pennsylvania affairs and his problems in dealing with the
G overnor,.Peters had given up all thoughts of resigning from
either of his posts.

He felt that he must continue as the

Governor's secretary simply because there was no one else
fit for the job.
tion,

Despite the seeming conceit of this asser

in one sense he was substantially correct— if Peters

had resigned it is highly unlikely that anyone could have
learned the duties of the post of Provincial Secretary in
time to save the executive portion of the government from
collapse.

16

16.
Peters to Penn, January 10, 1757, Penn Papers,
Additional Misc. Letters, I, 100 (HSP); Peters' financial
distress was acute by the early part of 1757 because of the
virtual cessation of land transactions in Pennsylvania, and
the sharp reduction in Peters' income from fees.
In Peters
to Weiser, January 2, 1757, Weiser Papers, II, 29 (HSP) , the
Secretary complained that "no one is more distressed for
money" than I. The following month, with the Land Office
nearly shut, and his house full of refugees, Peters despair
ingly told Penn that he did not know how long he could
stall off his creditors.
For this account see Peters to
P e n n , February 14, 1757, Peters Letter Books (HSP).
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The Assembly continued to keep pressure on ythe
Governor.

In January, 1757, it passed a revenue bill for

£100,000 on terms that it knew Denny could not accept with
out violating his instructions.

In an attempt to intimidate

him the entire membership of the Assembly crowded into the
Council chamber to present the bill, and implied that he
would reject it at his p e r i l . . Peters and the Council
managed to prevent Denny from signing this b i l l , but to .
their disgust the Governor submitted meekly to the legis
lators'

intrusion and to their abusive language.

After the

members of the legislature departed, however, Denny waxed
eloquent, railed against the Assembly and the Proprietors,
and complained that the latter had deceived him in many ways
when they induced him to accept the. post of Governor.

More

o v e r , he blamed the Penns for tying his hands with unreason
able instructions.

In the face of Denny's erratic beha v i o r ,

Peters complained to Penn that he had begun to feel "quite
/
u nhinged,11 and reiterated that clearly the Governor would
neither answer the purpose of his appointment, nor do any
thing for the public good.

The A s s e m b l y , faced with

Denny's refusal to accept their latest revenue bill, made
preparations to send Franklin to England to present its case
against the Proprietors to the Privy Council.

17

17.
Peters to Penn, January 29, 1757, P O C , VIII,
227 (H S P ); Peters to Penn, January 31, 1757, Peters Letter
Books (H S P ).

'
■Although it was quite rare for the Proprietary
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friends to agree with Governor Denny about anything, all of
them, including Pete r s , shared the Governor's belief that
Penn's instructions in regard to money bills were too
restrictive*

Since the Secretary was one of the few people

in the colony on sufficiently close terms with the Pro
prietor to criticize his .policies o p e n l y , he told Penn that
binding his governors by "Long and particular Instructions
in Time of War" even when these directives proved

"incon

gruous to the wants of the publick is a dangerous experi
ment. "

Peters concluded with the wish that "the very

particular manner in which y o u have exempted your Estate,
[from taxation by the province] may not hurt you and give
room to Suspect that you have considered your Interest in
18
too narrow a Light. "
It is curious that in spite of such blunt warnings
from a man he liked and respected, Penn could n o t , or would
n o t , see that his best interests

(and those of his province)

demanded that he compromise and permit at least limited
taxation of his holdings in Pennsylvania.

Not only Peters,

but William A l l e n , James Hamilton, Benjamin Chew, and others
warned Penn periodically that his refusal to compromise on
the issue of taxation, and his insistence upon binding his
18.
Peters to Penn, February 14, 1757, ibid.
Regrettably, almost all of Peters' letters- to Penn written
between February 14, 1757, and the Secretary's retirement in
1762, have been lost.

'

.
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governors with unrealistic instructions regarding revenue
b i l l s , had cost him public support and endangered the '
safety of the colony in wartime.

Obstinate and p r o u d , Penn

refused to compromise and thereby reduce his prerogatives
as Proprietor of Pennsylvania,
Abused by the A s s e m b l y , under pressure from P e n n ,
and scorned by the Proprietary offi c i a l s , the hapless
Governor Denny also suffered from the disapproval of Lord
L o Udoun, the Commander in Chief of British forces in North
America,

Like Braddock before h i m , Loudoun could not at all

understand the disputes between the Governors and Assemblies
of Pennsylvania.

His only interest lay in forcing the

province to make a full contribution to the war efforts
against the French,

Peremptorily, Loudoun ordered Denny to

resolve his differences with the Assembly so that the neces
sary money could be appropriated for the war effort.

On

March 16, 1757, the Provincial Council discussed this demand
and concluded that Loudoun simply did not understand the
justice of the position they had assumed towards the
Assembly.

Consequently the Council directed Peters and

Attorney General Chew to explain to Loudoun how public
affairs in Pennsylvania, had deteriorated to their present
state.

Peters and Chew prepared a statement which outlined

the proprietary side of the dispute.

Loudoun read this

paper and then showed it to Franklin and Norris for their
comments.

Predictably, Franklin rejected the arguments put

.7

:

■

V

. '

/7::.:

.

■
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forward by Peters and. Chew, and added that although the
Assembly had "great Respect for their present Governor „ „ „
there are some of his Council who are suspected to be the
Advisors of all the Measures . „ 0 complain'd of as
Grievances; Men who are look'd upon as Enemies to the House
and to the People, attach'd to the Proprietors by profitable
Offices held during Pleasure,

"

Obviously Franklin

meant Chew and Pete r s , whom he correctly identified as the
primary obstacles to the domination of the Governor b y the
Assembly.

19

Loudoun remained uninterested in the details of this
squabble,

and continued to demand that the necessary money

be appropriated forthwith.

A means of forcing Denny to back

down and appropriate this money presented itself to Loudoun
in the form of a. report (which later proved groundless) that
a large French force was poised to attack Fort Augusta at
the forks of the Susquehanna River. . Loudoun used this rumor
to pressure Denny into signing the pending Assembly bill to
emit £100,000.

In signing this bill Denny violated Penn's

instructions, because it specified that commissioners
appointed by the legislature would have sole control of the
expenditure of the funds.
victory,

Promptly after winning this

the Assembly paid the Governor £600 of his back

19.
Colonial R e c o r d s , VII, 411; For Peters' and
Chew's paper, see ibid., 448-50; The Assembly's answer is in
ibid., 450-53.

:•

.

salary.

;
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The fact that he had received part of his long-lost

salary immediately after bowing t o .the wishes o f fhe legislators was not lost oh the Governor,

20

Although undoubtedly it had worried Penn to hear the
initial criticisms of his new Governor, and although he
expressed uneasiness when Denny failed to write to him, the
Proprietor did not criticize D e n n y , nor take any action
against him for some time.

But Penn began to grow dis

couraged as the evidence mounted against his unfortunate
appointment, • In M a r c h 1757 , he expressed hope that, if
Denny did not choose to remain in o f f i c e , Hamilton could be
persuaded to take the post.

At the same time, he complained

because Peters had written Denny's letters so skillfully
that they gave the false impression that the Governor was a
man of good sense.

Finally, in. M a y , 1757, having received

only one letter from the Governor since his arrival in
Pennsylvania more than nine months earlier, Penn began to
criticize Denny openly.

He planned to give the Duke of

Cumberland extracts from Peters' letters relating to Denny's
unacceptable behavior.

Not only did he face the problem of

finding a suitable replacement for the Governor, but, since
the Duke of Cumberland had recommended D e n n y , Penn feared
that he would offend the Duke if he took precipitate action
against the Governor.
20,

Obviously the Proprietor hoped that

Wainwright, "William Denny," pp. 180-81.

.
.
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after, seeing the evidence against D e n n y , Cumberland would
give him permission to dismiss this official.

Penn told

Peters that if Denny did not improve, he would not last
another year in o f f i c e , and suggested that the Secretary
hint to Denny that "you are certain we will not suffer him
to continue, unless he alters his conduct and acts for us as
a Man intrusted by another ought in honour & conscience to
do."

P e n n , who frequently excoriated his other officials

for minor offenses, proceeded timidly against his incompe
tent Governor out of great respect for the power of Denny's
patron,

the King's brother.

21

■

Penn began to send all of his letters to Denny
through Peters, leaving them unsealed so that the Governor
would know that the Secretary had seen the contents.

.

Furthermore, he wrote to both Allen and Hamilton and asked
them a number of specific questions about Denny's behavior.
Then, armed with Peters'

letters, plus the additional

evidence from Allen and Hamilton, Penn went to see the Duke.
After seeing proof of Denny's odd deportment, Cumberland
gave Penn permission to do as he wished in the m a t t e r , but
added that he did not believe that Denny had had sufficient
time to prove himself, one way or the other.

Moreover, he

thought that reprimands and strict instructions might bring
21.
Penn to Peters, December 11, 1756, Penn Letter
Books, V, 49, 51-52.(HSP); Penn to Peters, March 12, 1757,
ibid. , 90; Penn to Peters, May 14, 1757, ibid. , 114-17.

Denny to his senses„

On the other hand, General Napier, the

Duke's military secretary, declared himself impressed by
this evidence and "gave up" on the Governor.

In the absence •

of a clear-cut commitment from Cumberland, Penn continued to
vacillate, and would promise Peters only that he would not
leave Denny in office longer than absolutely necessary.
In the spring of 1757, while Penn negotiated with
Cumberland in E n gland, Peters and Denny reached a new
impasse in Pennsylvania.

The Governor refused to attend an

important Indian conference scheduled for Lancaster,
Pennsylvania.
Johnson)

George Croghan (under the auspices of William

called this meeting among the Delawares, the

Iroquois, and the Pennsylvania government,
attempt a resolution of the Delawares'

in order.to

charges,

and to

facilitate peace negotiations between that tribe and
Pennsylvania.

Peters had been working for some time to

refute the Delawares'

charges of fraud, and knew that he

must get Denny to Lancaster for the meeting to take place.
A further worry for the Secretary as he made plans for this
conference was the rumor that the Friendly Association had
plans to attend in force so that they could persuade Teedyuscung to "make additional trouble for the province."
Peters and Weiser alternately pleaded and threatened the

22.
Penn to James Hamilton and William Allen, July
'4, 1757, ibid. , 148-49; Penn to Peters, July 9, 1757, ibid. ,
160-63.
Penn to Peters, July 15, 1757, ibid., 168.
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Governor to convince him to go to Lanca s t e r , but Denny re
fused , alleging that the Indians had promised him that they
would come to Philadelphia for the next treaty.

Finally,

worn down by his C o uncil, the reluctant Denny agreed to go
to Lancaster if provided with a strong military guard.
Peters made the necessary arrangements and led the truculent
Governor west.

23

•

George Croghan and Conrad Weiser accompanied Denny
and the Council to Lancaster as did the Pennsylvania
Assembly's commissioners on Indian affairs, and other
members of that body.

Israel Pemberton and nearly one

-hundred Quakers from the Friendly Association attended to
ensure that Teedyuscung received fair treatment.

A large

delegation of important Iroquois chiefs came to Lancaster
as well, but unfortunately, Teedyuscung,

fearing the wrath

of"the Six N a tions,. refused to attend the conference.

Lack

ing this essential ingredient, little could be accomplished
23.
Colonial R e c o r d s . VII, 487-88; Wainwright,
George C r oghan, pp. 123-25.
The rumor Peters heard was
that the Friendly Association had raised between five and
six thousand pounds to finance the Indians' claims.
He told
Penn that this would enable them to 11twist and turn every
thing as they p l e a s e d ,11 and termed the Quakers so "bewitched"
by their own enthusiasm "that most of them are not sensible
of the worldly devilish sensual Earthly malicious part of
this Scheme, but think of it as the pure effect of piety
and Virtue." Penn would not even concede that the Quakers
were deluded but sincere, and argued that they were
deliberately attempting to stir up trouble.
For these
accounts see Peters to P e n n , February 14, 1757, Peters
Letter Books (HSP), and Penn to P e t e r s , May 14, 1757, Penn
Letter B o o k s , V, 124 (HSP).

;
at this treaty.

iso

The Pennsylvania delegates conferred with ;

the Iroquois, and asked them if.they knew anything about the
Delaware charges of fraud.

The Six Nations'

spokesman

replied that in their estimation, settlers had pushed the
Delawares west onto lands controlled by the French and that
there the French hgd induced them to attack Pennsylvania,
The treaty concluded with profuse declarations of friend
ship on both sides, and the Six Nations'

Indians returned

-

home bearing a large present from the English.

24

Since Teedyuscung had refused to come to Lancaster,
the major purposes for which the conference had been called
were still unaccomplished, and Croghan called another
meeting to be held in Easton in July, 1757.

No sooner had

this site been announced than many of the Indians began to
journey to Easton; not so Governor Denny.
refused to leave Philadelphia.

Once again he

He insisted on guarantees

that an adequate guard be provided for his safety, and that
proper quarters awaited him in Easton.

Nearly at his wits'

end in trying to manage the capricious Governor,

Peters

wrote a hasty letter to Weiser at Easton, begging him to
assure Denny on these two points.

Weiser quickly sent the

24.
Wainwright, George C r o g h a n . pp. 124-25;
W a l l a c e , Teedyuscung, p. 153; Colonial R e c o r d s . V I I , 51751.
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desired reply a n d , ungraciously, Denny consented to go to
Easton.
' -

25

■

;

'
■
'
I
.
A large delegation of Quakers from the Friendly

-

Association attended this conference, and before the meeting
could get underway they created a disturbance by charging
that the Proprietary officials were furnishing rum to
Teedyuscung, hoping to keep him drunk so that he would not
be able to renew his charges of fraud, against the province.
After a temporary resolution of this issue, the officials
convened the meeting, only to reach a new impasse when
Teedyuscung-demanded that he be furnished with his own clerk
to keep a record of the proceedings.

After conferring with

Weiser, Croghan, and the Cou n c i l , Denny refused.

Sur

prisingly , Teedyuscung let the matter d r o p , but that.night
Israel Pemberton and other Quaker leaders paid the Delaware
chief a visit.

The next morning, Joseph Galloway of the

Friendly Association read a remonstrance in behalf of the
Indians, which stated bluntly that if Teedyuscung could not
have his own clerk, no meeting would, be hel d , .After further
discussion with his advisors, Denny acceded to this d e m a n d ,
and the Quakers named Charles Thomson of Philadelphia to be
Teedyuscung's clerk.

IV, 99

25

25.
Peters to W e is e r , July 13, 1757, Peters MSS. ,
(ESP).

26.
Wainwright, George C r o g h a n . pp. 128-30; Wallace,
Teedyuscung. pp. 157-57; Th o m s o n , An Enguiry into the
Causes . . ., pp. 110-11.
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Following this small v i c t o r y , Teedyuscung renewed
his charges of fraud against the Proprietors and officials
of Pennsylvania, adamantly refusing to discuss the issue of
peace until he had received satisfaction in this matter.
Faced with this hew development,

the Pennsylvania proprie

tary officials asked for an adjournment so that.they c o u l d .
discuss their course of action.

During the ensuing con

ference, Denny and the Council asked Peters to explain the
Proprietor's orders pertaining to the Delaware land claims.
The Secretary replied that Penn insisted that this issue be
settled solely by Sir William Johnson; the Pennsylvania
officials were not to so much as discuss this question with
.the Indians.

To emphasize this directive, Peters showed the

Council portions of Penn's letters.

After a lengthy dis

cussion, the Governor and Council decided that because their
primary concern lay in concluding peace with the Delawares,
they should disregard Penn's orders and answer Teedyuscung's
charges by showing him some of the deeds and other, documents
pertaining to the disputed purchases.

They hoped that this

action would satisfy the Indians and that they could then
draw up a peace treaty.

But Peters refused to produce the

deeds in question, alleging that he had them in his posses
sion not by virtue of his public offices, but because of his
personal relationship with Penn.

Denny and the Council

insisted, and finally, under protest,
deeds and other documents.

Peters produced the

It is probable that he made this
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concession largely because he agreed with the Council that
in the interests of p e a c e , the Indians should be shown these
documents.

However, since Penn had ordered him not to

reveal the d e e d s , he felt that he had to resist the argu
ments of the Council— up to a point.

Certainly, neither

Denny nor the Council could have required him to show these
documents against his will.

Subsequently., Peters reported

to Penn that he had revealed these documents under protest,
and the Proprietor expressed mild disapproval of this
action, as well as Peters' showing parts of his private
letters to the Council.

Penn thought that if the Indians

wished to bring charges against the Proprietors they should
furnish their own evidence, and not expect the accused to
27
provide it for them.
Teedyuscung's success in forcing Denny to produce
these documents went to his h e a d , and he neglected his
earlier promise to make peace with Pennsylvania.

Instead,

encouraged by Pemberton, he continued to rave about the
injuries done his people by the government of Pennsylvania.
Finally Teedyuscung’s own followers abruptly and rudely
interrupted his drunken diatribe and told him to get on with
27.
Colonial R e c o r d s . VII, 655, 659, 687-89,
Wainwright, George C r o g h a n , 131-32; Wallace, Teedyuscung,
pp. 157-58; Penn to Peters, November 14, 1757, Penn Letter
B o o k s , V, 210 (H S P ).
In this same letter Penn agreed with
a comment apparently made earlier by the Secretary that the
Pennsylvania officials were not meeting with the Indians at
Easton, but with the Quakers.

. . .

.

-
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the real reason for the conference— making peace with the
English,

Chastened, Teedyuscung ignored Pemberton and

agreed to tentative peace terms with the province, • Follow
ing the signing o f 'this treaty, the English held a huge
celebration for the Indians a n d , for the remaining few days
in E a s t o n , Teedyuscung avoided Pemberton and his friends.

28

The Easton treaty of July, 1757, although little
more than a t r u c e , greatly lessened Indian raids on the
Pennsylvania frontier.

The Delaware charges of fraud were

once again referred to King George for settlement,

Penn

desired a final resolution of these charges and redoubled
his efforts to persuade the Privy Council to order Johnson
to hear this case.
at Johnson's,

In preparation for the expected meeting

Penn directed Peters to search for all perti

nent documents and to secure statements from anyone with
firsthand knowledge of the disputed purchases.

The Pro

prietor again appointed Peters and Weiser to represent the
province at the anticipated h e a r i n g , and sent them a formal
authorization to return to the Indians all of the land west
of the Alleghany mountains purchased at Albany in 1754,

To

Penn's disappointment, however,- Johnson refused to hear this
case.

The Proprietor,

indignant at what he regarded as

Johnson's dereliction of duty, and stung by Teedyuscung's
charge that the Proprietors had forged one of the deeds
28, ; Wallace, Teedyuscung. pp. 158-59,
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shown him at E a ston, sent commissions to P e t e r s , Weiser,
William L o g a n , and Lynford L a r d n e r , appointing them a board
of enquiry to investigate the Delaware charges«

Peters

replied for the "commissioners" arguing that since these
four men.had all witnessed, the Indians1 presentation of
their charges, they could not be employed to look into the
justice of the accusation.

Although frustrated by his

inability to resolve this is s u e , Penn agreed with Peters',
argument; upon reflection he had realized that if these men
investigated the charges, their own testimony would no doubt
be inadmissable,

Penn decided to drop his efforts to have

the case resolved, and leave further actions to the crown.

29

At the height of the dispute over the Delaware
claims, Benjamin Franklin, now in England representing the
Pennsylvania Assembly against the Proprietors,

told Penn that

Peters should not be permitted to investigate the Indians'
charges because he had made large investments in Indian
trade.

Penn, who much earlier had strictly forbidden his

secretary to invest in this trade, recognized that this
charge could seriously damage his efforts to resolve the .
Indian claims.

Therefore, reminding Peters of his earlier

injunction, he directed him to examine carefully all of his
29.
Penn to Peters and W e i s e r , November 7, 1757,
Penn Letter B o o k s , V, 191-92 (H S P );.Penn to Peters, December
10, 1757, ibid., 240-41; Thomas and Richard Penn to Peters,
Logan, Lardner, and Weiser, September 29, 1758, ibid, , 36768
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investments to make' sure that none of them could be made to
appear to be related to traffic with the Indians.

Assuming

Peters1 innocence, Penn directed the Secretary to send him a
separate letter denying this charge„

Although undoubtedly

Penn reposed more confidence in Peters than in any other
official in Pennsylvania, he felt that he needed outside
■

v-

corroboration that his secretary had not invested in Indian
t ra d e , and therefore asked William Allen to verify Peters'
innocence*

Prudently, Penn informed Peters of his message

to Allen.
Peters' denial of this charge, reinforced by Allen's
statement,

completely convinced the Proprietor that

Franklin's accusation had no basis in fact; to Penn this
simply furnished additional proof that Franklin could not be
trusted.

When thanking Allen for his prompt answer in this

affair, Penn praised Peters'

"great worth and services, both

to the Publick and to ourselves,

. „ .

The Proprietor

acknowledged that he was well aware of the great burden under
which Peters labored

(i0e . , Denny), and promised that he

would relieve him of this burden "as soon as possible."

31

30.
Penn to P e t e r s , January 12, 1758, ibid. , 25859, 270; Penn to Allen, January 12, 1758, ibid. , 254.
There
is no evidence whatsoever that Peters was engaged in trade
with the Indians.
Franklin, therefore, was either mistaken
about this issue, which appears quite u n l i k e l y , or deli
berately falsified this charge in order to strike at the
Penns by discrediting their leading agent in the colonies.
31.
Penn to Allen, December 9, 1758, ibid., VI,
31; Penn to Peters, July 5, 1758, ibid. , V, 334.
In Penn to
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By late 1757, Penn had received a letter from the ■
Duke of Cumberland in which the Commander in Chief washed
his hands of any further responsibility for Governor D e n n y ,
and Penn became anxious to find a suitable replacement.
Hoping that he could induce Hamilton to resume this post,
Penn asked his secretary to broach the subject cautiously
to the former governor.. Peters did so, but Hamilton could
not make up his mind.

While Peters negotiated at length

with Hamilton in Pennsylvania, the impatient.Proprietor
fumed over the delay in England.. F i n a l l y , Hamilton decided
not to accept the appointment and prepared to embark for
England.

Already out of sorts over the d e l a y , Penn ad

monished Peters for appearing to have begged the former
Governor to take the post.

Since Penn had no other suitable

candidate in mind, he had little choice but to leave Denny
in office while he looked for a new Governor.
Penn refused to deal at all with Denny.

By this time

He informed the

Governor that he would no longer write to h i m , and referred
Peters, April 8, 1758, ibid. , 3 0 3 , Penn showed clearly that
his desire to keep Peters out of the Indian trade was more a
matter of expediency than a feeling that it was unethical.
In this letter the Proprietor reported that a group of
Quakers had requested a license to form a joint stock company
for trading with the Indians.
Penn was reluctant to see the
Friends gain a foothold in this trade and suggested that
Peters attempt to induce some of the Proprietary friends in
Pennsylvania to purchase stock in the company, thereby
gaining influence over the conduct of the trading.
Further
more, Penn offered to invest a few hundred pounds under
another name if necessary to induce other friends of the
Proprietors to risk their capital.
There is no evidence to
indicate whether or not Penn went through with this plan.
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him to Peters for whatever information he needed to adminis
ter the province.

Thus, unexpectedly and somewhat reluc

tantly, Peters became, for all intents and purposes, the
chief administrative official of Pennsylvania.

Unfor

tunately, Penn's decision to have nothing further to do with
his unstable Governor did little to affect the situation in
Pennsylvania.

Denny continued to occupy the position of

Governor of Pennsylvania,

and Peters was forced to cope with

this peculiar official for nearly another year and a half.

32

32.
Penn to Peters, November 14, 1757, ibid. , 201202, 218; Penn to Denny, December 14, 1757 , ibid. . 251-52
(Incorrectly dated November 14, 1757 in the HSP).

CHAPTER IX
THE EASTON CONFERENCE OF 1758

Unquestionably,

Peters reached the zenith of his

career as the chief Indian agent of Pennsylvania in his
organization and management of the Easton Conference of
1758.

The success of this Indian conference

(which has been

termed the most important ever held in Pennsylvania) was
largely due to Peters'

skill and energy.

The treaty signed

at Easton ended Pennsylvania's troubles with the Delawares
and Shawnees, helped to make possible General John Forbes'
capture of Fort Duquesne, and set a precedent for reserving
the trans-Appalachian region of North America for the
Indians-— later formalized in the Proclamation of 1763.-

]_

Because of the failure of the Easton Conference of
1757 to resolve the major differences that divided
■ 1.
B o y d , "Indian A f f a i r s ," pp. Ixxxv-vi, calls the
Easton Conference of 1758 "one of the most difficult and one
of the most important that had been held in Pennsylvania."
Boyd further states that the success of the conference was
achieved "in spite of Denny and in spite of the activities
of the Friends.
Conrad Weiser and Richard Peters deserve
most of the credit for whatever was accomplished." Wainwri ght , George C r o g h a n , p. 147, terms Peters "the power be
hind the throne" at the Easton Conference, which he describes
as "the most important Indian conference ever held in
Pennsylvania," p Q 150.
Even Paul A. W„ Wallace, Conrad
W e i s e r , p. 523, an author with great antipathy towards
Peters, states that "in a way it was Richard Peters' treaty,
and he never did a better piece of work." Wallace concludes
correctly, however, that Peters could not have done it with
out W e i s e r 's help.
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Pennsylvania, all of the interested parties desired that
another meeting be held in 1758..

Each of t h e m , however, had

a different reason for desiring to renew negotiations..

The

Pennsylvania Proprietary officials hoped to settle per
manently the Indians1 charges of land fraud.
Forbes,

General John

the British officer entrusted with the task of

taking Fort Duquesne, wanted the Indians'

complaints against

Pennsylvania settled so that he could be assured that the
Delawares and Shawnees would not attack his forces enroute
to the fort.

The Six. Nations wished to reopen deliberations

in order to answer Teedyuscung1s charges that they had sold
to Pennsylvania land belonging to the Delawares.

Moreover,

the Iroquois thought that with the support of the English
they might be able to reestablish their suzerainty over the
Delawares.

Teedyuscung hoped to acquire a large tract of

Pennsylvania land for the Delaware p e o p l e , and he knew that
he must.contend with the government in Philadelphia as well
as with the Six Nations in order to achieve this goal.
Finally, the Board of Trade called the conference in order
to resolve the troublesome issue of Indian charges pending
against the government of Pennsylvania.

They instructed Sir

William Johnson to call the disputing factions together;
turn, Johnson ordered his deputy George Croghan to see to
the matter.

After consulting with Peters and Weiser in

in
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Philadelphia, Croghan called a. meeting at E a s t o n > Pennsyl—
vania in the fall of 1758.

2

Teedyuscung and the Pennsylvania government held
preliminary■negotiations during the summer of 17 58 in
Philadelphia.,

If these talks had succeeded, they would

have made the Easton conference unnecessary.

Organized by

Peters, these deliberations almost failed to take place—
because of Denny's by now customary reluctance to meet with
,the Indians, even though in this instance the Delawares had
journeyed to Philadelphia to talk t o .the Governor.

Weiser

wrote Peters a blunt letter , to be shown to the Governor if
Peters w i s h e d , stating that "if the Governor wont meet the
Indians this Evening „ . „ I will say that he does not act
the part of a well wisher to.his Majesty's people & interest
at this Critical times."

Whether or not as a result of the

interpreter's frankness, Denny agreed to meet with the
3
Indians.
Initially these negotiations went well.

Teedyuscung

declared himself pleased with the speeches made by the
Governor and other Proprietary officials, and t h e n , to
2. Wainwright, George C r o g h a n , p. 147; Wallace,
Teedyuscung. pp. 192-93; B o y d , "Indian Affairs," p. Ixxxv.
Although the conference was called by George Croghan at the
behest of Sir William Johnson, it was not to be conducted
under the auspices of the Board of Trade, but to be managed
by the Pennsylvania government.
Croghan went to Easton
solely in an advisory capacity.
3. Weiser to Peter s , July 6, 1758, Pennsylvania
A r c h i v e s . [First Series], III, 439,

'

.

'
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P eters1 delight/-the Delaware chief said that he was
"determined to turn the Edge of the Hatchet which the French
had given to the Indians against the french [sic] themselves,
that they might feel its sharp Edge."

That n i g h t , however,

the wily Israel Pemberton took Teedyuscung aside and per
suaded him to accuse the Proprietary officials of distortion
in their account of what had transpired at Easton the
previous year.

Faced with the Delawares'

renewed charge of

deceit by the province, Peters complained to General Forbes
that for the Quakers "to be for ever dining [sic] this in
the Ears of the Indians, -at every petty Conference is neither
P o licy, nor Prudence, nor common Justice."

Nevertheless,

Pemberton and his fellow members of the Friendly Association
managed to stiffen Teedyuscung's resolve to pursue his
charges against Pennsylvania, making the conference at
Easton necessary.^
Governor Francis Bernard of New Jersey asked to be
invited to Easton to discuss some land disputes between his
province and the Indians.

Denny assented, and because

Bernard had little experience in Indian aff a i r s , in early
August, 1758, Peters and two other members of the Provincial
Council accompanied Denny to Burlington, New Jersey to brief
4.
Peters to [General John Forbes], July 12, 1758,
Sylvester K. Stevens, Donald H. K e n t , and Autumn L. Leonard
(eds.), The Papers of Henry B o u g u e t , Vol. II, The Forbes
Expedition (Harrisburg: The Pennsylvania Historical and
Museum Commission, 1951), pp. 197-99 =
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.Bernard on what to expect at this parley.

While in

Burlington these officials coordinated the Indian policies
5
of the two colonies.
..
-

Large numbers of Indians began to reach Easton
around the middle of September., and by the twenty-first they
numbered nearly three hundred.

Teedyuscung,

fearful that

the Iroquois would punish him for having charged them with
fraud, led the other Indians in the consumption of rum.
There was no shortage of this liquor at Easton.

The Indian

commisssioners of the Pennsylvania Assembly had authorized
the dispensing of large quantities of this beverage to the
natives, in violation of a provincial proclamation forbidding
its sale.

Already in E a s t o n , Weiser and Croghan strove

unsuccessfully to cut off the supply of firewater to the
Indians, and finally- appealed to the Provincial Council for
assistance. . Peters responded by leaving for Easton
immediately to t r y .to restore order.

6

The Secretary reached the conference site on
September 28, 1758, where he was welcomed by Croghan,
5.

Colonial Records . VIII,

153, 156.

6. Wallace, Teedyuscung, p. 194; Wainwright, George
C r oghan, p. 146.
The principal sources of information about
the Easton conference are: Richard Peters' D i a r y , September
26, 1758 to November 7, 1758, Peters MSS. (HSP); and Benjamin
Chew's "Journal of a Journey to Easton, 1758" (HSP), as re
printed in B o y d , Indian T r ea t i e s , pp. 312-18.
About half the
latter manuscript is in Peters' handwriting.
For the Quaker
viewpoint of this conference, see T h o m s o n , An Enguiry into
the Causes . . . , pp.. 172-184.
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The

following d a y , before he could begin to conduct business,
Peters received an invitation to meet with some Indians
under the shed that had been specially built to provide
shelter for the upcoming conference.

Accompanied by Weiser

and Croghan, he arrived at the appointed place to find
Teedyuscung— drunk— haranguing a group of nearly one hundred
Indians, mostly Iroquois,

Wisely Peters remained at a

distance while the Delaware chief tongue-lashed the Six
Nations'

Indians for allowing themselves to be deceived by

the white men.

After Teedyuscung departed, the Secretary

went to the shed and asked why the Indians wished to speak
with him.

The Indians expressed their need for certain

commodities and presented him with a petition requesting
g u n s , clothing, and paint,

Peters explained that he had no

authority to grant such a req u e s t , but promised to present
their petition to the Governor.

The Indians seemed pleased

with his reply and presented him with a quantity of wampum
strings.

Peters hesitated to a c c e p t , but did so after

Weiser whispered that the Indians would take offense if he
refused .^
In the week following this incident Peters completed'
arrangements to accommodate the official party coming from
Philadelphia.

He succeeded in stopping most of the supply

7.
Colonial Reco r d s , V I I I , 172; Peters'
September 28-29, 1758.

Diary,

.
of rum to the Indians„

:
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Shortly afterwards a group of

Indians told Weisef and Montour that they had dreamed of an
impending disaster*

.Coincidentally, only a keg of rum would

serve to stave off this calamity.

When informed of this

problem, Peters refused to authorize the requested remedy.
In his preparations for the upcoming meeting the Secretary
instructed Weiser to make discreet enquiries about the
Delawares1 mood and intent.

Further, Weiser was to attempt

to ascertain the motives of Tagashata, a Senaca chief and
one of the leading Iroquois at Easton, rumored to be one of
Teedyuscung's advisors.

Finally, Peters employed some of .

the Indian women accompanying the Pennsylvania delegates,
including Andrew Montour's wife, to make strings and belts •
of wampum for use in negotiating with the Indians,^
Governor Denny,
Easton on October 7,

in his usual bad temper, arrived in

Most of the other members of the

official party, including Benjamin Chew and other Council
members, either arrived with the Governor or shortly there
after.

Nearly one hundred Quakers came to Easton represent

ing the Friendly Association, along with a number of members
of the Provincial Assembly, headed by the Commissioners for
Indian affairs.

Since both the Assembly and the Friendly

Association supported Teedyuscung in his struggle against
the Proprietary government, it would appear that these two
8.

Ibid. , September 30, to October 6, 1758.

:
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groups had identical interests at E a s t o n , but in reality
their motives were different.

Israel Pemberton and the

Quakers of the Friendly Association believed that the
Delawares had been cheated by the Penns and their agents,
and hoped to redress their grievances and thus reestablish
good relations between the warring tribe and Pennsylvania.
The Provincial A s s e m b l y , which included a minority of
Quakers headed, by Isaac Norris Jr., supported Teedyuscung
primarily to discredit the Proprietors.

T h e r e f o r e , although

the Quakers in the Friendly Association and those in the
Assembly agreed on this issue— to assist Teedyuscung, they
were divided deeply on many other issues of polity and
religion.

Peters recognized that there were differences

between the motives of Norris and Pemberton, but it is
unlikely that he perceived the true nature or depth of these
differences.

9

■

-

On the night of Denny's arrival, he held a con
ference with Peters and Chew.

Teedyuscung interrupted these

deliberations in order to pay his respects, whereupon Denny
insulted the Delaware chief by warning him to mind his
behavior at Easton.

Peters took Teedyuscung aside and

9.
For a description of the divisions in Pennsyl
vania Quakers .in 1758, see Marietta, "Conscience . . .,"
22-25.
Theodore Thayer, Israel Pemberton, King of the
Quakers (Philadelphia: The Historical Society of Pennsyl
vania, 1943), p. 90, argues persuasively that at a somewhat
earlier date Peters failed to understand the meaning of the
divisions among provincial Quakers.
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restored his good humor by explaining that the Governor had
meant to warn him what other people had been saying about
him.

Later that evening, after Teedyuscung's departure,

Denny flew into a rage when he discovered that two b o y s ,
Jemmy Peters and Andrew Allen, were to stay in the same
house with him.

He directed that they be removed forthwith,

ranting that he would not have boys for company.
Peters transferred the. boys to other quarters.

Quietly
In recording

these events in his diary Benjamin Chew said of D e n n y , "What
a strange, peevish, petulant creature it i s i " ^
During a number of informal planning meetings
between the Pennsylvania delegates and the Indians, the
delegates agreed to hold the first official session of the
conference on October eleventh.

The Pennsylvania officials

agreed to allow Governor Bernard to make the initial speech
of welcome to the Indians.

Peters and the Council drafted

Bernard's speech and t h e n , in the interests of unity, they
showed it to the Indian Commissioners of the Assembly prior
to its delivery.

The Friendly Association, however, did not

share in this gesture of good w i l l ."*"■*"
10.
Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 7,
1758.
Chew recalled the incident involving Denny's ire
against the two boys as having occurred on the following
d a y , October 8, 1758.
11.

1758.

Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 8-10,
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After some delay the conference got under way at
four in the afternoon of the eleventh.

Bernard arose and

gave his speech of welcome, after which the Iroquois spokes-.
man Tagashata was scheduled to speak.

Before he could begin

the drunken Teedyuscung jumped to his feet and delivered a
long loud harangue.

Tagashata declined to follow this

interruption and announced that he would give his address
the following morning.

12

On October twelfth, Tagashata delivered his opening
speech,

claiming to speak not only for the Iroquois, but

for the Delawares and Minisinks as we l l .

In behalf of all

these tribes Tagashata removed the hatchet from the heads of
the English and buried it in the ground where it would no
longer be seen.

No sooner had Tagashata finished speaking

than Teedyuscung, still intoxicated, appeared at the con
ference and began to create a disturbance.

He brought a

bottle of rum with him into the council, stopped with a
"straw cork," which he placed at his feet within easy reach,
but a member of the Pennsylvania delegation tipped it over
with his f o o t , spilling the contents.

Nothing daun t e d ,

Teedyuscung arose and launched into an abusive tirade,
beginning with a denunciation of the Six Nations for pre
suming to speak for the Delawares.

In his drunken rage,

Teedyuscung proclaimed himself not only the king of the
-----

—

12.

1758.

J

Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 11,
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Delawares, but king of all nations and the world.

The

Iroquois were foo l s , he s a i d , for following the white men;
the proper way to deal with the English was to make war on
them, and to cut their throats.

This was what he had always

d o n e , and would continue to do as long as he lived.

Faced

with the insurmountable difficulties of trying to conduct a
meeting in the presence of the inebriated Teedyuscung, the
other participants adjourned hastily.

13

The Provincial Council met throughout that night to
draw up answers to the Indian, speeches given that d a y , and
to plan a course of action for the following d a y »

After

they agreed on what they wished to say, Peters drafted the
answering speech.

The Provincial Council read and.approved

this address, and then they showed it to the Commissioners
of the Assembly.

The following morning Governor Denny

delivered this speech, which described the background of the
dispute between the Delawares and Pennsylvania.

The

Governor concluded with a demand to know why the English
prisoners held by the Delawares and Shawnees had not been
returned as the Indians had promised.

Following Denny's

remarks, N i c k u s , a Mohawk chief (and George Croghan's fatherin-law) delivered a blistering denunciation of Teedyuscung
in his native tongue.

Weiser,

fearing a possible riot--or

worse— -refused to translate N i c k u s 1 speech, as did the other
13.

1758.

Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal,

October 12,

-

interpreters present.
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'

Since no one appeared anxious to have

the speech translated, they adjourned the conference.
Israel Pemberton was delighted to adjourn without the
translation,

fearing that its content might damage

Teedyuscung1s reputation and thus lessen the effect of
his charges against Pennsylvania.

Later, in private,

Weiser and Croghan explained the tenor of N i c k u s 1 speech
to the Provincial Council.

14

- On the fourteenth of October, no formal meeting
could be held because most of the Indians were drunk.

In

the morning Governor Bernard went to talk to Denny and waited
a long while for the latter to come downstairs from his
room.

When the irascible Pennsylvanian emerged late in the

morning, Bernard complained that he had been slighted, and
threatened to leave Easton, whereupon Denny muttered that he
15
had some work to do and returned to his room. . .
The next day being Sunday, no meeting had been
scheduled, but Peters and Weiser met informally with Thomas .
King and Nickus, who requested a conference between the
Pennsylvania delegation and the leaders of the Six Nations.
Peters notified.the Governors and the Provincial Council of
the Indians1 wishes.

After this meeting convened the

14.
13, 1758.

Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 12-

15.

Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 14,

1758.
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Iroquois asked the English whether they had done anything
to make Teedyuscung a great chief.
appreciate being told.

If so, they .would

But the Six N a t i o n s ’ representatives

denied that they had ever elevated Teedyuscung to any posi
tion of responsibility.

After the Council promised to

answer this question the following d a y , the Iroquois
promised that they would do all in their power to see to it
that all English prisoners held by the Indians would be
returned.
On the sixteenth, the Pennsylvania officials told
the full conference that they had not made Teedyuscung a
great man.
great.

If he was g r e a t , the Indians"must have made him

Thus encouraged in their dispute with the erratic

Delaware chief, after adjournment the Iroquois attempted to
pressure Teedyuscung into dropping his accusations against
the Six Nations.

Israel Pemberton and his fellow Quakers

(the latter dubbed 11the House of Israel" by Benjamin Chew)
became alarmed.

If the Iroquois could discredit the

Delaware, his charges of fraud against Pennsylvania would
be weakened.

T herefore, on Wednesday morning the

eighteenth, Pemberton met with Teedyuscung and after giving
him a number of presents, urged the Delaware leader to stand
16.

1758.

Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 15,
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fast against the duress of the officials from Philadelphia
”
17
and the Six N a tions1 chiefs.
Later on the eighteenth-, in a formal session,
Iroquois spokesman Thomas King articulated a number of
grievances his people had with the English.

One of. his

protests pertained to the alleged injustice of the land
purchase made by Peters and Weiser at Albany in 1754.

By

then, this complaint was more form than substance; Peters
had informed the Six Nations earlier that he had Penn's
authorization to release all of the land purchased at Albany
lying west of the Allegheny mountains.

When Thomas King

finished speaking Teedyuscung. arose and began to reprimand
the English for transgressions committed against the Dela
wares .

While he spoke, the three leading Iroquois chiefs

walked out, and when the Delaware reached the climax of his
oration he turned to point to the Iroquois leaders, only to
find their chairs empty.

Nevertheless, to the great satis

faction of Pemberton and the Assembly commissioners,
Teedyuscung renewed his charges of land frauds against the
Six Nations and the Pennsylvania government.

18

On the following day the Pennsylvania Council met to
discuss how best to deal with Teedyuscung1s charges, and

18,

17.
1758.

Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 16r-

18. . Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 18,

1758.
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what to reply to his demand for a large reservation o f land
for the Delawares.

In the course of this debate they

realized that they needed to know the Iroquois' point of .
view in regards to Teedyuscung's demand for l a n d , and sent
Weiser to ask them.

The interpreter told the Six Nations'

chiefs about the Delawares' demands and the Pennsylvania
government's position.,

The Iroquois leaders declared that

they would not support any of Teedyuscung's claims„

Armed

with this knowledge, the Council resolved not to accede to
any of Teedyuscung's demands;

furthermore, they would leave

the issue of the Walking Purchase up to the crown where it
had been referred a year earlier.

The Council directed

Benjamin Chew to draw up a formal release of the western
lands purchased at Albany in 1754.

In the midst of this

activity, Peters began to feel u n w e l l , and retired before
dinner.

19
Early on the morning of the twentieth the Secretary

became chilled during the two hours he spent assembling the
Six Nations'
Council.

chiefs for a meeting with the Provincial

At this talk the English secured a promise from

the Iroquois that they would continue to maintain that
Pennsylvania had dealt fairly with the Delawares in all
purchases of their land.

The formal conference began at

eleven, by which time Peters felt too ill to a t t e n d .
19.
17 , 1758.

Peters' Diary and Chew's Jour n a l , October 19,
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Governor Denny opened the deliberations by presenting the
Indians with the vitally important release of the transAllegheny region of western Pennsylvania„

Subsequently a .

discussion ensued about the legality of other land pur
chases made from the Indians, in particular land sold to
Pennsylvania by the Iroquois in 1749„

Teedyuscung claimed

that this had been Delaware land and thus the Six Nations
had not been entitled to sell it.

In the course of this

debate the leading Iroquois declared that they could not
make a decision about the disputed purchases without having
been shown the appropriate deeds.

Chew went to get these •

d ocuments, but before he returned to the conference he asked
the Secretary whether he should show all the deeds to the
Indians.

Peters urged Chew to show only the deed pertaining

to the disputed purchase made in 1749.
he thought, would confuse matters.

The other documents,

Chew returned to the

council and showed this single deed to the Indians.
examining it, the Six Nations'

After

chiefs declared themselves

satisfied that it was v a l i d , and said that they had sold
this land to Pennsylvania.
should prove otherwise,

Nickus added that the Delawares

if they could do so.

The deed was

then shown to Teedyuscung w h o , to Pemberton's horror,
declared that neither he nor any of his people had ever had
any claim to this la n d ; it belonged to the Six Nations all
along.

This startling announcement resolved;most of the

differences between the Six Nations and the Delawares.

It

. .

.
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is likely that the Delaware chief decided to drop his
charges against the Six Nations because he recognized that
he could not oppose this powerful group of Indians and the
Pennsylvania Proprietors at the same time.

Only Pemberton

and the Friendly Association expressed displeasure with
Teedyuscung1s disclaimer; Pemberton remarked loudly that the
fraud was so great that he could hardly bear it.

Chew ;

managed to silence Pemberton, but later the Quaker leader
muttered that Teedyuscung1s defection would result in all
the Englishmen's throats being cut.

Peters missed all of

this excitement and stayed in his sickroom, making out
passports and instructions for the messengers who were to
-

carry the news of this treaty to the Ohio Valley.

20

. On Saturday the twenty-first of Octo b e r , the dele
gates began to bring the Easton conference to a close.

The

i

principal task remaining was to draw up and sign the formal
treaties.

The Quakers of the Friendly Association made a

final effort to. persuade the Six Nations'

chiefs to admit

that despite Teedyuscung's disclaimer, the Delawares had
some right to the disputed lands sold in 1749.

But the

Iroquois leaders, still furious with Teedyuscung, would only
agree to submit to the Onondaga Council the Delaware's
request for permission for his people to live in the Wyoming
Valley.

The Indian Commissioners of the Pennsylvania
20.

1758.

•

Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 20,
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Assembly pursued another plan.
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They proposed to appropriate

2000 pieces of eight with which to purchase a.large tract of
land from the Six Nations to be given to the Delawares as a
permanent home.

Peters was appalled when he heard of this

offer and managed to block the sale.

He hoped to acquire

the land in q u estion, about two and a half million acres of
the best land in central Pennsylvania, for the P r o p r i e t o r s . ^
As the Easton Conference proceeded Governor Denny
had become increasingly morose.

The last straw for the

irascible Governor came when the mail arrived in Easton on
October 22.

By this p o s t , Peters received letters from Col.

William Byrd o f Virginia, Col. George Armstrong of the
Pennsylvania forces, and General John Forbes; Denny received
no mail at all.

The Governor flew into a rage and declared

that he would leave Easton the following morning.

(One

observer described Denny's behavior as all "passion & Pet.")
The Governor began to make preparations for his departure,
and notified the Indians and other
the next morning under the shed
to them.

dignitaries to meet him

so that he might say goodbye

The next day he arrived at the appointed place

only to find no one there to hear his farewell speech.
F u rious, Denny demanded that the Indians meet him in the
afternoon to hear his remarks„

Peters recorded in his diary

. 21.
Peters' Diary and Chew's Journal, October 21,
1758.
Because Chew left Easton
on October 22, his final
entry is dated the 21st.

that Denny "barked all day" because of this slight, and when
the Governor returned to the shed at three that afternoon
and found that the Indians were not prepared to hear his
farewell, he began swearing and stamping his feet in a
frenzy«,

Peters remonstrated with him for this "shocking"

conduct, and warned Denny that he might jeopardize the
success of the conference.

Finally, when Denny managed to ■

gather a small group of Indians to hear his g o o d b y e , he gave
them a tongue lashing, mounted his h o r s e , and galloped off
for Philadelphia.

The next day Peters dined with William

L o g a n , Croghan, and W o iser, and they discussed the Governor's
behavior.

Weiser reported that at the height of the tirade,

some of the Six Nations'

chiefs suggested that he accompany

them to search Denny to see if he were a man or a woman.
At this dinner Croghan reported a rumor that the Iroquois
had been approached by John Hughes, w h o , on behalf of the
Quakers, offered to give the Indians large quantities of
military supplies for use against other colonies,
would agree to spare Pennsylvania.

if they

If there had been any

truth to this unlikely story, the Proprietary officials
would have used it to discredit the Quakers.

Apparently the

charge was never m a d e . ^
After the departure of the Governor and Council,
Peters began to dispose of the final details of the
22.

Peters' Diary, October 22-24 > 1758.
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conference.

He wrote several speeches to be delivered to

the Indians in closing the meeting, supervised the distribu
tion of their presents, and endeavored to keep them sober
until the treaty deed had been signed.

As each group of

Indians prepared to l e a v e , they came to the secretary for
their official release and their presents, at which time he
had them sign the various documents.

Peters finished all

of this last-minute work by the twenty-sixth of October, and
left for Philadelphia the following d a y , arriving home on
the twenty-eighth, more than a month after he had departed
23
for Easton.
The Easton Conference of 1758 had far-reaching
significance.

F i r s t , because it affirmed peace between

Pennsylvania and the Delawares, and because word of the
formal cessation of hostilities was carried throughout the
Ohio Valley by Christian Frederick P o s t , General John Forbes
could be assured that the Ohio Indians 'woul°d not attack him
as he moved on Fort Duquesne.

Secondly, most of the Indians'

charges of fraud against the Penns and their agents were
settled by Teedyuscung's submission to the Six Nations on
October twentieth.

Only the charge regarding the Walking

Purchase remained unsettled, and this issue had been
referred to the crown.

Thirdly,

the chances of further

troubles with the Delawares, Shawnees, and Iroquois were

23.

Ibid. . October 25-28, 1758.
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reduced sharply by Penn's return of all of the transAllegheny portion of Pennsylvania purchased in 1754.
Accurately but inelegantly. Col. Henry Bouquet termed the
release of this land the blow "which knocked the French in
the head."

Reserving western Pennsylvania for the Indians

pleased the Iroquois and lessened the chance that these
people would espouse the French cause.

'Furthermore,

the

Privy Council was so impressed by the success of the Easton
Conference in reducing Indian tensions that just five years
later they issued the Proclamation of 1763 which restricted
trans-Appalachian settlement for the colonies in all British
North America.

This proclamation became a source of colonial

dissatisfaction with England , contributing to the breakdown
of relations between the colonies and the Mother Country—
■ 24
and thus to the American Revolution.

24.
For an analysis of the significance of the
Easton Conference of 1758, and its connection to the later
Proclamation of 1763, see Lawrence Henry G i p s o n , The British
Empire Before the American Revol u t i o n , Vol. VII: The Great
War for the Empire: The Victorious Years, 1758-1760 (New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1949), 279.
Bouquet's remark is
quoted in Albert T. Volwiler, George Croghan and the West
ward M ovement. 1741-1782 (Cleveland: n . p . , 1926), p„, 139.

CHAPTER X
W A R .SECRETARY
Between 1757 and 17 60, as the tempo of the French
and Indian War in Pennsylvania quickened. Governor Denny's
small interest in administering the colony waned.

Earlier

in the war Peters had managed to keep the erratic executive
at his post, but as the problems facing the province
increased, and as Denny became embroiled- in the frustrating
disputes with the Provincial Assembly, he began to neglect
his duties and withdrew to his chamber to indulge himself
in his favorite avocation, reading ancient history.

As a

result, Peters was obliged to assume more of the Governor's
administrative duties.

After the summer of 1757,

it is

likely that, in conjunction with William Allen, Benjamin
Chew, and James Hamilton,. Peters made many if not most of
the military and other executive decisions ostensibly made
by the Governor.
Denny began to neglect appointing officers for the
provincial forces, and left this function to Peters.
Because military commissions were pre-printed with the
Governor's name, and required only the signature of the Secretary, Peters easily assumed this task.

Some of the

petitioners for commissions in the Pennsylvania regiments
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wrote to the Secretary asking, for his intercession with the
Governor; other aspirants asked Peters outright for their
appointments.

In M a y , 1757, Charles Brodhead asked Peters

for a commission in the regiment' being formed near
Brodhead1s home.

Later that same year, Joseph Shippen told

a friend that he might obtain "an Ensigney in this Regiment
•. . . with the assistance of Mr. Peters;

...

«

In 1759,

a Mr. Mather asked Colonel John Armstrong for a captaincy in
the provincial forces.

When Armstrong replied that his

prospects depended primarily on how he stood with Peters,
Mather expressed fear that at one time he had offended the
Secretary.

Armstrong advised the petitioner to apologize to

Peters and then ask him for the commission;

in t u r n ,

Armstrong recommended Mather to the Secretary.

Finally,

John Singleton wrote to Peters that he had had the honor to
command a company the previous year "by your friendship,"
and would like a similar command in 1759.

1

Throughout this period a flood of military intel
ligence and information crossed Peters' d e s k , which he
forwarded to the appropriate people or agencies.
ceived pleas for assistance
intercede with the Governor)

He re

(and requests for him to
from a wide variety of people

1.
Charles Brodhead to Pet e r s , May 10, 1757, Peter
M S S . , I V , 90 (ESP); "Joseph Shippen to Edward Shippen,
August 23, 1757," P M H B . XXXVI (1912) , 445; John Armstrong to
•Peters, April 24, 1759, Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s , [First
Series J, I I I , 621-22; John Singleton to P e t e r s , April 25,
1759, Dreer Collection, Revolutionary Soldiers (ESP).
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along the Pennsylvania frontier, including William Parsons
.at E a s t o n , the Reverend John Elder at Paxton, Conrad Weiser
at Heidelberg, and John Armstrong at Carlisle.

These

petitioners either bypassed the Governor altogether, or
doubly secured their requests by addressing P e t e r s , who to
their minds was at least peer to the Governor in influence.

2

By 1758, Peters added a. new dimension to his duties
by assuming the function of de facto secretary for his
friend General John Forbes, the British commander assigned
the task of capturing Fort Duquesne.

In this capacity he

assisted in many tasks related to the Forbes'

expedition,

including the procurement of w a g o n s , horses, and drivers to
transport supplies for the attack on the French fort.
proved difficult,

It

as it had in 1755 with General Braddock,

to persuade the Pennsylvania farmers to risk themselves,
their equipment, or their livestock in such a venture.

When

the Secretary notified the General that few wagons had been
p rocured, Forbes directed him to warn his contacts that if
the wagons were not forthcoming, he would impress them if
necessary.

3

2.
Parsons to Peters, June 26, 1757, Peters M S S . ,
IV, 94 (HSP)q Elder to Peters, July 30, 17 57, Pennsylvania
A r c h i v e s , [First Series], III, 251; Weiser to Peters,
October 4, 1757, ibid. , 283; John Armstrong to Peters,
November 25, 1757, P O C , VIII, 285 (HSP).
3.
General John Forbes to Col. Henry B o u q u e t , May
29, [1758], Alfred P. James (ed .) , Writings of General John
Forbes. Relating to His Service in North America (Menasha.
W i s e . : The Collegiate Press, 1938), p. 101.
In this letter
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The Indians caused Forbes the most trouble.

He

feared that the Delawares and Shawnee's, warring against
Pennsylvania, might attack his forces en route to Fort
Duquesne.

'

The Easton Conference of 1758 relieved this fear

in that it resolved most of the Delawares'

and Shawnees1

grievances and restored peace between these tribes and
Pennsylvania.

Moreover,

the conference had cemented good

relations with the Six Nations because their land purchased
at Albany in 1754 had been returned to theim

The General1s

second concern was to secure Indian allies to support his
forces in the planned assault against the French.

The most

likely source of such help appeared to be either the
Cherokees or the Catawbas; these tribes had assisted the
English under similar circumstances in 1757.

Forbes worked

through Peters, Croghan, Weiser,

and others in order to
4
secure Indian allies, but with little success.
;
As preparations for the Forbes' expedition neared
completion, the need for up-to-date intelligence regarding
Forbes mentions Peters' efforts to secure 180 wagons and
forage for the necessary draft animals.
The general also
explains that he had received a letter from Edward Shippen
through Peters, and that he had directed the Secretary to
write some replies for him (Hereafter cited as Forbes .
Papers); Edward Shippen to Peters, June 3, 1758, Pennsyl
vania A r c h i v e s , [First Series], III, 409; Weiser to Peters,
June 21, 1758-, Misc. MSS. Collection (APS).
4.
Wainwright, George C r o g h a n , p. 144... For. a
description of some of Peters' negotiations with a band of
Cherokee Indians, see Johnson P a p e r s , II, 846-49, 858-62.
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the enemy's disposition in the Ohio Valley became more
urgent.

Forbes had no wish to repeat the disastrous errors

of General Braddock in 1755.

The Pennsylvania Provincial

Council decided to assume the responsibility for gathering
the necessary military intelligence., but lacked the requisite
funds.

Peters appealed to Forbes for m o n e y , and the General

responded with a warrant made out to the Secretary dated
July 25 , 1758,
. . . ."

for £311.2.2lg, "On Acco3 of Secret Service,

With these funds available, Peters dispatched

letters to several prospective "spies,11 including Conrad
Weiser.

The Secretary sent one Lawrence Burke into New York

to scout the area around N i a g a r a , a n d

instructed Frederick

Post to send two or three trustworthy Indians into the Ohio
Valley.

The Indians were to be instructed to identify

themselves to friendly forces either by waving their matchcoats "too and fro on a pole," or by wearing strips of
yellow cloth around their heads.

Peters favored the former

identification, arguing that no one would think it strange
to see an Indian wearing a matchcoat, but they might wonder
about yellow headbands.

All concerned were sworn to secrecy,

and those entrusted with some of Forbes' money were told to
guard it as if it belonged to their wives.
5.
Colonial R e c o r d s . VIII, 128; "Abstracts of
Warrants Granted by the Late Brigr. General Forbes during
the Campaign 1758, on Account of the following Services,"
cited in Forbes P a p e r s . p. 29 5; Peters to Weiser, July 28,
1758, Weiser Papers, II, 133 (ESP).
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In the fall of 1758, Peters asked his fellow cleric
William Tennent to send him Stephen Calvin, a Christian
Indian, to serve Forbes as an interpreter.

•

As intelligence

trickled into h i s .Philadelphia o f f i c e , the Secretary sent it
on to the General, who responded with a series of friendly
and informal letters thanking Peters for all of his ser
vices— which extended to such minutiae as a request for
either a few prunes or two or three pounds of raisins "by
way of Laxative."

The duties he performed for Forbes added

greatly to Peters'

already busy schedule, and he complained

of his workload to Penn.

The Proprietor Sympathized and

wished that he could ease some of his secretary's burden,
but wrote that "as you are so necessary to the Gene r a l , you

6

must have'a little more T o y l ,

Forbes' health problems were too great to be cured
by a few p r unes, and he died in the spring of 1759 shortly
after he had captured Fort Duquesne.
reduce Peters'

His death did not

labors appreciably because the Secretary

assumed similar duties for Forbes'
Robert Monekton.

replacement, General

Peters became Monekton's personal friend

6.
William Tennent to Peters, September 1, 1758,
Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s , [First Series], I I I , 514; Forbes to
Peters, August 28, 1758, Peters M S S . , V, 52 (ESP); Penn to
Peters, November 11, 1758, Penn Letter B o o k s , VI, 12 (ESP).
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and served as his secretary until the close of the French
7
and Indian War in Pennsylvania— -1760-61.
,
'

The Secretary had an additional source of "Toyl";
the effort of supporting Governor Denny in his struggle with
the Pennsylvania Assembly.

This body pressed Denny to

accept legislation forbidden by the Proprietor's instruc
tions, and when he refused the assemblymen abused him in
person and in print.

The divisive issues were the

Assembly's efforts to induce Denny to approve two bills.
One would have permitted them to regulate the Indian trade,
and the other would have created a militia controlled by the
Assembly.

Denny wished to yield in this quarrel, which he

did not identify as his own, but Peters and the Council would
not permit him to surrender to the Assembly.
Denny grumbled,
.

'

sive.

As a result

complained, and grew more and more reclu-

8

Most of all, the Assembly wanted to force Denny to
sign a finance bill calling for the taxation of all of the
Penns'

estates in Pennsylvania.

By this time the Pro

prietors had consented to permit the province to tax their
improved land and their quitrents, but still refused to
allow taxation of their vast holdings of unimproved land.
7.
Peters was the primary witness to General
Forbes' will.
For this account, see Forbes P a p e r s , p. 300.
8. Thayer, Pennsylvania Poli t i c s , pp. 60-61;
Wainwright, "Governor Denny," pp. 186-87; V o t e s , VI, 4644. .
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Furthermore, any taxes’ levied against the Proprietors would
be paid only after they had been credited with the £500.0
free gift given in 1755=

In February, 1758, Penn authorized

Peters to permit Governor Denny to sign a new money bill
(which Penn knew the province needed b a d l y ) if it was
similar to the one passed the previous year.

Peters could

approve a revenue bill if in his judgment the Governor
received an adequate voice in the expenditure of the produce
of the bill, or if he thought the assessments.equitable in
the event 'that the Assembly chose to tax the Proprietors1
improved land or quitrents.

Because the bill sent to the

Governor specified that all land in Pennsylvania would be
subject to taxation, Peters refused to allow Denny to sign.
After lengthy deliberations the disputing factions reached a
compromise.

The Assembly agreed to exempt all Proprietary

land from taxation in return for Peters'

concession that

commissioners appointed by. the Assembly have sole powers to
expend the funds raised by the bill.

9

In the spring of 1758, relations between Peters and
D e n n y , which had been shaky at b e s t , reached their nadir.
This clash may have been prompted by the Governor's resent
ment of his Secretary's obvious power and influence with the
Proprietor, which extended to the unprecedented degree of
granting the Proprietary Secretary a veto over the Governor's
9.
Penn to Peters, February 2, 1758, Penn Letter
Books, V, 282-83.(ESP); V o t e s , VI, 4793-98. '
'

actions.

On April 26, at a meeting of the Provincial

Council, the Governor announced suddenly that he was
suspending Peters, both as Secretary and Clerk of the
Council, and as a member.

Stunned, Peters asked for an

explanation of this action, but Denny replied that his
instructions required him to answer to no one but the Pro
prietors.

Peters retorted that his instructions required

him to record the reasons for actions taken by the Governor
in the Council minutes, and demanded Denny's explanation.
The Governor replied that he had suspended. Peters for
criticizing him in a letter to General Forbes.

Moreover,

the Secretary had failed to complete a proclamation as
ordered by the Governor.

Peters attempted to e x p l a i n .that

he had finished the proclamation, but Denny interrupted
repeatedly, swearing and using "horrid imprecations," where
upon the Secretary a r o s e , announced that as a gentleman he
would not bear such treatment, and left the Council.

10

Three days later Denny refused to allow the
Secretary to attend the next Council meeting at his h o u s e ,
vowing never again to sit in the same company with Peters.
In order to demonstrate their support for Peters, several
members of the Council declared their intention to absent
themselves from this meeting, but at the Secretary's request
10.
"Peters' notes of a meeting o f .C o u n c i l ," April
'26, 1758, Peters MSS. , V, 40 (ESP) ; Peters to James
Hamilton, April 29, 1758, ibid. , 42.
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:they all attended.
business meeting,

After the.Council concluded its regular
Peters entered the room and stated that

until the question of his suspension had been settled, he
had the right to sit with the Council, partly so that he
could see to it that all of the facts in the matter were
brought out.

Several Council members then testified that

the Governor had acted with "uncommon rudeness" towards the
Secretary, who had borne this abuse with great patience.
until provoked beyond endurance.

Seeing that the. entire

Council opposed him Denny did an abrupt about face, said
that he was satisfied that Peters had hot sent any comments
derogatory to him to Forbes, and directed that the entire
matter be expunged from the Council minutes.

11

Despite Denny's retraction, Peters was alarmed by
this attack on his prerogative, and reported the incident to
Penn, who shared his concern.

To prevent a recurrence, Pehn

sent Peters documents stating that all proprietary officials
were accountable to the Penns, and not subject to removal by
the deputy-Governors.

He directed Peters to have these

instruments sealed with the Great Seal of Pennsylvania, and
to put them away in case of future need.

12

11.
Ibid. ; Wainwright in "Governor Denny," p. 188,
concludes that Denny may have been motivated to reinstate
Peters largely because he needed someone to do. his work for
him.
12.
Penn to Peters, April 12, 1759, Penn Letter
Books, VI, 78 (HSP).
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In the fall of 1758, the pressure of business,
combined with the worry of dealing with the erratic Gover
nor, demoralized the Secretary.

Councillor William Logan

informed Penn that he feared that the burden of work had
undermined Peters’ health.

The Proprietor suggested that

Peters find someone to take over a portion of his duties in
either the Land O f fice, or as Governor’s secretary.
must have looked worse
" •,,
13
neither.
.

than he felt, because he

Peters

did

■

The following spring, the Secretary’s worries
intensified when Denny and the Assembly renewed their
dispute.

The Assembly's latest money bill again specified

that the funds would be raised by taxing all land in the
province, including the Proprietors' vast holdings of
unimproved land,

Peters reminded the Governor and Council

that the Proprietors' orders forbade acceptance of such a
b i l l , but said that Penn had indicated that he would not
object to a compromise on similar terms to the one reached
the previous year.

On this basis the Council attempted to

work out an agreement, but the Assembly refused to make any
concessions; if the legislature could not tax all Pro
prietary estates, there would be no money bill at all in
1759.

Faced with the prospect of losing Pennsylvania's

support against the French, General Jeffrey Amherst,
13.

the

Penn to Peters, December 8, 1758, ibid. . 18.

.
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commander of British forces in A m e r i c a , urged Denny to
accept the Assembly's terms.
unenviable.

The Governor's position was .,

Confronted b n the one hand by the intransigent

Assembly and Amherst's request,

and on the other by Peters

brandishing his proprietary instructions, Denny became
desperate.

He asked each member of the Provincial Council

what he. would do in his position.

If he violated his

instructions and approved the supply b i l l , he would incur
the wrath of the Proprietors and make himself liable for
forfeiture of his £5000 surety bond.

If he refused the bill

in spite of Amherst's warning, no funds would be appro
priated, and he would be blamed if the provincial defenses
failed.

The Council declared their unanimous opinion that

the Assembly was bluffing, and urged the vascillating
executive to stand firm.

With minute care, Peters recorded

all of the Council's advice to the Governor in the minute
. i 14
books.
. On April 17, 1759, after receiving another urgent
request from General Amherst

(which included the General's

promise to intercede with the ministry in London on Denny's
behalf if necessary), Denny capitulated to the Assembly.

In

triumph, a delegation of legislators presented the money
bill and the Indian trade bill to the Governor.

Denny

signed them, and the Speaker presented him with a draft for
14.

4965-67.

Colonial R e cor d s . V I I I . 229, 325-27; V o t e s ,

VI,

.
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'

£1000 of his back salary.

In recording these.events in the

Council minutes, Peters took pains to show that Denny
received the money immediately after he sig n e d , thus m a k i n g .
the transaction look as much like open bribery as possible.
Undoubtedly Denny knew in advance that he would receive
this money if he complied with the wishes of the Assembly,
and in this sense he sold out to them for what he regarded
as money that he had long deserved.

On the other h a n d , it

is difficult to ascribe his defection solely to his obvious
desire for the money.

Hard pressed from all s i d e s , he

demonstrated what appeared to be genuine perplexity over
which course to take (although his hesitancy may have been
due to his fear of the Penns'

15
retribution).

Whatever the reason for his acquiescence to the
wishes of the Assembly, once d o n e , it was far easier the
next time, and the next.

He had passed the most explosive

legislation first, authorizing unlimited taxation of the
Proprietary estates, and he suspected that Penn's wrath
could not be greater if he complied with further wishes of
the legislators.

The delighted Assembly presented him with

a flood of legislation, and over the strenuous protests of
Peters and the Council, Denny approved it all;

everything

that the Assembly had dreamed of enacting for the previous
several years.
15.

Disgusted, the Council refused to attend the

Colonial Record s , V I I I ,331-34.
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little ceremonies marking the Governor's signing of each of
these bills; only the Secretary remained on the scene,
grimly recording each betrayal of the Proprietary trust.
Curiously, now that Peters faced a genuine crisis,
he became indeed "more cool and thoughtful."

He remained

at the Governor's side and held the Council together in
opposition to Denny's anti-proprietary activities.

Without

the Secretary there would have been little to prevent a
total takeover of the provincial government by the new
coalition of the Governor and Assembly.

His presence served

as a constant reminder to Denny that ultimately he would
have to face Penn's anger.

Furthermore, Denny knew that

Peters, as keeper of the Council minutes, would see to it
that the weight of evidence would be against him in any
future court action.

Thus, although Denny, approved the

bills given to him by the Assembly, he demonstrated more
caution because of the moderating influence of the Secretary
and the Council.

Although Peters had been unable to prevent

the Governor from selling out, it is likely that his steady
pressure on Denny, his stabilizing influence on the Council,
and the fact that his evidence against Denny led directly to
the Privy Council's disallowance of most of the Governor's
legislation, preserved the Penns' grasp upon the reins of
government in Pennsylvania.

16.

Ibid.
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The Governor wished to leave no potential source.of
income untapped a n d , accompanied by Peters and William Till
of the Council, went to confer with the Assembly of the
Three Lower Counties

(modern Delaware) at Newcastle.

Like

its counterpart in Philadelphia, this legislature asked him
to approve a revenue bill which would require1 him to violate
his instructions from the Proprietor.

Peters and Till urged

him officially not to sign this bill.

Denny replied that

General Stanwix had requested additional revenues for
d e f e n s e a n d went into a private consultation with the
Speaker of the Assembly.

When he reappeared he announced

that the Speaker refused to compromise, and thus he had no
choice but to agree to the Assembly's terms.

He signed

their revenue bill a n d , as Peters noted, the Speaker gave
him a draft for £550.

17

Although Peters had warned Penn that Denny might
defect to the Assembly,

the Proprietor expressed shock when

he received the Secretary's reports of the Governor's
perfidy and his defiance of proprietary authority.

(Denny

had boasted that the Penns could never replace h i m , and that
he would not give up his post under duress.)

In order to

counteract the impact of Denny's approval of the tax b i l l ,
Penn instructed his Secretary and other officials in
Pennsylvania to maintain that in spite of the newly passed
17.

630-31.

Pennsylvania A r c h i v e s , [First Series ], III,

,
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law the Assembly could, not tax unimproved l a n d F u r t h e r 
more , they were to r e fuse, pleasantly, to cooperate with the
assessors.

The major battle for P e n n , h o w e v e r , now centered

in London,

He began work to have Denny'a laws disallowed by

the Privy Council,

As a preliminary s t e p , the Proprietor

described his Governor's actions to his friend Lord Halifax,
President of the Board of Trade,

Halifax expressed the

hearty wish that Denny would "severely smart" for his mis, , 18
deeds,

.
In the late summer of 17 59, while he worked to have

the Privy Council disallow Denny's laws, Penn began to fear
that if he failed to pay taxes assessed against his unim
proved property,

the Assembly might condemn large parcels of

proprietary land in lieu of payment.

Therefore he directed

Peters to raise the money for the taxes assessed against
proprietary land by selling some of the Penns' estates.

If

this expedient failed to bring in enough money,.' he empowered
Peters to borrow the balance at interest, . However, he
instructed his secretary to delay payment as long as
possible, hoping to secure a repeal of the tax bill before
it became necessary to pay any imposts,

19

18.
Penn to Peters, May 19, 1759, Penn Letter
Books, VI, 103-104 (HSP); Penn to Peters, June 28, 1759,
ibid. , 115; Penn to Peters, August 1, 1759, ibid. , 135-36.
19.

44. . ’

Penn to Peters, August 31, 1759,

ibid. , 143- .
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Apparently Peters blamed Joseph Galloway for haying
suborned Governor Denny, and Penn, not above a little
bribery himself, asked the Secretary,

"t h o ' it is a dis-

agreable thing, I wish it was possible by some means to
alter, his [Galloway's] conduct, has he never applyed for any
Government favour?"

Peters'

answer to this query is lost,

but the Proprietors never reached a rapprochment with
Galloway on the basis of "Government favours," • Penn was far
less subtle in his plans for Governor Denny,

and resolved to

prosecute him for violation of his instructions, with an end
to have the Governor's bond forfeited.

20

Once the Assembly had "captured" the Governor,
Peters recognized that doubtless they regarded him, Peters,
as one of their major remaining obstacles to dominance in
Pennsylvania,

For some time he had feared that the Assembly

might make an effort to curtail his power.

There was an

ominous precedent in the Assembly's arrest of William Smith
and William Moore on charges of libel.
had supported the Proprietary group.

Both of these men
Furthermore,

in 1752,

the Assembly had interfered with the Land Office when it
passed a bill to regulate fees charged by the Proprietary
officers.

Therefore, Peters was not surprised when on May

26, 1759, the Assembly passed An Act for recording Warrants
20,
Penn to Peters, September 21, 1759, ibid,, 16162. .For Galloway's role in the "capture" of Governor Denny,
see Wainwright, "Governor Denny," pp. 192-93.
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and Surveys, and for rendering the real Estate and Property
within this Province more secure.

This bill specified that

henceforth the Assembly, would, appoint a "Recorder of Warrants
and Surveys," to perform this function instead .of the Pro
prietary Secretary and Surveyor General.

The bill also

stipulated the large fine of £50 for "errors" made by any
public official in dealing with warrants and patents„
only would this measure.undermine Peters'

Not

authority, but the

threat of large fines could be used to prevent him from
carrying out the duties of his office.

21

'

At first, P e t e r s ’ objections prevented Denny from
signing this measure, whereupon the Assembly repassed it in
a slightly different form and sent it to Denny accompanied
by a long dissertation from Joseph Galloway arguing that the
people needed protection from the Proprietary officials.
The Council sent back a counter-proposal to compromise the
i ss u e , but the Assembly rejected this suggestion.

Fina l l y ,

Denny signed the bill as sent to him by the legislature.
Peters had managed to secure only a single concession— the
bill guaranteed that he and the Surveyor General would
continue to receive their customary fees.

As soon as Denny

signed this bill, the Assembly paid him another £1000 of his
back sala r y , and pledged that if the Proprietors attempted
21.
For the results of the Assembly's attempt to
regulate f e e s , see Peters to Penn, August 8, 1752, P O C , V,
267 (HSP); Colonial Re c o r d s . V I I I , 337-39.
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to sue him for his b o n d , they would stand behind him and
underwrite h i s .losses, if any.

22

Penn agreed with his secretary that the act to.
record warrants and surveys was an open attempt to strike
at his prerogatives, and promised to make a special effort
to have this measure disallowed by the Privy Council.

The

Proprietor warned Peters to close the Land Office and not
issue further warrants because of the exhorbitant penalties
he faced in case of error.

Later, however, Penn changed his

mind and searched for a safe way for Peters to reopen the
Land Office; the Proprietor desired to resume receipt of his
share of the fees from the issuance of warrants and
patents.

23
.

r.

J

■

The Assembly continued to manipulate the" compliant
Governor, and in early June, 1759, passed an act to re-emit
retired bills of credit.

Peters and the Council opposed

this bill b e c a u s e , they argued, it would result in
depreciated currency, and hence a loss to the Proprietors
since their quitrents could be paid in inflated money.

The

resulting confrontation followed the pattern of the events
of the previous April.

The Assembly refused to compromise,

22.
Peters' vigorous defense against the act to
record warrants and surveys is in ibjd^ , 347-49, 354-55;
Galloway's letter is in ibid. , 363-69; V o t e s , VI, 5014-15,
5028.
23.
Penn to Peters, August 1, 1759, Penn Letter
B o o k s , V I , 135 (ESP); Penn to James Hamilton, November 12,
1759, ibid., 183.
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Peters and the Council refused to consent to passage of. the
bill unless quitrents were protected, and the British high
command insisted that Denny approve the bill,

Peters

visited General Stanwix and asked him not to press Denny
to violate his instructions further^,
the money must be raised somehow,

Stanwix replied that

and that the Assembly

leaders had told the General that they would never compro
mise on this issue.

They had said that this

"would in all

likelyhood, prove their last Campaign [i.e., their last
chance to use Denny to gain their ends], and therefore let
the Consequences be what it [sic] would, they would not pass
a Bill unless they could at the same time obtain what they
thought just against the Proprietaries, . ^

"

24

When Peters informed the Council of Stan w i x 1s
answer, Denny declared that the Councillors should consider
their duty to the crown t o o , not merely their obligation to
the Proprietors.

Stung by this remark, the Council retorted

that a member of the Assembly had told them that the Gover
nor had made a secret agreement with leading legislators to
pass the re-emitting bill.

Denny blasted this report as

"false and Scandalous," but later that day withdrew his
proposed amendments to the bill and signed it as presented
24.
51, 353, 356.

V o t e s , VI, 5000; Colonial R e c o r d s , VIII, 350-
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by the Assembly. • In r e t u r n t h e Speaker gave the Governor
a draft for £1000„
Peters'

25

reports of these transactions spurred

Penn's desire to rid the province of D e n n y , but he had
encountered difficulty in finding a suitable replacements
His first choice remained James Hamilton, then in England
on a visit, but Hamilton refused to take the post again
unless he was given greater latitude than his earlier
instructions had permitted„

Among other t h i n g s , he insisted

that he be permitted to authorize reasonable taxation of the
Proprietary estates„
Hamilton's termso

After long negotiations Penn agreed to

In the spring of 1759, the Proprietor

notified Peters that Hamilton had accepted the appointment,
and expressed hope that Denny's ouster would lighten the
Secretary's burdens.
various duties,

Hamilton would be able to assume

such as the drafting of state papers, that

Denny had left to Peters.

However, Penn thought that few

American governors could surpass Peters' skill in drawing up
such documents.

25

When Denny learned that his replacement had been
appointed, his greed made him reckless, and he used every
possible expedient to get money.
25.

He charged high prices for

Ibid.. 357-60, 362.

26.
Thayer, Pennsylvania Politics. p. 74; Penn to
Peters, April 12, 1759, Penn Letter B o o k s , VI, 7.3, 80, 83,
86 (HSP).
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approving military commissions, but when he tried to charge
for signing land warrants, Peters re-rclosed the Land Office
rather than permit this practice.

Furthermore, he began to

sell flags of truce, documents used customarily by ship
captains when engaged in exchanging prisoners of war.

Denny

peddled them to smugglers who used them to cover their trade
with the enemy.

'After a tentative beginning, the Governor

developed a flourishing business, making out the flags of
truce in blank so that whoever purchased one could simply
fill in his own name.. By such m e a n s , Denny gained finally
what he had come to Pennsylvania for-— his fortune.

In the

summer of 1759, Denny sold all of Penn's furniture (he had
been living in the Proprietor's Philadelphia house) and then
took the Proprietor's kitchenware and most of his library
with him and retired to an estate outside the city.
he refused to see anyone.

There

Denny's servants told all comers

that the Governor was not at home, but one disappointed
would-be visitor saw the Governor peeking at him through
the upstairs curtains.

Peters and the Council governed the

province until Hamilton arrived in Philadelphia in November,
1759.

27

'

Thomas Penn and his lawyers in London presented a
strong case to the Privy Council for the disallowance of
Denny's legislation.
27.

,Largely because of the excellent

Wainwright,

"Governor Denny," pp. 193-95.

' , .
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quality of the evidence Peters furnished, the Privy Council
concluded that the Assembly had bribed. Denny and disallowed
•most of the bills signed by the Governor in violation of his
instructions from the Penns.

The -act for recording warrants

and surveys was among those canceled by the ministry.

Thus,

largely because of Peters' stubborn devotion to the pro
prietary cause, in the end Denny's defection had little
effect on the powers of the Penn family in Pennsylvania.
The major modification in the position taken by Penn towards
his province was the concession he made to Hamilton in order
to secure his services as Denny's replacement.

Henceforth

Penn had to permit some taxation of his holdings in Pennsyl
vania.

The responsibility for keeping the amount of these

taxes as low as possible devolved to his Proprietary
Secretary.

28

In spite of his avowed intention to prosecute Denny
for his bond, Penn dropped the m a t t e r , and Denny retired to
England with his spoils.

Perhaps Penn had some lingering

fear that Denny's patron the Duke of Cumberland might resent
it if he sued the ex-Governor, or perhaps he feared reper
cussions if General Amherst fulfilled his promise to support
Denny's decision to pass bills to raise money for the defense
of Pennsylvania.

In the final analysis, perhaps Penn

realized that his adamant refusal to pay taxes for the
28.
B o o k s , .VI, 205

Penn to Peters, February 9, 1760, Penn Letter
(HSP) ; Colonial R e c o r d s . VIII, 524-58.
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defense of the colony might not appear justifiable to the
courts„

In any c a s e , Penn left Denny alone.

Although

Peters had wished to see Denny brought to trial,
of the Governor had b e e n his major goal..

the removal

After over three

years of service under that strange executive,

Peters looked

forward eagerly to the renewal of his friendship and working
relationship with James Hamilton.

CHAPTER. XI
RETURN TO THE CLERGY
Following James Hamilton's return to Pennsylvania
in November, 1759,

the Governor assumed many of the tasks

that the Secretary had been obliged to perform for Denny,
which enabled Peters to devote more time to the Land
Office and less to his duties as Provincial Secretary,
Because proprietary affairs were in disarray due to
Peters' wartime neglect of the Land Office, Penn was
delighted to learn of this change in his secretary's
priorities.

1

By this time, Peters'

responsibilities in the Land

Office had acquired a new dimension.

The Proprietors now

permitted the province to tax their estates, and the Pro
prietary Secretary thought it necessary.to watch closely the
assessment of the Penn lands.

In the spring of 1760,

accompanied by Receiver General Richard Hockley, Peters
journeyed to Carlisle, Pennsylvania to protest the basis for
taxing the proprietary estates.in Cumberland County.

There

Peters appealed the taxation of the Penns' unimproved lands,
arguing that because this land produced no inco m e , it should
1.
Books, VI, 200

Penn to Peters, January 12, 1760, Penn Letter
(HSP).
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not'be taxed.

He secured some concessions, but failed to

persuade the county officials to assess the proprietary
lands on the same basis as did the other counties in the
■province.

2

.

■

-

In the summer of 1760, before the reorganization of
the Land Office was little more than begun, to Penn's
Ostensible surprise, Peters resigned his posts as Provincial
and Proprietary Secretary, pleading poor health.

Penn may

have feigned more surprise than he felt, because he knew
that Peters had been sick.

Two months earlier Councillor

Joseph Turner told the Proprietor that the stress of war had
undermined Peters'

health, and had "affected" his m i n d , but

later Penn received reports of Peters' recovery.
thinking that this resignation,

Perhaps

like so many earlier o n e s ,

'stemmed from a momentary fit of depression,

the Proprietor

attempted to persuade the Secretary to retain his posts if
he regained his health.

If, on the other hand, his illness

persisted, Penn invited Peters to come to England and stay
in his house while he partook of the curative waters there.
Peters'

sudden decision to resign may have been as

much psychological as it was physiological in origin.
2.

3

For

.

Colonial R e cords . V I I I . 472-75.

3.
Penn to Mr. Turn e r , June 10, 1760, Penn Letter
Books, VI, 266-67 (HSP) (This was probably Joseph Turner,
Councillor and business associate of William Allen)j Penn to
Peters, August 22, 1760, ibid., 286-87; Penn to Peters, May
10 1760 , ibid., 236.

some time he had hoped to return to the active clergy, and
by 1760, his improved.financial position permitted him to do
so.

Moreover, Penn suspected that he may have had reasops

other than his desire to return to the church or poor
health.

The Proprietor asked Governor Hamilton whether the

Secretary was "dissatisfied with any thing that has passed
betwixt us?"

Perhaps Penn recalled that in May 1760, he had

criticized the Secretary intemperately. for his negativism.
Penn's rebuke included the remark that Peters lacked the
"patience that is absolutely necessary in carrying on publick
or other great a f fairs, . . .

«"

This r e p r o o f , although

softened later by Penn's admission that perhaps he had "been
too strong" in his criticism, doubtless stung Peters, who
had devoted over twenty years service to the Proprietors.
The timing of Penn's outburst and Peters' subsequent
resignation indicates that the. one caused the other; Penn
wrote his letter on May 10, 1760, and the Secretary resigned
six weeks later, a reasonable length of time for mail ser
vice from London to Philadelphia.

Furthermore,

the follow

ing November the Proprietor apologized to Peters for .
something he, P e n n , had written, stating that he was "sorry
my writing what I did should occasion you so much uneasiness;
what you have said about it is abundantly more than

.
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sufficient, and I am sorry you mentioned it to the Governor
& Mr. Allen, 1,4 \
Penn left the selection of a new Provincial Secre
tary to Governor Hamilton, but personally named William
Peters to succeed his brother as Proprietary Secretary.
William had long been the heir apparent for this post.

The

Proprietor asked Richard to remain in the Land Office long
enough to train his b r other , and to retain his seat in the
Provincial Council so that he could serve as a consultant to
the government. . Penn offered to pay the former secretary an
annual salary of £100 for these services.

By then recovered

from his real or feigned illness, Peters agreed.

He told

Penn that as soon as possible he planned to resume his former
profession in the church, not in a regular pastorate, but
wherever the people needed him most.

Doubtless he intended

to devote a few months to the task of training his brother
in the responsibilities of the Land Office and then turn
his attention to the clergy.

But he found it almost impos

sible to divest himself of his secular responsibilities in
Pennyslvania and he remained embroiled in both governmental
and proprietary affairs for more than two years.

5

4.
Penn to Hamilton, August 22,
1760, ibid., 28586; Penn to Peters,May 10, 1760, ibid.,
235-36; Penn to
Peters, November 18, 1760, ibid. , 329-30.
5.
Penn to Peters, November 15, 1760, ibid. . 32930; Penn to Peters, December 12, 1760, ibid. , 344.
Peters
was not the only agent of the Penn brothers who found it
difficult to resign from their service.
In 1735, the sick
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Indian affairs continued to demand much of Peters'
time.

In July, 1761, Governor Hamilton received word that

Teedyuscung was in Easton with English prisoners he wished
to turn over to the Pennsylvania government.

As a member of

the Provincial Council, Peters accompanied Hamilton and
Attorney General Benjamin Chew to Easton.

The Indians had

little business to transact besides releasing their captives,
and Hamilton took this opportunity to appeal to some Six
Nations'

chiefs there for' help in Pennsylvania's efforts to

block the Susquehanna Company's encroachment into the
Wyoming Valley.

Peters described this conference to General

Forbes as "amusing ourselves at.Easton with a grand Meeting
’
6
of Six Nations Indians & their Dependants „ . . ."
The following summer, Peters participated in the
Easton Conference of 17 62, the final act in the long
controversy over the Walking Purchase.

The Board of T r a d e ,

to whom this question had been referred, wished to settle it
once and for all, and directed Sir William Johnson to hear
the case.

In J u n e , 17 62, after numerous delays, Johnson

and aging James Logan had reluctantly accepted the Presi
dency of the Provincial Council on the condition that the
Penns would send another Governor immediately.
Instead, the
Proprietors left Logan in. this post for over two years.
For
this account, see T o l i e s , James L o g a n , p. 150.
6.
Colonial Records', VIII, 629-30; Peters to
M o nekton, August 15, 1761, The Aspinwall Papers (Collections
of the Massachusetts Historical Society, Fourth Series,
VoIs. IX-X, 1870-1871), X, 440-41.
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convened a meeting between the Delawares and representatives
of the Pennsylvania government in Easton,

Hamilton, Chew,

and Peters represented the prov i n c e , and the usual large
delegation of Quakers from the Friendly Association came to
support Teedyusoung,
By 1762, Teedyusoung wished that the controversy
over the Walking Purchase had never been raised.

Pri

vately he had admitted as much to Governor Hamilton and
offered to withdraw his charges against Pennsylvania,
Nevertheless, the Delaware chief went to Easton to renew his
charges at the behest of Pemberton and the Friendly Associa
tion,

After he opened the conference, Johnson asked

Teedyusoung to state his complaints against Pennsylvania,
The Delaware complied, claiming more land than ever before.
The following day Johnson gave the Pennsylvania delegation
opportunity to reply to the Indians'

charges,

The pro

vincial officers responded with a long and legalistic
document written by Attorney General Chew, in consultation
with Peters„

It took Johnson's clerk nearly four hours to

read this manuscript to the assemblage.

The Pennsylvania

rebuttal consisted of a history of the Walking Purchase, a
description of the ensuing controversy, and a defense of the
7.
Peters to Johnson, March 6, 1762, Johnson
Pape r s , X, 395-96;.Johnson to the Lords of Trade, August 1,
1762, ibid,:, III, 837-51, contains Johnson's account of this
' conference.
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Pennsylvania government's actions in the matter.

There was

no translation of this document into the Delaware tongue,
and although Teedyuscung averred that he understood every-

.

thing that had been read, later, probably at Pemberton's
request, the Delaware disavowed his earlier statement.
Simultaneously Teedyuscung accused Johnson of prejudice
against the Indians'

cause.

When Johnson protested this

charge, Pemberton entered the fray and took charge of the
efforts to discredit the crown's chief Indian agent.

Two

days later, Teedyuscung became, thoroughly sick of the
controversy, renounced any claims his tribe may have had to
the disputed l a n d , and declared himself willing to sign a
legal release.

He persisted in his belief that the English

had made the Walking Purchase in bad faith, but agreed to
forget this offense in order to restore friendly relations
with the English.

Teedyuscung's disclaimer brought the

Easton Conference of 1762 to an end and, to a great extent,
the Friendly Association— by then dedicated to the pursuit
of these charges against the Pennsylvania Proprietors— died
with it.^
8.
Wallace, Teedyuscung, 242-43; Peters' and
Chew's defense of Pennsylvania is in the Public Record
Office, C. O. 5. 1276, p. 305, London, and there is a copy
in the New York State Li b r a r y , as cited in Johnson P a p e r s ,
III, 799.
For brief accounts of the Pennsylvania defense,
see Peters and Chew to Johnson, June 24 and 28, 1 7 6 2 ibid. ,
799-818.
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Both before and since 1762 a wide variety of charges
and countercharges have been made about Pennsylvania's
treatment of the Delaware Indians.

The whole truth about

the motives of the participants in the Walking Purchase will
never be k n o w n , but some conclusions may be drawn from the
available evidence.
Although neither Penn nor James Logan appear to have
entered into the Walking Purchase with the express purpose
of cheating the Delawares in a number of instances they did
not deal with the Indians in good faith.

Hotable examples

of their questionable tactics are Logan's actions in pushing
the walk to a distance of over fifty miles and his subse
quent location of the line so that it encompassed more of
the Indians'

land.

It is certain that the Delawares never

intended to sell that much of their land.

9

After 1756, when the Delawares first accused the
province of fraud, the provincial governors, P e t e r s , Chew,
and other proprietary officials consistently supported the
Penns'

interests, but there is little evidence that they

resorted to outright dishonesty in their negotiations with
the Indians.

H o wever, they did not hesitate to conceal any

information that they thought might prejudice their cause;
for example their alteration of the Indians' map in 1749 in
order to prevent the Delawares from discovering how Logan
9=
V I , above.

For details of the Walking Purchase, see Chapter

-

•.
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had drawn the line from the end of the walk in 1737, and
\

-

'

their refusal to show all of the deeds pertinent to the
Walking Purchase at Easton in 1758.

Perhaps the greatest

indictment that can be made against the proprietary offi
cials in Pennsylvania is not for fra u d , but for their lack
of compassion for the Delawares, a people with no l a n d , no
resources, and few friends.

If there had been evidence that

the Pennsylvania government had cheated the Delawares,
possibly Sir William Johnson would have reported it.

On

the contrary, he told the Board of Trade that he had found •
no evidence of fraud, although he criticized Penn for paying
these Indians less than their land was worth.

Johnson .

recommended that because the Delawares were so p o o r , Penn
should give them an additional large present for their land.
The provincial officials, however, gave the Delawares only a
token gift amounting to £200 in trade goods.

10

Although the Walking Purchase stimulated the resent
ment of many Delawares, their discontent would not have
become a major source of dissension between the tribe and
the government of Pennsylvania had not Israel Pemberton and
his fellow members of the Friendly Association suggested and
pursued the issue with Teedyuscung.

Furthermore,

it is

unlikely that resentment of the Walking Purchase caused the
Delaware and Shawnee Indians to attack the Pennsylvania
10.
pp. 249-50.

Johnson P a p e r s . Ill, 850; Wallace, Teedyuscung

.‘.-V,
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frontier in 1755.

These attacks were almost certainly the
11
result of the 'influence of the French in the Ohio Valley.
In August,

1762, Peters again accompanied Hamilton

and Chew to a meeting with Teedyuscung and representatives
of the Six N a t i o n s , where the Pennsylvanians were to receive
additional prisoners and to conclude a final peace with the
Delawares.

A few Quakers attended this conference at

Lancaster and tried, without succ e s s , to revive the Indians'
interest in bringing charges against the Penns and their
deputies.

Upon his return to Philadelphia, Peters sent a

full report of this conference to Johnson, along with a
warning that the Pennsylvania Assembly planned to send the
ministry in London a remonstrance against Sir William for
his alleged bias against the Delawares in Easton the
previous June.

12

Peters'

'
attendance at Indian conferences, together

with his duties as a commissioner in the boundary dispute
with Maryland, took a great deal of his time and,
prevented him from resuming his role as priest.

in part,
A further

distraction was his inability to escape the responsibilities
11.
Both B o y d , "Indian A f f a i r s ," p. xxviii, and
W a l l a c e , •Teedyuscung, p. 251, conclude that the Walking
Purchase was never a casus belli for the Delaware Indians.
Wallace states further on p. 132 that the price paid by Penn
for this land was "less than generous," and that while
"neither party was wholly actuated by the best motives;
neither side's motives were wholly bad. . . . "
12.
Peters to Johnson, September 30, 1762, Gratz
Collection, Albany Convention (HSP).
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of the Land Office.

On land matters Penn was reluctant to

deal with his new-secretary, William Peters, and sent most
of his letters to Richard, arguing that only the former
secretary could cope with land affairs that had originated
during his tenure.

In January, 1761, perhaps hoping to

convince.the Proprietor that William could assume full
responsibility for the Land Office, Richard reported that
his brother was making excellent progress, and was "indeed
a much abler Secretary than you ever had and shows more
Judgement . . .

than ever I was Master of.

..."

Peters

added that former Pennsylvania Governor George Thomas had
offered him the living of St. Thomas in Antigua,

including

a parsonage, a thousand pounds a year, and a glebe, all of
which Peters had refused so that he might complete his work
on the boundary commission— and return to the clergy in
Pennsylvania!

Penn ignored these hints and continued to

refer land business to Richard until the summer of 1762,
more than two years after the former secretary had submitted his resignation.
Peters'

13

release from these proprietary duties came

from an unexpected quarter.

In September, 1762, the vestry

of the combined parishes of Christ Church and St. Peter's
Church, Philadelphia, offered Peters the position of rector.
Despite his resolution to reject any regular appointment,
13.
Peters to Penn, January, 1761, Penn Papers,
Saunders Coates, p. 155 (HSP).

;

Peters accepted.

.

.
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Doubtless his primary' motive was his

desire to return to the active clergy, and it must have been
particularly gratifying to receive the very post he had so
long been denied.

But an additional motive may have been

his hope that once he accepted a position with established
responsibilities, Penn would release him at last.

When

Peters requested the Proprietor's aid in securing a clerical.
license, Penn replied that he had already secured a promise
of assistance from the new Bishop of London.

The vestry of

Peters' new churches permitted him to defer the assumption
of his duties in order that he might at once take his planned
trip to England, but Penn persuaded the new rector to remain
in Pennsylvania until the completion of the boundary survey.
This and other responsibilities kept Peters in the province
for another year and a half, but after he accepted the
rectorship in the fall of 1762, he devoted most of his time
to his clerical duties.

14

Once Richard turned his attention to the church,
William Peters became at last the de facto head of the Land
Office.

He proved a disastrous choice for the post.

In

order to augment his income he attempted to raise the fees
charged by his office for

warrants and patents.

He not only

14.
Penn to Pete r s , March 12, 1763, ibid. . 257;
Penn to Peters, April 23,
1763, ibid. ,267. For an account
of the clerical career of
Peters after 1762, see C. P. B.
Jefferys, "The Provincial and Revolutionary History of St.
Peter's Church, Philadelphia, 1753-1783 ," P M H B , XLVIII
(1924) ,. 48-65.
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complained to Penn of overwo r k , but told the Proprietor that
he did not.have sufficient time to send him letters of
general information about provincial affairs=

Finally,

Penn began to receive evidence of William's "avaritious
disposition>" including information that his new secretary
was purchasing large tracts of land for himself under
assumed names.

In 1765, no doubt wishing that he still had

the services of the other Pet e r s , on the recommendation of
William A l i e n , Penn appointed James Tilghman to succeed
Peters.

*15

1

Meanwhile, Richard Peters performed his duties in
his two churches, and prepared to travel to England for an
extended visit.

In 1764, William Allen, already in England,

expressed concern upon hearing that Peters was sick.
told Benjamin Chew that he feared that Peters'

Allen

religious

enthusiasm has helped to corrupt his Blood and
have as bad an effect on his Constitution as it
seems to have on his m i n d , I cannot think it has
had any good effect on that.
He was truly an
honest good man when he laughed and Joked as much
as any of us, and I think his quitting us and
herding with Vestry men, Old women, and other
devotees, had not made him a better.
15.
William Peters was a perennial ne'er-do-well,
who devoted nearly twenty years in Pennsylvania to currying
and exploiting favors from his younger brother.
Ironically,
William, as the older brother, inherited almost all of the
family estate when his father died in England.
Richard
received no inheritance, and yet by 1763, Richard was inde
pendent and William in dire financial straits.
For some of
the details of the decline and fall of William Peters, see
Penn to John Penn, February. 10, 1764, Penn Letter B o o k s ,
VIII, 20 (ESP), and Penn to William Peters, March 10, 1764,
Ibid., 38; Thayer, Pennsylvania Politics, p. 92.
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Peters recovered in spite of any deleterious effects from
his religious enthusiasm and late in 1764 embarked for his
long-awaited visit to England,

'16

■

He remained in England from the fall of 1764 until
December of the following year, during which time he visited
Penn, many of his old friends, and the surviving members of
his family.

In London he acquired his clerical license and

a charter for his Philadelphia churches.

After his return

to Pennsylvania, Peters remained an active member of the
Provincial Council, but devoted most of his time and energy
to his duties as the foremost Anglican clergyman in the city
of Philadelphia,

In the late 1 7 6 0 's and early 1770's, as

the American colonies became increasingly estranged from
England, Peters remained sympathetic to the American cause",
but refused to countenance the- idea of colonial independence.
16.
Allen to Chew, April 13, 1764, David A. Kimbal
and Miriam Quinn (eds.), "William Allen— Benjamin Chew
Correspondence, 1763-1764." P M H B , XC (1966), 223,
Although
Allen declared in this letter that he had sincerely loved
Peters, he was obviously disenchanted by the former secre
tary's demeanor now that he had returned to the church,
Allen's disillusionment persisted, and in his letter to
Penn on October 8, 1767, P O C , X, 116, 118 (HSP), Allen
described Peters as "a good man but his faculties and memory
are much impaired, . . .
Several months later, in another
letter to Penn on February 25, 1768, ibid.. 136, Allen
described Peters' manner of preaching as full of "strange
Enthusiastick notions," and "Mistick divinity/ . , » ."
Allen concluded that he loved "Peters and have ever thought
him a good man [.] As I go to another place of worship I
never hear him, but from every friend he has I hear that his
sermons of late much expose him, and that the congregation
are very much dissatisfied with his lately adopted Doc
trines. . . . "

■.

.
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In September, 1775, because of the onset of his final ill
ness, Peters resigned all of his clerical and provincial
responsibilities.

He died the following s u m m e r , on July 10,

1776, and was buried under the chancel of Christ Church.

17

When Peters died, his friends and perhaps even his
enemies, must have paused to reflect upon the former secre
tary's impact on Pennsylvania.

The same consideration

confronts historians of provincial Pennsylvania: did Peters
shape the course.of the.history of the province, or does he
merely seem important because he participated in significant
events which would have been substantially the same despite
him?
To some extent the turbulent affairs of mideighteenth century Pennsylvania thrust Peters into the lime
light (at times far more than he wish e d ), but beyond ques
tion, he made an indelible mark on his times.

He pursued

what may accurately be described as several concurrent
careers, any one of which would make him worthy of study. .
Taken together his activities and influence made him one of
the most important men in the middle colonies during this
period.

Y e t , perhaps because so many of his duties involved

him in routine administration, neither his contemporaries
nor scholars since have judged him a "great man," certainly

17.
Peters' refusal to countenance, independence wa
■recalled by his nephew Judge Richard Peters in his letter to
William Raw l e , September 2 2 ^ 1825, p. 209 =

'
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not in the same sense that his friends Benjamin Franklin and
George Washington are thought great,
"Although the duties Peters performed as Proprietary
Secretary were of tremendous significance to the Penn
family, the importance of these activities to the history
of Pennsylvania is less obvious.

But., through his efficient

management of the Land Office which made possible the large
scale purchase and sale of l a n d , his purchase of huge new
tracts of arable land from the Indians, and his establish
ment of new communities in the interior of the colony, the
Secretary facilitated the rapid growth of Pennsylvania,
M o reover, his. proficient execution of his proprietary duties
made it possible for Thomas Penn to administer his colony in
absentia.

Shortly after Penn left the province in 1741,

Peters became his indispensable man in Pennsylvania.

With

out Peters, or another equally competent secretary and
personal adviser, Penn would have been forced to return to
the province to take personal charge of his affairs.

The

Proprietor's presence in Pennsylvania between 1745 and 1760
would have made a great difference in the course of events
there.

If he had been on the spot, the Proprietor might

have recognized the folly of refusing to pay any taxes on
his holdings in the colony.

Furthermore, his practice of

binding his governors with unreasonable instructions, his
dangerous quarrel with Benjamin Franklin, and William
Denny's disastrous administration might all have been
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avoided.

Peters urged Penn repeatedly to come.to Pennsyl

vania, and yet his efficiency permitted the Proprietor to
remain, in England.

His absence contributed to the diminu

tion of his own powers.
Peters•made equally significant contributions in his
role as chief Indian diplomat for the province.

Although he

never ceased to rely on the advice of such experts as Conrad
Weiser and George Croghan , he coordinated provincial and
proprietary Indian affairs for nearly twenty years.

During

his tenure, the Secretary played a key role in the success
of numerous conferences, the most important o f which were
the Lancaster Conference of 1748 and the Easton Conference
of 1758.

In the former, Peters concluded a military

alliance with the powerful Twightwee Indians in the Ohio
Valley.

If the British government had implemented this

treaty and had supported the T wightwees, as Peters urged
repeatedly, French encroachments into the Ohio Valley after
1750 would have been slowed or blocked.

At Easton, largely

due to Peters' skill, the province restored good relations
with the Six N a tions, and made peace with the Delawares and
Shawnees, both of which facilitated General Forbes'
of Fort Duquesne from the French.

capture

After Governor James

Hamilton's retirement in 1754, no public official in
Pennsylvania (least of all Governors Morris or D e n n y ) had
Peters' knowledge of the Indians, his comprehension of the
military situation in North America,

and his understanding
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of Pennsylvania politics.

Peters' grasp of the details of

these three interrelated areas made, him uniquely suited to
oversee Indian affairs in Pennsylvania during this critical
period.
But it was in his role as Provincial Secretary that
Peters made his greatest contributions to the history of
colonial Pennsylvania.

In this capacity he served to

moderate the extreme political positions adopted by both
the pro-proprietary and anti-proprietary political factions
in the colony.

Whenever he thought that the safety of the

province was at s t a k e , he did whatever he deemed necessary,
to alleviate the crisis.

Although he never took a public

stance in opposition to the Proprietor's posi t i o n , he wrote
Penn strong criticism for his refusal to compromise.

He

worked with the Assembly in opposition to some of the
extreme positions adopted by Governor M o r r i s , and at times
censured William Allen and his friends for what he regarded
as their unreasonable attitudes.

As a mediator Peters

arranged several significant compromises which resolved
dangerous deadlocks in provincial government in wartime, and
he consistently provided a channel through which the dis
puting political factions in the colony could communicate.
Of still greater importance was Peters' gradual
assumption of a large part of the functions normally per
formed by the deputy-Governors of Pennsylvania.

After

Governor Morris took office in 1754, Morris devoted much of

1

•.

■

‘
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his time to squabbling with the Assembly,

and delegated many

of his responsibilities to the Secretary,

Peters' burden

increased sharply in 1756 when William Denny became Gover
nor, and within two y e a r s , Peters had assumed most of the
duties and responsibilities of the office of Governor of
Pennsylvania.

The high point of Peters' accomplishments

during Denny's tenure was the Secretary's refusal to permit
the coalition of the Governor and the Assembly to take over
full control of the provincial government.

Almost a l o n e ,

Peters held out in opposition to Denny and the legislature,
and his efforts

(along with Penn's use of Peters'

evidence

against Denny to have the Governor's legislation disallowed
by the Privy Council) probably preserved the Penn family's
hold on the proprietorship of Pennsylvania.

Whether,

long r u n , Peters' help in restoring the Penns'

in the

authority in

Pennsylvania was a benefit or a detriment to the colony, is
both a matter of speculation and a subject of interpreta
tion.
The course of Peters'

life was often rocky and

marked by disappointment, but there had been numerous
compensations as well.

Ironically, despite the great events

in which he participated during his public career, in his
own m i n d , Peters'

supreme achievement was probably his

triumphant return to the clergy as rector of Christ Church
and St. Peter's Church, Philadelphia.

He was a devoted,

at times aggravating friend, a highly competent civil

if
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servant, a man of wide interests and multiple talents, and
an indispensable friend and ally to Thomas Penn.

His

contributions form an integral part of the history of
Pennsylvania during the middle of the eighteenth century.
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